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Zheng (or guzheng) is one of the oldest indigenous musical instruments in China. 
Through the centuries, zheng and its music have undergone tremendous changes, and 
have been transmitted to different parts of China mainly as a constituent in ensemble 
music genres. Scattered documentation about solo zheng music exists in Chinese 
historical documents. The earliest existing manuscript is Xiansuo Shisantao compiled 
in 1814, in which two of the thirteen pieces recorded in the manuscript were for zheng 
solo (Liu 1989:265). However, despite of presence of written records since the 
nineteenth century, a continuous zheng playing tradition has largely been absent in 
China. 

Manuals for solo zheng music have emerged in china since the early 20 '̂'' century, 
yet the emergence of various regional stylistic schools oizheng music is basically a 
post-1949 movement. Zheng masters and intellectuals in China reviewed music 
history, transcribed and compiled notation of traditional tunes, composed new solo 
pieces, published teaching materials and made ample music recordings for the 
dissemination and promotion of these schools. With the Chinese scholars' confident 
claim of a long history of zheng playing in China of up to a few hundred years, the 
actual life spans of these zheng schools and their music are in fact no more than 
fifty-odd years. 

There are attempts by Hong Kong zheng players to build a local zheng school. 
But none of them is successful because of insufficient public recognition. By 
analyzing the "Hong Kong zheng school" proposed by the renowned zheng master So 
Chun-bo who came to Hong Kong in 1961，I wish to project a clearer picture of the 
construction of regional zheng schools in mainland China. Similar conceptual 
problems in both the local and mainland attempts will be revealed. In the end, the 
concept of school-building together with the creative development of this musical 
genre are foreign ideas that do not appeal to local musicians at all. Local zheng 
performers have always considered zheng music to be an imported genre and do not 
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care about its local identity. 
In this thesis, I will reconstruct the history of zheng music in Hong Kong from the 

1940s in Chapter 2. Then in Chapter 3,1 will examine the significance of the "Hong 
Kong zheng school" that So Chun-bo proposed by using the standards set up by Hong 
Kong and mainland scholars. In Chapter 4，I will discuss the concept of regional 
schools as an invention of the Chinese Communist Party (hereafter CCP) and 
compare schools of zheng with those ofguqin. To conclude this thesis, I try to 
problematize the establishment of regional schools of zheng music in mainland China 
and argue that these schools are "invented traditions" that are not substantially 
different from the "Hong Kong zheng school" and other instrumental music genres in 
China. 

Reference Cited: 
Liu Zaisheng 劉再生 

1 9 8 9 《中國古代音樂史簡述》北京：人民音樂出版社。 
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論文提要 

題目：古爭音樂：一個1949年以後成形的樂種在香港 

作者：劉瑞中（02028530) 

民族音樂學•哲學碩士論文 

香港中文大學•二零零六年十一月 

論文槪要： 

箏（或古箏）是一種古老的中國傳統民間樂器，在這二千多年間，箏及其 

音樂經歷了無數的變遷，也流傳到全中國各地，成爲很多合奏樂種中的一員。 

多年以來，關於箏獨奏傳統的記載零星被發現，其中最早在中國境內發現的獨 

奏箏譜爲1814年蒙古人榮齋所編的「弦索十三套」；這十三首樂曲之中，有兩 

首被學者認爲是箏的獨奏曲（劉1989:265)。然而，這些古老獨奏傳統並沒有 

如實地流傳到今天。 

自1920年代起，一些箏獨奏曲譜的手稿開始在中國出現，但箏流派的形成 

卻是1949年以後的發展。當時箏家與學者都爭相加入建構箏派的行列；他們翻 

閱歷史、編撰傳統箏曲曲集、創作新曲、編寫箏的教材，也爲這些箏樂錄製了 

大量的唱片以供傳播。當一些中國學者肯定地表揚箏樂的多采多姿和源遠流 

長，但根據本論文的硏究及探索今天我們所認識的箏派，其實最多也只擁有五 

十多年的歷史。 

香港曾有過建構箏樂流派的嘗試，其中以蘇振波所提出的「香港箏流派」 

最爲觸目，但這箏派卻並未得到其他同業和大眾的認同。通過對於「香港箏流 

派」的分析和討論，本論文將深入探討有關內地箏派成立的問題，並指出一些 

箏樂發展的根本矛盾。本地訓練的箏手，從一開始就視箏樂爲外來的樂種，因 

此並無身份認同的需要，也沒有派別傳承的槪念。 

這篇論文先會重構古箏自1940年代在香港本土的發展；第三章內，筆者會 

以香港及內地學者的觀點討論「香港箏流派」的重要性；第四章內’筆者將討 

論內地箏流派的成立背景，並比較琴、箏流派的區別；在最後一章’筆者將比 

較香港與內地的箏流派，並提出這些流派均是1949年以後才被建構出來，與「香 

港箏流派」及其他中國器樂種的建構過程並無明顯區別的觀點。 

參考書目： 

Liu Zaisheng 劉再生 
1989 《中國古代音樂史簡述》北京：人民音樂出版社。 
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appear, and they are written with family name first, as in Chinese usage, unless an 
individual uses an English given name. Musical instruments and genres are normally 
romanized rather than translated. 



Chapter 1 Introduction 

While most Hong Kong zheng 寧(or guzheng 古寧）players consider zheng music as 
merely an imported music genre from mainland China, a local "Hong Kong zheng 
school" was proposed in 2001 by So Chun-bo 蘇振波，one of the most influential 
zheng teachers who came to Hong Kong from mainland China in 1962 and has started 
to teach zheng since 1966】，at his own discretion. Widely received or not, the concept 
of school-building behind the scene is clearly a post-1949 mainland product. By 
investigating the history and style of zheng music in Hong Kong, a broader picture of 
the active construction of regional zheng schools in mainland China after 1949 will be 
revealed. It contradicts claims by Chinese scholars that reliable and continuous 
transmissions of these styles of zheng playing date back in Chinese history to a few 
centuries ago. The tradition of solo zheng playing, similar to most other Chinese 
musical instruments, is a contemporary construction rather than a musical heritage 
from the past. 

In the following chapters, I will investigate one of the most popular Chinese 
instrumental music genres in Hong Kong - zheng music, and its counterparts in 
mainland China. I will frame the emergence of various zheng schools, or pai 派 in 
Chinese, established in the later part of the last century by using Frederick Lau's view 
on invented tradition (1991). These invented traditions of Chinese instrumental music 
are closely related to the social and historical contexts of the post-1949 China, in 
which performing arts are vehicles for nation-building employed by the central 

‘Personal interview with So on 22'"* April, 2004. He set up the first zheng ensemble in 1971 and 
organized the first zheng recital in Hong Kong in 1974. Since then, he has performed extensively on 
stage and organized recital in an annual basis. Many of his students are full-time zheng teachers now. 
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government in various manners. However, the case of the "Hong Kong zheng school" 
is rather different from those in the mainland because it was purely constructed and 
there is an obvious imbalance between the shortage of traditional pieces and the 
emphasis on new compositions. The concept of building a local zheng school, as well 
as the practice of zheng playing in general is imported from China through travelling 
or immigrated zheng masters, publications on zheng music and recordings, which 
constitute the imagined tradition of zheng music as advocated by mainland 
conservatories today. 

Returning to their Homelands - Contemporary Ethnomusicological Research 
Etlinomusicology was established in the Western world as a discipline to investigate 
musics around the world. Ethnomusicologists in the previous century travelled afar to 
rural places in search of musical cultures that were unknown to the Europeans. They 
recorded and analyzed what they saw and heard in these foreign cultures, and 
published descriptions and transcriptions of these musics. Travelling to and living in 
places with crude living environments and poor hygiene becomes, in van Gennep's 
word, the "Rites of Passage" for ethnomusicologists (1961). Towards the second half 
of the twentieth century, scholars started to question the legitimacy of Westerners 
proclaiming supremacy over the oriental world. Edward Said addresses these issues 
by arguing that the ". . . relationship between Occident and Orient is a relationship of 
power, of domination, of varying degrees of hegemony,”( 1978:5) and Western 
scholastic research in those non-western places are inevitably declarations of control. 

Meanwhile, in spite of the continuous endeavors of scholars to experience the 
hardships in remote, undeveloped villages, other ethnomusicologists started to gain 
fascination and momentum in studying music in urban settings. Early attempts at 
such research focused mainly on Afro-American music that has migrated from the 
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rural South to cities of the urbanized North of the United States, among which the 
book Urban Blues by Charles Keil (1966) was one of the landmarks (Nettl 1978:5). 
The fields of study of some more recent publications such as Virginia Danielson's The 
Voice of Egypt (1997)，Andrew Jones's Yellow Music (2001) and Christine Yano's 
Tears of Longing (2002) have moved beyond the North American and reached other 
major Asian and African cities, the music of which equally deserve serious 
investigation. 

Studying music as a bridge to understand and to appreciate human culture and 
human nature becomes a leading trend in modem ethnomusicological arena. The 
"field" of study shifts from rural villages to urban centres where most commercial 
music-making activities take place. Efforts put into learning new languages and 
musical abilities, adapting to unfamiliar and poor living environments, video-taping 
music activities, etc., are reduced. Instead, research on printed and audiovisual media, 
literature, and interviews with informants have acquired unsurpassed significance. 
Researchers with insider knowledge and first-hand experience on the topic are 
indispensable, thus making the involvement of local scholars inevitable. 

Studying one's native culture and its music was generally not considered 
"ethnomusicological" in traditional schools in Europe and the States.^ The situation 
has now changed. Many scholars find the music activities in their home countries 
equally fascinating and deserve further investigation. For countries with established 
theories for their music, such as China, India, Japan, Korea and other Southeast Asian 
countries, in-depth understanding of local literature and publications, philosophy, 
tradition and culture have become fundamental criteria for a meaningful investigation 
on traditional music. This is why cultural insiders, who are often local scholars and 

2 See Merriam (1964: 37-38). For him ethnomusicology is a study of non-literate cultures, and Western 
music, which is his own music, is certainly not within its compass. 
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understand these cultures more thoroughly than anybody else, are equally suitable 
researchers on topics related to music in these countries. J. L. Witzleben in his article 
"Whose Ethnomusicology? Western Ethnomusicology and the Study of Asian Music" 
(1997) questions the adequacy and credibility of Western scholars in studying 
traditional music in Asian countries, and discusses whether the "insider" or "outsider" 
would be more appropriate for these studies. According to Witzleben, complete 
insider or outsider never exists. Researchers are always in between the two identities, 
and try hard to find an equilibrium for their role as subjective participants and at the 
same time objective observers. Whether the researcher should be a resourceful and 
experienced insider of a certain tradition of music, or a knowledgeable and 
unprejudiced (this assertion might itself contain high degree of prejudice) foreign 
ethnomusicologist, can never be answered in simple terms. 

Musical analysis, contextual investigation and historical reconstruction on 
specific music genres are conventional approach for ethnomusicological studies. 
From the research on Gamelen music by Mantle Hood (1954,1966, 1980)，on the Silk 
and Bamboo music of the Shanghai region in China by Witzleben (1991), to the 
cassette culture in India by Peter Manuel (1993)，their main concern is to describe and 
reconstruct the history, development and significance of certain music behaviour in a 
specific area. The foci of study, however, are not always the same. While Hood place 
his attention on musical analysis, Manuel discuss the influence of cassette technology 
on Indian culture as a whole. But their differences eventually converge, for musical 
analysis reveals the cultural concept behind the music making, and cultural study 
enhances a deeper understanding of the music. The tripartite model by Merriam 
(Sound - Behavior - Concept) clearly states the immediate association between music 
and culture, and suggests ethnomusicological study to be a multifaceted research, and 
"...that no single kind of study can successfully be substituted for the whole" 
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(1964:31). Timothy Rice was unsatisfied with this model for its shortcoming in 
overlooking the historical aspects of music and thus proposed a new model based on 
Clifford Geertz's idea that "symbolic systems... are historically constructed, socially 
maintained and individually applied" (Rice 1987:473，quoting Geertz 1973:363-364). 
For research with more emphasis on history, the model proposed by Rice offers 
additional inspiration and possibilities. 

Background and Issues 
Similar to the situations in many cities in the People's Republic of China (hereafter 
PRC) and in Taiwan, solo zheng music did not have a prominent status in the life of 
Hong Kong people until the mid-20^'^ century. Louis Chen (Chen Leishi)陳蕾士，the 
first zheng master of Hong Kong,^ originally came from Chaozhou 潮州 in the 1940s, 
left after a brief stay of a few years, and then returned to teach in the Music 
Department at the Chinese University of Hong Kong (hereafter CUHK) from 1976 to 
1981. It was not until the 1970s that zheng music began to blossom, and the 
instrument became what we know today as one of the most popular Chinese 
instruments in Hong Kong. The steady annual increase of participants in zheng solo 
classes in the Hong Kong Schools Music Festival (hereafter H K S M F ) / and the 
establishment of a number of private studios specializing in the art of zheng highlights 
the swelling popularity of zheng among primary and secondary students. Although 
the business of zheng teaching has enjoyed tremendous success in the local music 
scene, the local zheng playing style, which So Chun-bo has asserted to have been 

3 See So Chun-bo (1985) and Wong Lap-tak 黃立德(1987). There was a blind Nanyin 南音 musician 
ill Hong Kong who used to accompany his singing with zheng playing, and his active period was from 
1920s to 70s. But he was never regarded as a zheng master because he did not play solo zheng music 
much. 
4 Please see Appendix II for the total number of participants in zheng solo classes in HKSMF from 
1962 to 2004. 
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developed by certain famous Cantonese musicians such as Wong Yuet-seng 王粵生 

and became popularized during the 1960s and 1970s, no longer enjoys the same 
popularity as it did. Many local teachers and students of zheng music made their 
effort to study with renowned mainland zheng masters, teaching and performing 
mostly mainland zheng pieces. As a result, very few of them relate zheng music to 
local Hong Kong culture. The dynamic inter-relationship between the national and 
the local — the mainstream and the marginal — is exemplified clearly in the ongoing 
negotiation between local and mainland-Chinese musical styles in Hong Kong. 

Tradition is an ever-changing set of practices. Music as a constituent of tradition 
is never a frozen assemblage of important pieces in print, but a living cultural activity 
that has its function and significance in the daily lives of people. Since the 1950s, 
zheng masters and scholars in mainland China have endeavored to compile traditional 
zheng music from different regions and to publish authoritative anthologies of them 
for teaching and performing. Different stylistic schools, some possessing longer 
historical background and some newly constructed, started to be projected through 
publications and recordings. By elevating these stylistic schools to the national level 
and in conservatories, solo zheng traditions have been gradually established. Yet 
these newly constructed practices, which are often promoted as authentic solo 
traditions, are taken out of respective contexts with ties to their specific cultural 
environments. The question of what these "traditional" musics represent, or how 
traditional these musics are, is raised. When scholars in mainland China endeavor to 
canonize a number of distinguished old zheng masters to be representatives of 
different stylistic schools, many of them (such as Gao Zicheng 高自成 and Zhao 
Yuzai 趙玉齋 of the Shandong school) also belong to the group of musicians who 
have made tremendous effort to develop new techniques and compose new zheng solo 
pieces. Moreover, the younger generations seldom adhere strictly to any specific 
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regional school, but are instead trained to be well-rounded soloists who can master all 
styles, thereby making them professional performers and teachers whose concert 
repertoire encompass both new and traditional pieces of various stylistic regions. 
These professional soloists who can play a wide variety of styles are often 
conceptually distinguished against master performers in the past who play, or perhaps 
compose, mainly in their own regional styles. Nevertheless, the preservation of 
traditions and professionalism in zheng music have been maintained and practiced by 
the same group of musicians in institutions. The "traditional" solo zheng musics they 
have created are further distanced from their respective cultural settings and become 
short graceful pieces in recitals, recordings and examinations that serve as indications 
of the musician's thorough understanding of the history and diversity of the 
instrument and its music. 

In the case of Hong Kong, the influx of zheng music together with their specific 
performance practices from mainland China largely have dominated the local zheng 
music style to an extent that most commercially available recordings and teaching 
materials found on the market are directly imported from mainland China. One of the 
Hong Kong zheng masters So Chun-bo and his students have endeavored to establish 
a "Hong Kong zheng style/school" in the past decade, which consists of a arbitrary 
collection of newly composed pieces, mainly by So, together with a number of 
famous pieces of Cantonese music arranged for zheng solo. However, this locally 
constructed style of zheng playing has never received the level of respect equal to its 
mainland counterparts, nor does it truthfully reflect the local style that was developed 
in the 1960s and 1970s.^ 

5 But the playing style of So is still different from that of Wong Yuet-seng 王粤生 and Cheng Man 鄭 
文，two of the most active zheng players in the 1960s and 1970s, whose playing style was regarded by 
contemporary zheng masters as authentically Hong Kong. There will be further discussions on the 
"Hong Kong zheng school" in Chapter 3. 
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I speculate the there are similar phenomena in the zheng music scenes in China, 
that regional zheng schools, particularly Zhejiang、浙江 and Shaanxi 陝西 schools,^ 
are "recent historical constructions" that take precedence over their respective 
traditional ensemble music genres. These constructed traditions are disseminated by 
recordings and broadcasting to the general public and maintained by groups of 
professional zheng players at conservatories as "social maintenance", and are 
practiced by individuals to affirm their identities or to accomplish specific goals, 
which in turn become their own "personal experiences". ^ The concept behind 
school-building is similar in different regional schools, and the difference is only a 
matter of degree. 

Methodology and Approach 
Existing documentation, especially academic papers published after the 1980s by 
mainland Conservatories, serves as my primary understanding about zheng music in 
China. Although no formal interview has been conducted with mainland zheng 
players, my personal contacts with some of the professors and graduates of mainland 
Conservatories have provided me with a general understanding of the scenc of zheng 
music development in recent years. The perspectives of the Conservatory zheng 
players have become most influential factors affecting the development of zheng 
music in Hong Kong. 

Interviews with local zheng players play an important role in reconstructing the 
history and development of zheng music in Hong Kong, for they provide the pioneers' 
first-hand experience and perspectives on the past few decades. By comparing 

6 The problems of these two regional schools will be discussed in details in Chapter 4. 
7 Here I employ the terminology and concept of Timothy Rice's remodeling of Merriam's tripartite 
model (1987). 
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individual accounts of scholars and musicians, I aim to observe how history has been 
shaped by these masters, and how historical accounts have in turn shaped their 
understandings of the zheng music in the past and present. 

Participation in zheng music-making is an essential way of understanding the 
current styles and trends. The background of each individual player has immense 
influence on his performing approach, choice of repertoire, preference on certain 
recordings, and even the possibility of showing up to perform in concerts and to 
produce audio recordings. These in turn affects the general public's perception of 
zheng. I have learned to play zheng since 1987 and had my first performance on stage 
in 1988. I have also been active member in several orchestras and ensembles, 
including the Hong Kong Chinese Orchestra (hereafter HKCO), the only professional 
Chinese orchestra in Hong Kong, and the Hong Kong Youth Chinese Orchestra, and 
have been teaching zheng for more than ten years. In recent years I perform mainly 
ensemble music with professional musicians from the HKCO on a weekly basis and 
attend recording sessions for both serious Chinese music productions and popular 
music. As an eye-witness and participant in the development of zheng music in Hong 
Kong, I try to incorporate my personal experiences in the field and knowledge about 
the musical instrument to discuss the subject of identity of different zheng masters of 
different generations, and the change of paradigm among zheng players in Hong 
Kong. 

Sources and Related Studies on Zheng Music 
The study of zheng music in China is ample. To mention but a few, Cao Zheng 曹正 

(1983), Jiao Jinhai 焦金海（1998a)，and Li Meng 李萌（1999) have written articles on 
historical accounts of this instrument. Jiao Jinhai (1998b), the Shanghai Zheng 
Association 上海箏會（1993)，Qiu Dacheng 邱大成（2000), Yan Linhung 閻林紅 
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(1993,1995)，Zhou Yun 周栝（2000)，Zhou Wang 周望（1999), etc. have discussed the 
differences between regional styles on the technical level. Moreover, the book Minzu 

民族器樂[(Chinese) Folk Instrumental Music] by Yuan Jingfang 袁靜芳（1987) 

and the dissertation by Cheng Te-yuan^ 奠K碧溫(1991) also served well as the starting 
points for research. A few years ago, an important zheng manufacturer in Shanghai, 
the Shanghai Ethnic Musical Instruments Manufacturing Company 上、？每民族樂器廠 

published two collections on their history and products, within which there were a 
large collection of newspaper cuttings about the factory and related musical activities 
(Wang Zhenguo 2000, 2001). Although these two publications are not serious 
academic papers, they provide important contextual data that reveal the Chinese 
music scenes in Shanghai from the perspective of the Factory. All these texts served 
as basic information about the development of zheng music in China. By publishing 
and publicizing academic papers, histories and notation of zheng music, scholars and 
publishers help to promote the knowledge of zheng to the people in mainland China. 
But at the same time, they also try to build a canon of repertoire and famous masters in 
order to legitimize certain styles of playing at a national level. 

Study of Zheng Music in Hong Kong 
On the contrary, there were virtually only two published studies about zheng music in 
Hong Kong, one by So Chun-bo in 1985 (revised in 1997) and the other by a graduate 
student Wong Lap-tak 黃立德 at CUHK in 1987. Both of them started their 
discussion from the late-1940s, and their sources of information largely overlapped. 
Cheng Te-yuan's dissertation also includes a short section on Hong Kong zheng music, 
but the information is solely taken from So Chun-bo's article (1985). 

8 A Taiwanese zheng player and scholar who got his PhD in ethnomusicology at the University of 
Maryland Baltimore County in 1991. 
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The annual programmes of the HKSMF published by the Hong Kong School 
Music and Speech Association (hereafter HKSMSA) serve as another important 
source of information.^ These programmes contain the number of participants, set 
and self-chosen pieces, the number of sub-classes and the adjudicator of each item, 
which partially reflect the popularity of the different types of musical instruments and 
genres that primary and secondary school students are taught. 

The only local zheng master who has attempted to write a brief history of zheng in 
Hong Kong is So Chun-bo (1985, 1997). He divides the history of zheng in Hong 
Kong into four different stages, and below is a brief summary of these stages: 
1. 1947 to 1964: very few people in Hong Kong knew zheng music. The main 

promoters of zheng included Louis Chen (left Hong Kong in 1951, then came 
back here to teach Chinese music at the Chinese University of Hong Kong for 
few years and left for Malaysia in the early 80s)，Li Shaogeng 李少耕(deceased), 
Sheng Xiansan 盛獻三(deceased) and Chen Hanguang 陳漢光• Except for 
Sheng, the others all came from Chaozhou region and played mainly Chaozhou 

• 10 music. 
2. 1965 to 1973: zheng music was still not popular in Hong Kong. The main 

promoters of zheng included Du Huan 杜煥(blind musician o � a n y in, deceased), 
Wong Yuet-seng (composer and musician of Cantonese music, deceased), Kwok 
Lun 享[5倫(from the Guangdong region, deceased) and Chu Hing-cheung 朱慶祥 

(musician of Cantonese music). The flavor and style of Cantonese music were 
added to zheng music in Hong Kong. 

9 From 2004 onward the HKSMSA started to post the information originally contained in the annual 
programme on the internet, which would be deleted after the music festival. There is no detailed 
printed record about the statistics of HKSMF available anymore. 

Chaozhou region includes the Chiu Chow dialect speaking cities in Guangdong province such as 
Swatow、？山頭.Chaozhou music here denotes the instrumental ensemble music of the Chaozhou people 
that usually uses erxian 二弦(a high-pitched, two-stringed fiddle) as the lead instrument. 
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3. 1974 to 1992: zheng music started to bloom. There were zheng recitals and 
concerts every year. More and more people learned this musical instrument, and 
more people joined in teaching this instrument as their part-time or full-time 
occupation. Numerous zheng recordings and teaching materials from China 
appeared on the market, and people were now exposed to a wider spectrum of 
different styles of zheng music. 

4. 1992 onward: continues to flourish. The number of zheng students in Hong Kong 
increased to approximately fifty thousand. 

Zheng music clearly gained popularity in the 1970s, and it is now the most 
popular Chinese musical instrument in Hong Kong and mainland China. A minor 
problem with So Chun-bo's classification is his exact periodization. The readers are 
not informed if there was a notable event that happened in those dividing years? Were 
there any major changes to the Chinese music arena in Hong Kong taking place? 
Nonetheless, there is important information in his articles that reveal the general 
situation of zheng music in Hong Kong throughout these decades. Wong Lap-talc 
(1987), in contrast, takes a more general approach and divides the stages by decades. 
In the following chapters, I will employ Wong Lap-tak's method of periodization to 
reconstruct the history of zheng music in Hong Kong from the 1940s. Then I will 
examine the significance of the "Hong Kong zheng school" So Chun-bo proposed by 
using the criteria set up by Hong Kong and mainland scholars. Finally, I will discuss 
the concept of regional schools as an invention of the Chinese Communist Party 
(hereafter CCP) and compare schools of zheng with those of guqin. To conclude this 
thesis, I try to problematize the establishment of regional schools of zheng music in 
mainland China and argue that these schools are by and large "invented traditions" 
that are not substantially different from the "Hong Kong zheng school" and other 
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musical genres in China. Hong Kong Zheng music, together with the excursion of 
"Hong Kong zheng school" is, from the very beginning, a cultural product imported 
directly from mainland China. Those who endeavored to diverge from the 
mainstream mainland styles were actually immigrants from China, and local Hong 
Kong people generally pay little attention to the identity of Hong Kong zheng music. 
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Chapter 2 The Development oiZheng in Hong Kong Since the 1940s 

Important Years in the Colonial History of Hong Kong 
Hong Kong is now an important financial centre in southeast China and she has gone 
through 155 years of colonial rule by the British government. Situated at the 
crossroads between East and West, average Hong Kong people do not have strong 
affiliation to either Britain or China. The cultural distances between Hong Kong and 
her mother-country were widened after the establishment of the PRC in 1949, the year 
after which a series of political movements were launched which provoked serious 
alterations of paradigms for mainland Chinese people. Hong Kong cultures have to 
be comprehended under this historical framework, and it is useful to highlight a 
number of important years in the colonial history of Hong Kong before going into the 
history of zheng music. 

Hong Kong was originally a small, quiet fishing village in southern China. In 
1840，the Opium war between China and Great Britain broke out and the latter party 
finally won the battle. Hong Kong Island was ceded to Britain under the Treaty of 
Nanking in 1842. In 1860 the Kowloon Peninsula and Stonecutter's Island were 
handed over to Britain and in 1898 a 99-year lease was granted for the area now 
known as the New Territories. In 1949，the PRC was founded by the Chinese 
Communist Party (hereafter CCP). During 1966 to 1976，the Cultural Revolution 
took place, a period when thousands of refugees fled to Hong Kong from China due to 
serious famine and unstable political atmosphere. In 1984, the Chinese and the 
British governments signed the Sino-British Joint Declaration which determined the 
return of Hong Kong (including the Kowloon Peninsula and the New Territories) to 
the PRC. Together with the June movement in 1989，these two events triggered a 
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migration boom in the late 1980s and 1990s. In 1997, Hong Kong was officially 
returned to the sovereignty of the PRC and was renamed Hong Kong Special 
Administrative Region (HKSAR). 

History of Zheng in Hong Kong 
1. 1940s and 1950s 
During the 1940s and 1950s, the living standard in Hong Kong was relatively low. 
Most residents here were still living below the poverty line. At that time, mainland 
Chinese music was not popular in Hong Kong, and those who had the opportunity to 
learn this music were Cantonese musicians, who played music as their occupation, or 
people from the middle and upper class of the society, who had the spare time and 
money to acquire musical instruments and perhaps hire an instrumental teacher.‘‘ 
According to So Chun-bo, the four main promoters of zheng music at this period, 
Louis Chen, Li Xiaogeng，Xing Xiansan and Chen Hanguang, were all Chaozhou 
musicians (So 1997:3). The reasons are fourfold: 

1) Hong Kong and Chaozhou are geographically close to each other. There has been 
a large community of Chaozhou immigrants living in Hong Kong for a long time. 
Their culture has noticeably influenced the culture of Hong Kong. 
2) Some of the Chaozhou communities in Hong Kong are rich. They formed the 
"Hong Kong Chiu Chow [Chaozhou] Chamber of Commerce Ltd."香港潮州商會 

(originally named 方艮港潮州八邑商會 and changed to the present name in 1945)'^ in 
1921 and continued to operate as a powerful and influential commercial group in 
Hong Kong. As the zheng was an expensive musical instrument in the past, the 

I ‘ The price of a zheng at that time might equal 2 to 3 times the monthly income of an ordinary worker, 
which was definitely a luxury for lower class people. 
12 This piece of information is taken from the official website of the Hong Kong Chiu Chow Chamber 
of Commerce Ltd accessed on 13''' November, 2006. 
(http://wwwxhiuchow.org.hk/b5/scripts/charn/viewnews.php?id=1392343342) 

http://wwwxhiuchow.org.hk/b5/scripts/charn/viewnews.php?id=1392343342
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well-off Chaozhou people had more opportunities to leam to play the zheng and to 
organize performances, although these might be meant to be private gatherings. 
3) Among the various regional Chinese musical genres in Hong Kong, Chaozhou 
music has preserved a relatively established and sophisticated musical system and 
musical culture, in which the zheng is one of the less important components. 
4) There were virtually no published scores or recordings of zheng music in Hong 
Kong at that time. The general public had very few opportunities to listen to zheng 
music other than those played by local Chaozhou zheng players. 

This accounts for the dominating position of Chaozhou-style zheng music in 
Hong Kong during the 40s and 50s. However, there was no concrete evidence to 
indicate that the work of these Chaozhou zheng masters during these 20 years had a 
remarkable influence on the later development of zheng music in Hong Kong. Most 
zheng players in the following generations were not their students. Louis Chen had 
had a number of students, but this was mainly during his second stay in Hong Kong 
from 1976 to 1981. Moreover, apart from Louis Chen, these zheng masters left 
scarcely any music recording to us. It is hard to determine how much they had 
contributed to the development of zheng music in Hong Kong in the following 
decades. 

Radio broadcasting in Hong Kong began in the 1920s and became popular in the 
1940s and 1950s. At that time, Radio Hong Kong (香港廣播電台）and the cable 
radio station Rediffusion (麗白勺卩乎聲）were the two radio companies that bisected the 
market, bringing news, entertainment, as well as educational programs to the general 
public. Cantonese opera and Cantonese music were very popular and these programs 
were all-time favorites. Louis Chen was invited to produce a series of zheng music 
programs on the radio in the 1940s. But there was no immediate influence noticeable 
to the general public. During the 1940s and 1950s, there was no full-time zheng 
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teacher from the community of Guangdong and Cantonese musicians, and not much 
evidence or data on the Hong Kong styles of zheng playing of this period of Hong 
Kong is available now. However, in view of the proportion of Guangdong and 
Cantonese music within the air-time of the radio stations, they should be much more 
popular than Chaozhou music in Hong Kong. 

The HKSMSA was established in November 1940 by the Education Department, 
and organized the first Hong Kong Musical (Competition) Festival in 1949 with its 
format simulating the British and International Federation of Festivals for Music, 
Dance and Speech in Britain. However, during the 1950s, there were only 
competitions for Western musical instruments and English poetry recitation 
(HKSMSA 1998:23). The Hong Kong Government was not keen on promoting 
Chinese music, nor did they support any activity that promotes Chinese culture. The 
general public still had limited channels to listen to zheng music, or even to any kind 
of Chinese instrumental music. 

Meanwhile, the first zheng textbook in cipher notation, the Guzheng Tanzoufa 古 

箏弓單奏法[Method of Zheng Playing] by Henan、河南 zheng master Cao Z h e n g 14 was 
published in China in 1958, and this became the archetype for many zheng textbooks 
in later years. Before 1958, mimeographs of zheng scores and other teaching 
materials written by Cao Zheng had been circulating among Cao's students, and some 
of these manuscripts might have been imported to Hong Kong by various means, but 
it is difficult to identify the exact year when there were imported. 

2. 1960s 

13 For further information about this federation, see the following website: 
http://www.festivals.demon.co.uk/ 
14 Born Liaolin 遼寧 and was trained to be a Henan zheng master under the tuition of Wei Ziyou 魏子 
猶 

http://www.festivals.demon.co.uk/
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The living condition in Hong Kong was still harsh during the 1960s. Nonetheless, the 
number of zheng students started to grow as a result of the publication of a few zheng 
vinyl recordings and the active promotion of zheng music by a number of zheng 
players including Ng Tai-kong 吳大、江 and Cheng Man 奠P文，who fled to Hong Kong 
from the Guangdong region in fear of the Chinese Communist Party and the serious 
famine in mainland China. So Chun-bo said in an interview that it was when he heard 
zheng music on the radio in Hong Kong in 1962 that he fell in love with its beautiful 
sound and determined to leam to play the zhengP This hints at the emergence of 
zheng music, which might not have been as common in previous decades, and 
probably other Chinese music genres on local radios in the 1960s. Yet the 
development of zheng music in Hong Kong was still impeded by the precarious 
political atmosphere. Cultural Revolution started in 1966 in mainland China, and this 
stimulated the outbreak of the 1967 Riot, the most brutal social disturbance in the 
history of Hong Kong, in which left-wing organizations voiced their strong opposition 
toward colonial sovereignty and British rule by violent actions. Thousands of 
protesters were arrested, and the Hong Kong government was induced to change their 
policy towards these groups. Although Chinese music was still used extensively in 
radio broadcasting and movies, the Hong Kong Government was not enthusiastic 
about promoting Chinese music and culture, although not prohibiting it. 

A number of zheng masters were active in this period. The four masters So 
Chun-bo mentioned were all professional Cantonese musicians, amongst whom 
Wong Yuet-seng's zheng music recordings were the all-time favourites and became 
very fashionable among the general public.'^ During this period, zheng music in 

15 Personal interview with So on 22"d April, 2004. 
16 During 1967 to 1977，the 香港風行唱片公司 had published five CDs performed by Wong Yuet-seng 
including "Meihua Sannong"梅花三弄、“Gaoshan Liushui"高山流水、“Shuangfeng 
Chaoyang"雙鳳朝陽、"Pinghu Qiuyue"平湖秋月 and "Penglai Xianjing"蓬萊仙境(Wong 
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Hong Kong was not a solo genre, but part of ensemble music with zheng as the lead 
instrument. Most of the music was not new pieces written for solo zheng, but from the 
popular Cantonese ensemble music repertoire. A number of zheng players including 
Lam Fungi7 林風，So Chun-bo,^^ Choi Ngar-si'^ 蔡雅絲，Cheng Man^o, Yim 
Koon-fat 嚴I混發，etc., started to teach this musical instrument in the 1960s. Many of 
their students at that time were adults, particularly professionals such nurses. In the 
mean time, So Chun-bo and Lam Fung both started private studios for teaching in 
response to the rapidly increasing number of zheng, pipa and erhu students.^' They 
also went to schools, town halls, hospitals and other public venues to organize 
performances as well as instrumental classes. Their endeavors successfully won 
considerable popularity for zheng. A new music industry - zheng teaching started to 
take its shape. 

Chinese instrumental music classes were added to the HKSMF for the first time 
in 1962.22 111 view of the insignificant number of participants in zheng classes^^ (only 
one or two for the first five years), this musical instrument was still not popular 
amongst primary and secondary students. The main reason was simply that zheng was 
relatively more expensive than other Chinese musical instruments such as erhu, pipa 
and dizi at that period of time; most families could not afford zheng music lessons for 

Lap-tak 1987:9). They were all Guangdong ensemble music with zheng as the lead instrument. 
17 He teaches both pipa and zheng, with pipa as his major instrument. 

So Chun-bo started as an erhu teacher, but turned to be a zheng teacher eventually since 1966, 
probably in view of the much larger potential market for zheng teaching. 
19 Originally named Choi Wai-yee 蔡惠儀’ Choi started as a pipa and zheng teacher, then concentrated 
on teaching zheng. 
20 Cheng Man was basically a studio musician who had extensive participation in the movie music 
industry at that time. He has recorded a fe^ zheng and Guangdong music vinyl but all of them were not 
solo zheng music but ensemble music of different kind. 
21 Lam Fung has taught zheng and pipa throughout all these years, and So Chun-bo started off as an 
erhu teacher in the 1960s and changed to teach zheng in later years. 
22 It was written in the "50"' Hong Kong Schools Music Festival and Speech Festival Souvenir 
Programme"(1998) that Chinese musical instrument and poem recitation items were added in 1960. 
But no Chinese musical instrument item is found in the published programmes for 1960 and 1961, nor 
is there any separated programme for these items published. The exact year for the addition of Chinese 
musical instrument items should be 1962. 
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their children. It was not until 1969 that the number of participants suddenly 
increased from 8 to 39 and then dropped to 22 in the following year. 

The sudden increase was partly related to the emergence of zheng courses for the 
general public in some youth centres and secondary schools since 1965 that helped to 
training young zheng players. But there might also be political reasons: 1966 marked 
the beginning of the Cultural Revolution in mainland China. The social atmosphere at 
that period of time was unsteady and there was a sudden drop of the number of 
participants in the HKSMF in the following years, which was evidenced by the 
absence of solo zheng items in 1967. However, the CCP has always treated music and 
other kinds of performing arts as a vehicle for propaganda, and Chinese musical 
instruments are perfect tools for "educating" Hong Kong people. Many of the 
so-called left-wing (pro-Communist) schools in Hong Kong, including Heung To 
Middle School 香島中學,Pui Kiu Middle School 培僑中學 and Mongkok Workers' 
Children School 勞工子弟學校，etc. made efforts to expand their Chinese musical 
instrument classes as a means to cultivate the younger generations' interest in the 
socialist forms of Chinese culture — mainly that of communist China. They helped to 
train a considerable number of young Chinese musicians. The trend was clearly 
manifested in the total number of participants in all Chinese musical instrument 
classes in 1968 and 1969 (51 and 260 r e s p e c t i v e l y ” * 

From 1962 to 1970，music chosen for the HKSMF had already shown a strong 
affiliation to mainland Chinese music. The set pieces for zheng solo classes were all 
popular zheng pieces from mainland China. Cantonese music and Chaozhou music 
did not make their premiere until 1971 and 1972 respectively.^^ Nevertheless, the 

23 Please see appendix I for the number of participants in zheng classes in HKSMF since 1962.. 
24 Please see Appendix I for a table of the total number of participants in Chinese instrument classes in 
the HKSMF since 1962. 
25 Cantonese music Zhuangtai Qiusi 粧台秋思、was used as one of the self-chosen pieces in the open 
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mainland pieces that were used in competitions during the 1960s were all relatively 
simple on technical level. New techniques that require players to pluck the strings 
with both hands were invented and became popular in mainland China as early as the 
1950s, but these new pieces only appeared for the first time in the Hong Kong School 
Music and Speech fes t iva l�� i n 1971.27 The main reason was that there was no player 
or teacher in Hong Kong who could play these "modem" pieces. The inflow of 
mainland conservatory zheng players to Hong Kong occurred in much later years. 
Mainland zheng music in Hong Kong was still in its budding stage. Moreover, as 
most zheng students were adults, they did not share the impetus with younger 
performers in striving for technical proficiency. Those simple and beautiful 
traditional pieces served them well. However, I would argue that the word 
"traditional" is problematic and deserves further discussion, which will be done in 
Chapter 4. 

More teaching materials on zheng music appeared in Hong Kong in the 1960s. 
They included 办^^“力.古箏選集[Selections of Zheng Music] (1960) and 
Guzheng Qiiji 古箏曲集[Collection of Zheng Music] (1962) by Shandong zheng 
master Zhao Yuzai, and the Guzheng Duzouqu [Solo Pieces of the Zheng] 
(1962) by Liang Tsai-ping,^^ a mainland zheng master who retreated to Taiwan before 
1949. Until the 1960s, there were no local teaching materials for zheng written and 

class in 1971，and Chaozhou music Hanya A7j77w/寒鴉戲水 was used as the set piece for the senior 
zheng solo class and one of the other self-chosen pieces in the open class in 1972. 
26 The name "Hong Kong Musical (Competition) Festival" was changed to "Hong Kong Schools 
Musical Festival" in 1959 and then to "Hong Kong Schools Music and Speech Festival" in 1970. From 
1974 onward, the Festival was divided into the "Hong Kong Schools Music Festival" and "Hong Kong 
Schools Speech Festival" which were organized separately in different time of the year. 
27 Fangzhimang l ^ l ^ f t , which was composed by Liu Tianyi 劉天一in 1955, has two sections which 
requires players to pluck the strings with both hands. However, this is still not a technically demanding 
piece in comparison with the other new compositions of the same period such as Qingfengnian 慶豐牟 
composed by Zhao Yuzai in 1955. 
28 Liang Tsai-ping was originally a scholar and musician of Guqin and zheng in Beijing, but went to 
Taiwan with the Nationalist Party. His conception and style of playing zheng music was very similar to 
mainland zheng masters at that time. 
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published in Hong Kong. Most of the zheng teachers and students had mainly been 
teaching and playing zheng musics from mainland China. 

Meanwhile, local zheng compositions started to emerge. These were the zheng 
duet Fengshouge [Harvest song] written by Ng Tai-Kong^^ in 1965 and the 
zheng solo Huangcheng Laike 荒城來客[Guest in a deserted city] written by So 
Chun-bo^^ in 1969 (So Chun-bo 1997:6). Although both musicians came to Hong 
Kong from Haifeng 海豐 in 1961, and were not regarded as local composers, their 
creative works signified the advent of the modem era of zheng compositions in Hong 
Kong. 

3. 1970s 
From 1966 to 1976，the Cultural Revolution in mainland China reached its peak. Folk 
and conservatory musicians alike observed the cultural policy of the CCP, which 
favored technicality and vitality over musicality. An abundance of new pieces for 
solo folk musical instruments following the artistic direction of the CCP were being 
composed. A great number of zheng solo pieces were written under such an 
atmosphere, and many of them required a high level of technical proficiency that had 
never been attained before by traditional zheng players. 

Wong Lap-tak in his thesis (1987) discusses the political situation in Hong Kong 
during the 1970s and asserts that the stylistic development of zheng music at that time 
differed immensely from that of mainland China. There were local zheng 
compositions written in Hong Kong, and the performance practices differentiated 
themselves gradually from their mainland counterpart (p. 10). I have doubts on his 

29 Ng Tai-kong was the founding director of the professional HKCO and also an active composer in 
both Chinese music and movie music circles. 
30 The compositional styles of Ng Tai-kong and So Chun-bo will be analyzed in Chapter 3. 
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claim. There were altogether eight new zheng compositions written in Hong Kong 
during these ten years (So 1997:6-7), as well as a great number of rearrangements of 
old tunes for zheng ensemble. Within these eight new compositions, only one was a 
solo piece, and all the others were written for zheng ensemble or in concerto format. 
However, the zheng in these ensemble pieces usually took the leading role and was 
nearly equally important to a solo piece. In terms of musical form, there were 
attempts to experiment with crossing over by combining the zheng with other Western 
musical instruments such as cello in Jishen 祭神（1974) composed by Guan Shengyou 
I I ® f e , piano in Zhongguo Huanxiangqu 中罾、曲（1977) composed by Zhou 
Shushen 周書紳 and flute in Huayuge 畫魚歌（1977) composed by Yip Chee-kwong 
葉貝易 I n terms of musical style, however, these pieces were not very different from 
mainland compositions and there was nothing really unique to make them stands out 
as a Hong Kong Style. All these pieces were in the standard pentatonic scale and there 
was no new playing technique tested or invented in these pieces. 

In view of the popularity of these new compositions, only Huangcheng Laike 
composed by So Chun-bo in 1960 appeared once throughout the 1970s in the HKSMF 
as an own choice piece used in zheng solo classes.^^ Cantonese music was also not 
popular in the HKSMF and only one piece had ever been used in the zheng solo 
classes. On the other hand, new zheng compositions written by mainland musicians 
during the Cultural Revolution had already appeared in the HKSMF as own choice 
zheng solo pieces including Shandandan Kaihua Hongyanyan 山丹丹開花糸工ffeiHl 

and Fengshou 丄wogi/豐斗文鑼鼓 composed in 1972，as well as Caoyuan Yingxiong 
AVt̂ oy.z.ewe/草原英/难/j�姐妹 composed in 1974.^^ Local zheng compositions have 
never been favourite pieces in the Music Festival, nor were they popular concert 

Please see Appendix IV for t he list of own choice pieces used in zheng solo classes in the HKSMF. 
32 Ibid. 
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repertoire. This phenomenon seems to explain that right from the 1970s, or even 
earlier, zheng music in Hong Kong had a fairly close resemblance to those in mainland 
China, although the technical levels of the zheng players in Hong Kong still lagged 
behind their mainland counterparts. 

Nonetheless, the 1970s still marked a milestone in the development of zheng 
music ill Hong Kong. On August 1974, the first solo zheng recital in Hong Kong 
history was organized and held by So Chun-bo in the Hong Kong City Hall Concert 
Hall, in which he invited the renowned Koto player Ryoko Niikura 新倉、涼子 to 
perform with him. He organized a press conference for this event in the Hilton Hotel, 
and the mass media reacted to this concert with enthusiasm.^^ In the same year, Lam 
Fung held his first “Pipa and Zheng recital" and Tong Kin-woon 唐健桓 produced a 
program series with 26 sessions introducing zheng music on the RTHK. In the 
following years, So Chun-bo, Lam Fung, Choi Ngar-si and Choi Kit-yee^"^ 蔡潔儀 

organized zheng music performances on an annual basis. In addition, there were more 
and more commercial recordings of zheng music, both from mainland China and local 
productions. Zheng teaching and learning became almost a new fashion in Hong 
Kong (So 1997:4). 

According to So Chun-bo, zheng ensemble music was a local invention.^^ Its 
conception is taken from the Western string quartet or the string orchestra which uses 
musical instruments of the same family that possess similar sonority and 
characteristics to supplement a large range from the treble to the bass registers in order 
to play more technically demanding music with more sonorous timbre. The first 
zheng ensemble in Hong Kong was established by So Chun-bo in 1971.36 It is 

“Personal interview with So on 22"'' April, 2004. 
Sister of Choi Ngar-si, also a famous local zheng teacher and performer. 

35 Personal interview with So on 22'"̂  April, 2004. 
36 Ibid. 
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difficult to determine when and where zheng ensemble started to emerge in mainland 
China, but the practice to use a large number of on particular musical instrument for 
ensemble playing had been popular in the 1950s and 1960s, although this later 
became obsolete among mainland Chinese musicians who regarded performances in 
such a manner as deficient in musical proficiency and lacking professionalism. 

Zheng ensemble in Hong Kong did not come out of the blue. It signified an 
increasing number of people, especially young generations, who had the chance to 
learn this musical instrument as a leisure activity and attained a modest level of 
playing ability so as to perform on stage. In addition, there were also more 
competitions among different zheng teachers so that the chance to perform on stage 
became one of the attractions to retain more students under their tuition. Although not 
artistically sophicated, zheng ensemble became increasingly popular in Hong Kong 
and later in Taiwan. 

Two important Chinese music organizations were formed during the 1970s. The 
Workers' Club 工人俱樂部 under the Hong Kong Federation of Trade Unions 香港工 

會聪矜合會 was established in 1964 and started to offer affordable Chinese musical 
instrumental classes for lower class people in the 1970s. The other one was the Music 
Office; it was established in 1977, offering inexpensive Chinese musical 
instrumental training to primary and secondary students. Apart from these two 
organizations, Choi Ngar-si also started her private studio for teaching zheng and pipa 
right beside the Worker's Club in To Kwa Wan in 1975.38 According to So (1997) and 

37 There seemed to be hidden agenda behind the establishment of the Music Office because it directly 
or indirectly caused the collapse of a number of vernacular Chinese music organizations which had 
long been active meeting places for left-wing parties. On the other hand, its arrival did not immediately 
increase the number of participants in the Hong Kong Schools Music Festival, which means that there 
was no visible growth in the number of young people learning Chinese musical instruments. 
Nonetheless, the Music Office succeeded in nurturing a large number of local Chinese music virtuosi 
who are still actively teaching and performing in Hong Kong today. 
38 Personal interview with Choi on March, 2004. 
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Wong Lap-tak (1987)，the number of zheng students increased dramatically during the 
1970s. As this increase was not discernible in the HKSMF, we can only assume that 
the majority of zheng students were working class adults. 

Towards the end of the 1970s, Guzheng tanzoufa 古箏彈奏法[Methods of 
Guzheng Playing] by Ho Ka-chuen 何家全 in Hong Kong (1977) was the only 
commercially available pedagogical material for the zheng. There was another 
anthology of zheng solo music published in mainland China in 1982: Zhengquxuan 
1949-1979 箏曲選[Zheng Music Collection] by the Chinese Musicians Association. 
However, many of those solo pieces in the Zhengquxuan were played by local zheng 
players during the 1970s before this publication finally appeared on the market. In 
short, influence from mainland China has always been a dominant factor in zheng 
music development in Hong Kong. 

4. 1980s 
The 1980s saw a rapid growth in the popularity of Chinese music in Hong Kong, and 
zheng music was no exception. There were a number of zheng masters who came to 
Hong Kong from mainland China and became active advocates of zheng music, 
including Xiang Sihua 項斯華，Chen Chuanyin 陳傳音，Su Qiaozheng 蘇巧箏 and 
Sha Lijing 沙里晶 .Xiang was teaching as part-time instructor in the music 
department at CUHK and the Hong Kong Academy for Performing Arts (hereafter 
HKAPA), while Su was teaching in the music departments at Hong Kong Baptist 
University, CUHK, and HKAPA. Louis Chen also taught a number of students since 
1976, but he left Hong Kong in 1981. The growing economy in Hong Kong 
encouraged more and more parents to let their children take private music lessons. 
An increasing number of primary and secondary schools started to offer Chinese 
musical instrument classes as their extra-curricular activities. 
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The HKAPA (Hong Kong Academy for Performing Arts) was established by the 
government in 1984, and it was the only tertiary institution in Hong Kong that 
provided professional education, training and research facilities in the performing arts, 
theatre technical arts, as well as film and t e l ev i s ion .��This was 36 years after the 
establishment of the first conservatory in the mainland in 1948. Professional musical 
training on Chinese musical instruments in Hong Kong was still in its infancy when 
conservatories in mainland China had already successfully trained a great number of 
competent performers and composers who have made enormous efforts to develop 
their musical instrument together with their music. The belated initiation of 
professional trainings on zheng and other Chinese musical instruments in Hong Kong 
has clear attribution to the dominating positions of both mainland zheng pieces and 
playing style in the zheng playing circle as a whole. 

In the 1980s, there were altogether twenty-four new zheng compositions written 
in Hong Kong (So 1997) (three times the total number of zheng compositions in the 
1970s), among which twenty were solo pieces. Moreover, there were more public 
zheng concer ts ,40 which helped to spread the sound of zheng to every comer of Hong 
Kong. 

The number of zheng students in this decade increased dramatically, and there 
was a sudden increase of its popularity among youngsters. During the 1980s, the 
number of participants taking part in zheng solo classes'^' in the HKSMF increased 
from 19 in 1980 to 169 in 1989. In the 1970s, the most popular Chinese musical 

39 Information taken from the "History and Academic Overview" section of the HKAPA official 
homepage accessed on 12̂ '' May, 2006. 
(littp://www.hkapa.edu/ASP/generaI/general—about_academy.asp?lang=eng&mode=txt#Intioduction) 
40 Among all the active zheng masters, So Chun-bo, Choi Ngar-si, Choi Kit-yee, Lam Fung, Xiang 
Sihua and Chen Chuanying all had their own annual performances. During 1983 to 1984，Xiang Sihua 
alone organized four zheng solo recitals in concert halls (Wong Lap-tak 1987:13). This was clear 
evidence of the popularity of zheng music in Hong Kong. 
41 Please see Appendix II for a table of the total number of participants in zheng solo classes in the 

http://www.hkapa.edu/ASP/generaI/general%e2%80%94about_academy.asp?lang=eng&mode=txt%23Intioduction
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instruments in HKSMF were the dizi 笛子 and erhu 二胡，but the number of 
participants in these classes only increased from 63 to 108 and from 68 to 112 
respectively in the 1980s. Towards the end of the 1980s, zheng had obviously become 
the most popular Chinese musical instrument in primary and secondary schools. This 
was partly indebted to those zheng masters who endeavored to promote zheng music, 
partly due to the improving economy of Hong Kong which had granted more families 
the ability to support their children to leam this relatively expensive music instrument, 
and partly due to the identity of the zheng as an elegant traditional art form which had 
frequent appearances on local television programs and movies. Some parents might 
have had an unachieved wish to leam zheng themselves in their youth, but eventually 
satisfied these wishes by letting their children play the musical instmment.'^^ It was a 
time when the audio and visual images of zheng and Chinese-ness became an 
inseparable entity among the general public. 

So Chun-bo asserted that despite the rapidly expanding number of zheng students 
in the 1980s, from the artistic standpoint zheng music in Hong Kong had merely been 
following what had already been tried out and tested during the 1970s and did not 
advance too much within this d e c a d e . 44 This statement has to be understood in 
context. When we compare the development of zheng music in Hong Kong with that 
of mainland Chain, it becomes obvious that the technical and musical advancements 
here were not anything extraordinary. Around 1980，a famous mainland zheng player 
Zhao Manqin 趙曼琴 invented the kuaisu zhixu 1 夬速指序[rapid fingering] for 
playing fast and difficult passages that were impossible to play with traditional 
fingerings. These fingerings were frequently used in new compositions in this period. 

HKSMF since 1962. 
42 Dizi 笛子 is a transverse bamboo flute, while erhu 二胡 is a two-stringed fiddle. 
43 Personal conversations with parents of zheng students. 

Personal interview with So on 22"" April, 2004. 
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Some of these were not written in the normal pentatonic or diatonic tonality of those 
traditional zheng pieces. Yet there was no attempt to explore such new playing 
techniques in Hong Kong. Technicality was certainly not a major concern of local 
composers and zheng players. 

According to So Chun-bo, there were 20 new pieces composed in the 1980s (So 
1997:7)，but many of them had never been popular in Hong Kong. Among these 20 
pieces, only Mingsi 溟思[Contemplation] composed by Chen Nengji 陳肯巨濟 in 1985 
appeared once in the HKSMF. A few atonal pieces were composed in this period, 
such as Guzheng Lianxiqu Wushou 古箏,練習曲五首[Five Etudes for Guzheng] by 
Daniel Law in 1985, within which one etudes was in a western fugal structure. There 
were new experiments in terms of formal construction that none of the mainland 
composers had attempted. However, in terms of melody and milieu these pieces were 
not attractive to local zheng players. And more importantly, there was no local 
professional zheng player at that time who was interested in these experiments. In fact 
some of them were technically incapable of playing these new pieces. Without 
brilliant realizations and active promotion by professional players, many of these new 
compositions have never been popular in Hong Kong. 

During these ten years, there were eight, books of pedagogical materials for the 
zheng published in Hong Kong. Their main differences from mainland publications 
were the incorporation of a large number of Cantonese music arranged for zheng solo. 
Yet these pieces had never been valued by mainland zheng players. The sudden 
appearance of local pedagogical materials indicated the fast expanding market of 
zheng teaching as well as the popularity of Cantonese ensemble music during the 
1970s and 1980s, music which is still performed regularly by local Chinese musicians 
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and is very popular among the general public.45 
However, local zheng players in the 1980s were still playing mostly mainland 

solo zheng music in their recitals and concerts. There seems to be a clear boundary 
between virtuosic conservatory repertoire developed and composed in mainland 
China for formal concert performances, and a more lively, festive and familiar 
Cantonese repertoire for informal ones such as in shopping malls and restaurants. For 
teaching purposes, local zheng teachers always value the mainland conservatory 
repertoire more than the Cantonese music, which are just popular tunes with a low 
level of technical requirements. Nonetheless, Cantonese music succeeded in 
surviving among Chinese musicians in Hong Kong as popular pieces for informal 
performances or performance gigs, although the style of playing of younger 
generations has been changed. 

5. 1990s 
The student campaign at Tiananmen 天安門，Beijing in 1989 was a dreadful 
disturbance to Hong Kong people, and it started another migration period after the 
signing of the Sino-British Joint Declaration in 1984 by the Chinese and British 
governments affirming the return of Hong Kong to China in 1997. The sudden drop 
in the number of participants in the HKSMF during the mid-1980s and the slow 
increase in the early- and mid-1990s were solid evidence of this trend (see table 2.1). 

Table 2.1 Total number of participants in the Chinese instrumental classes in HKSMF from 
1980 to 1987. 

45 In public performance gigs, especially in shopping malls and banquets, Cantonese pieces such as 
Pingliu Qiuyue, Chunjiao Shima i交口試馬，Chanyuan Zhongsheng i禪院鐘聲，etc. earn more applause 
from the audience than many other technically demanding modern pieces. 
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Year Total n o . ^ 
1980 the 32"' HKSMF ^ 
1981 the 33rd HKSMF ^ 
1982 the 34'' HKSMF ^ 
1983 the 35"' HKSMF ^ 
1984 the 36"' HKSMF 
1985 the 37" HKSMF ^ 
1986 the 38"' HKSMF 
1987 the 39"' HKSMF 

I 

The number of participants in zheng solo classes reveals asiniilar trend in the 1990s, 
although the reason might not be merely social and political.46 Meanwhile，more and 
more graduates from mainland conservatories came to work in Hong Kong. They 
brought along with them pedagogical materials and recordings from China and had 
direct influence on the development of zheng music in Hong Kong. The number of 
participants in zheng solo classes in the HKSMF increased by 213% from 124 in 1990 
to 388 in 1999，when the total number of participants in Chinese instrumental classes 
increased by 179% from 614 to 1711. Zheng was securely one of the three most 
frequently chosen Chinese musical instruments in the HKSMF/? This implied not 
only an abrupt expansion of zheng teaching in primary and secondary schools, but 
also an increasing social status for the zheng as one of favourite Chinese music 
instruments in Hong Kong. 

In October 1997, Chief Executive Tung Chee-wah 董建華 announced in his 
Policy Address the establishment of the "Quality Education Fund" in order to finance 

From 1991 to 1996，Chen Chuanyin, a student ofXiang Sihua, became the adjudicator for zheng solo 
classes in the Hong Kong Schools Music Festivals after Xiang migrated to Canada. However, many 
zheng teachers, including my teacher Choi Ngar-si, were skeptical about her ability and objectivity as 
an adjudicator and even forbid their students from participating in the competitions. 
47 The other two were dizi and erhu. These three instruments together could make up to 50% to 60% of 
the total number of participants in Chinese instrumental classes. 
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projects for the promotion of quality education, including extra-curricular activities, 
especially in performing arts, in primary and secondary schools in Hong Kong. 
This has encouraged a large number of primary and secondary schools to set up their 
own musical instrument classes. Due to the limitations on resources and the 
deterioration of the Hong Kong economy after the financial crisis in 1998，many 
schools started to organize for their students Chinese musical instrument classes 
instead of, or together with, the more expensive Western musical instrument classes. 
This has further enhanced the proliferation of zheng music in the younger generations 
and supported a group of younger zheng teachers to take up zheng teaching as their 
full-time occupation. 

In the previous decade, the Music Office and HKAPA were the two 
government-funded organizations providing the best Chinese music training in Hong 
Kong. Towards the end of the 1990s，some students were not satisfied with the 
training provided by these two institutions, but sought better teachers in the 
conservatories in mainland China. Among these Wu Lishan 烏B立珊 and Qiu Danqing 
丘P丹-青 were two typical examples, the former being a graduate from the Central 
Conservatory in Beijing majoring in zheng performance, while the latter started 
learning the zheng at Xiamen University, and then went to the Central Conservatory to 
study for a period of time before coming back to HKAPA for professional training 
under the tuition of Xu Lingzi 許菱子.Local musical training could no longer 
guarantee strong competitiveness and smooth career paths in music teaching. More 
and more young musicians considered studying in conservatories in China for better 
musical training in Chinese music. This signified a paradigm shift of Hong Kong 
people towards mainland China from fear and distrust to partial acceptance, and this 

48 Taken from the objective and scope statement of the Quality Education Fund written in its official 
homepage (http://qef.org.lik/eng/index.htm) accessed on 24''' April, 2006. 

http://qef.org.lik/eng/index.htm
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also revealed the keener competition within the zheng teaching business in Hong 
Kong. 

In the 1990s, the number of new zheng music composition in Hong Kong 
decreased dramatically. Most of the new compositions were written by So Chun-bo, 
and then arranged for ensemble or concerto playing by other composers. Yet most of 
these pieces were not popular and could only be heard in So's commercial recordings 
and recitals. Just as in the set and own choice pieces of zheng solo classes in the 
HKSMF, there was no trace of Hong Kong solo zheng music. Zheng players in Hong 
Kong had more or less completely adapted the most up-to-date mainland repertoire 
and styles of playing. Recent difficult pieces appeared in recitals and musicians 
prefered playing modem compositions to traditional pieces. 

On the other hand, local zheng ensemble music continued to survive. There were 
many zheng concerts in the 1990s, featuring the most active zheng performers and 
teachers in Hong Kong. However, most of these concerts were closer to student 
concerts than recitals. More than half of these programmes were ensemble music 
performed by or with students rather than solo pieces played by the teachers 
themselves. "Modem" solo pieces were often too difficult for these amateur student 
players, thus making zheng ensemble music, which were often easier to play but with 
similar musical effects, a valuable alternative and a unique musical feature in Hong 
Kong. Nonetheless, most of these ensemble pieces were new composition but 
rearrangements from existing tunes. Sometimes performers in Hong Kong may 
commission composer to write new ensemble music, some even in concerto format. 
These pieces were kept by individual performers as their own property and most of 
them would never be distributed or published，； 

This practice is similar to Cantonese opera troupes which keep the manuscripts of the operas they 
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Meanwhile, So Chun-bo coined the term ''xiaoguo yinxiang zhifa” 效果音響指 

法[Sound Effect Fingering] for new techniques in his solo music. Yet these 
techniques were not widely recognized and utilized by other zheng players in Hong 
Kong. In fact, a few mainland composers had been using similar kind of techniques to 
produce special sound effects from the instrument in new compositions since the 
1960s without giving them specific name. 

6. 2000s 
In the 2000s, there has been a rapid expansion in zheng teaching and learning 
activities. We witnessed an exceptional growth in the number of participants in the 
zheng items in the HKSMF from 397 in 2000 to approximately 1400 in 2004,^' which 
makes up to a 253% increase. Meanwhile, there is also a trend here in Hong Kong to 
place the emphasis on new compositions and downplay "traditional" pieces. In 2004， 

for the first time in the history of the HKSMF, all four set pieces for zheng solo classes 
were newly composed zheng music. The oldest one was Fangzhimang used in junior 
classes, which was composed by Liu Tianyi in 1955. This phenomenon closely 
resembles the situation in mainland China, where students and pedagogues alike 
prefer "modem" pieces to traditional music. The music chosen for the senior and 
advanced classes in the HKSMF have been getting more and more technically 
demanding. Some of the set pieces for open or advanced classes during the 1980s and 
the 1990s became senior or even intermediate pieces in the 2000s. For example, 
Zhantaifeng Dci t iH [Battling with the Typhoon], composed by Wang Changyuan 王 

昌元 in 1965, was the set piece for the open class (same as the advanced class) in 1990 

perform as their own possessions and seldom let other performers copy or even read these manuscripts. 
° Personal interview with So on April, 2004. So Chun-bo invented these special techniques for 

producing special sound effects in his solo pieces. 
‘From 2004, the HKSMSA put the information of the competitions online and only registered 

members could access the exact numbers and names of participants. 
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and the advanced class in 1996，but was used in the senior class in 2004. Tiema yin 
鐵馬吟[Music of the "Iron Horse" (tinkling metal slips on end of temple roofs)], 
composed by Zhao Dengshan 趙登山 in 1987, was the set piece for the advanced class 
in 1994, but became the set piece for the intermediate class in 2002. There seems to 
be an improvement in the standard of zheng playing in Hong Kong in recent years, but 
this might only be in the technical aspect and among a small number of competent 
players. 

Mainland professional zheng players continue to come to work in Hong Kong. 
Luo Jing 羅晶，a graduate of the Shanghai Conservatory who joined the HKCO in 
2002 as zheng and Konghou 變篌 player and later worked as a part-time zheng 
instructor in the music department in CUHK, is a vivid example. Other famous 
musicians such as Xu Lingzi, Xu Nengqiang 徐肯旨強，Dai Xiongfei 戴鴻飛 and Qian 
Jing 錢環 came to Hong Kong during the 1990s and the 2000s. Xu Lingzi is now 
teaching at the HKAPA, while Qian is a full-time zheng teacher in the Music Office. 
Apart from their teaching jobs in professional music institutions, these musicians also 
have frequent participation in recitals and concerts, delivering mainland style of zheng 
playing to younger generations in Hong Kong. 

The increase in the number of students and private institutes of zheng during the 
2000s is evident. Yet in terms of quality of creative composition there seems to be 
little progress. There are only a few new solo compositions or concertos written by 
local musicians or composers, and the standards of ensemble playing, both in term of 
the musicianship of players and the refinement of musical arrangements, are not 
getting any better. 

Practical Examinations for Zheng 
In the mid-1990s, several conservatories in mainland China started to organize 
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examinations for Chinese musical instruments as a means to professionalize Chinese 
musical instruments and to encourage young music students to practice and strive for 
excellence. They learned fi-om the practical examinations of the Associated Board of 
the Royal Schools of Music (hereafter ABRSM) and compiled examination pieces 
according to their own preferences. So Chun-bo and his colleagues had organized an 
examination for zheng in Hong Kong in the late-1990s. Unlike its counterparts in 
mainland China, which consisted of both traditional pieces from different stylistic 
regions and modem compositions in their syllabus, So's examination included mainly 
Cantonese music adapted for zheng solo and his own compositions. The exclusion of 
"modem" and traditional pieces from mainland China could be understood as So's 
wish to construct and popularize a Hong Kong repertoire of zheng music which would 
eventually be recognized by musicians in Hong Kong and mainland China as a 
significant regional school similar to the legitimate stylistic schools such as Henan 
and Chaozhou. Unfortunately this has not been a successful attempt as most 
participants in this examination were either his students or associates. 

In the late-1990s and early-2000s, the most popular zheng practical examination 
in Hong Kong was the one organized by the Shanghai Conservatory. From 2002 
onward, the examination set up by the Central Conservatory of Beijing and jointly 
organized by the Hong Kong Examination and Assessment Authority, has become the 
favourite examination of most zheng players in Hong Kong. Similar to the ABRSM 

I 
examinations, aural tests are included and candidates have to pass music theory 
examinations organized by the Central Conservatory so as to participate in practical 
examinations from grade 7 to performance diploma level. 

However, the syllabus for these examinations is extremely narrow. There are 
only three to four pieces in each grade, out of which candidates are supposed to 
choose to play two, as well as another short etude for the examinations. Compared to 
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the long syllabus for the ABRSM examination, which often consists of twenty to 
thirty pieces ranging from the Baroque period to the modem era, and where 
candidates have to choose one piece from each of the three stylistic periods for the 
examination, the examination of the Central Conservatory seems to be superficial and 
inflexible, not to mention the problems in the attitudes of the examiners.^^ The 
problem here is the fact that they have slightly different syllabus for the same 
examination in mainland China, which consist of seven to eight pieces for each grade. 
This almost doubles the number of pieces in the Hong Kong syllabus.^^ The Central 
Conservatory claims that the examination is professional and of an international 
standard similar to the ABRSM examination, but at the same time tells the audience in 
an introductory talk about the examination that they will only judge Hong Kong 
candidates by the standard of amateurs. Examiners will not easily give a fail. Most 
important of all, representatives from the Central Conservatory emphasize the fact 
that they will not recognize these examinations, neither practical nor theory exams, as 
equivalent to any of the qualifications obtained in the Central Conservatory.^"^ 

The inconsistency and multi-standards of the Central Conservatory not only 
exemplify the difference in technical eligibility between mainland and Hong Kong 
players, but also signify the sense of superiority and authority of People in mainland 
China over Hong Kong people. We have to accept virtually everything the central 

52 All of the examiners are professors or associates from the Central Conservatory. They often stop the 
candidates in the middle of the music or ask them to start from somewhere else, even if the piece is 
relatively short. While the ABRSM examinations often overrun, the Central Conservatory 
examinations always end early. 
53 The Central Conservatory publishes two different sets of scores for their practical examinations. The 
one for Hong Kong is three times the price of the mainland one, but consists of only half the number of 
examination pieces of its mainland counterpart. Moreover, every candidate is required to present to the 
examiner the original copy of the Hong Kong version scores as a basic criterion for taking the 
examination, even if they could memorize the music, as opposed to the usual practice of the ABRSM 
examinations which allow candidates to bring whatever version of the music they play. This is clearly 
a business-minded decision, which indicates problem of the purpose of organizing these examinations. 
54 I owe this piece of information to Choi Ngar-si, who was present in that introductory talk organized 
by representatives from the Central Conservatory and obtained this important message herself. 
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government offers. Hong Kong, in the perception of mainland authorities, is never on 
the same political or cultural highland as Beijing or Shanghai, but only a marginalized, 
peripheral city with the world's best stock market and nothing else. Her significance 
is solely economical. The music festival described in the following section will be a 
vivid illustration of this. 

Zheng in Hong Kong Today 
A "Hong Kong Guzheng Festival" organized by the HKCO took place in Hong Kong 
during March and April 2006. Within the festival, there were several concerts, master 
classes, workshops and a grand opening ceremony with more than 600 zheng players 
performing together outside the open area of the Hong Kong Cultural Centre. Four 
similar festivals have been organized by the HKCO in the past five years aiming at 
promoting Chinese drums, erhu, dizi and xiao 簫 music to the general public of Hong 
Kong.55 Zheng has been eventually brought up to the stage by the HKCO as one of 
the most popular and distinguished Chinese musical instrument that deserves more 
attention from the general public. 

What is fascinating about this festival is not only the variety of activities that aim 
at promoting the beauty of this instrument, but the debates behind the scene. Three 
pieces including Yuzhou Changwan, Canghai Yishengxiao WM-^W^ and Naner 

男兒當自弓蛋 were selected for a mass performance by more than 600 
zheng players at the opening ceremony. These pieces were arranged for zheng tutti 
and orchestral accompaniment by the HKCO. There was a special meeting for the 
selection of these pieces, in which heated debate on the choice of music took place. 
Some of the participants at the meeting preferred famous zheng pieces from mainland 

55 These festivals include the 2001 Erhu Festival, the 2003 and 2004 Drum Festivals and the 2005 Dizi 
and Xiao Festival (from the official homepage of the HKCO http://www.likco.org/). 

http://www.likco.org/
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China while others preferred music that could represent Hong Kong zheng music and 
its culture. The interesting thing is the fact that although there were a number of local 
zheng masters, both young and old, attending the meeting, only those who came from 
mainland China, including So Chun-bo, Xu Nengqiang, Xu Lingzi and some of their 
students enthusiastically expressed their opinions about the choice of zheng music, 
while many of the local zheng players displayed an indifferent attitude. 

The three pieces of music selected after their debate, however, still had no 
relation to Hong Kong zheng music at all. Yuzhou Changwan is a highly regarded 
zheng solo piece composed by Lou Shuhua in 1938 in China, which is sometimes 
wrongly regarded as belonging to either the Zhejiang or Henan school. Canghai 
Yishengxiao is the theme song of the 1990 Hong Kong Movie “Swordsman’，笑傲江湖 

composed by James Wong 黃霑.Naner Dangziqiang is the title song of the movie 
"Once upon a time in China II”黃飛鴻 II 之男兒當自強 arranged by the same artist, 
which is in fact a variation on the melody of Jiangjunling from the Zhejiang zheng 
school. Canghai Yishengxiao and Naner Dangziqiang may well serve as aural 
symbols of Hong Kong popular culture, as both of them have become the most 
popular tunes that bear the memories of Hong Kong people in the 1990s，and most 
Hong Kong residents can easily recognize these melodies without hesitation. 
However, they are only indirectly related to zheng music, and have virtually no 
specific relation to the composed or traditional zheng music of Hong Kong. 

As the first large-scale event of zheng music organized by the HKCO, with many 
local zheng teachers as consultants, the choice of repertoire for its opening ceremony, 
which should reflect the artistic direction of the organizers of the festival, is still not 
Hong Kong zheng music at all. This is perhaps the most honest reflection of attitudes 
of both local and mainland Chinese musicians towards zheng music in Hong Kong, 
with the former caring nothing about local identity, if it does happen to exist, and the 
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latter virtually neglecting or even disregarding the Hong Kong identity issue 
altogether. 

The decision on choosing these popular tunes for performance is not surprising, 
however. Since the 1970s, Cantonese music, originally only a popular ensemble 
genre, has been adapted and arranged extensively for solo zheng playing. In the same 
line of thought, there are dozens of zheng manuals on popular tunes published in Hong 
Kong, China as well as Taiwan. It has always been a common practice, East and West, 
to adapt popular music to instrumental playing for private enjoyment. Following the 
same mentality in organizing the opening ceremony of the Hong Kong Guzheng 
Festival might successfully gain more recognition from Hong Kong people. However, 
it also implies that Hong Kong zheng players and audience in general are regarded as 
uninformed of traditional Chinese music in the eyes of mainland musicians. 

Overshadowed by the mainland style of zheng playing, most of the Hong Kong 
zheng players simply regard zheng music as an imported music genre, which is not so 
different from the situations for other western musical instruments here. During the 
late-1990s and the 2000s, however, So Chun-bo has endeavored to build a "Hong 
Kong zheng school" to counter the influence from the PRC, but without general 
consent. In the following chapter, I will discuss the style of the "Hong Kong zheng 
school" proposed by So Chun-bo and examine its achievements. 
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Chapter 3 Hong Kong Zheng School? 

The "Hong Kong Zheng School" 
Both Choi Ngar-si and So Chun-bo state that there exists of a local style of zheng 
playing in the 1960s and 1970s.56 This style was developed by a number of musicians 
such as Wong Yuet-seng, Cheng Man and Chu Hing-cheung who had recorded a 
number of vinyl recordings of Cantonese ensemble music using zheng as the lead 
instrument. Yet these three musicians played Cantonese music fairly differently. 
Cheng was not a professional Cantonese musicians but active studio artist who played 
quite a few Chinese and Western musical instruments in different styles for the movie 
and popular music arenas. Except for Cheng, however, the Cantonese flavors 
obviously displayed in the music played by the other two musicians should not be 
neglected. Yet this does not form a solo traditional of its own. Claiming their zheng 
ensemble playing styles to be the basis for the proposed "Hong Kong zheng school" is 
highly disputable. 

So Chun-bo began self-learning zheng in about 1963 and has been teaching and 
performing zheng in Hong Kong extensively since about 1966. His endeavor to 
construct the “Hong Kong zheng school" includes compiling famous Cantonese 
music (as well as arranging them for zheng solo) and newly composed zheng pieces, 
composing solo pieces himself as well as setting up an examination system^^ solely 
for accessing zheng solo music. Grounding his "Hong Kong zheng school" on the 
imported Cantonese music and newly composed pieces clearly highlight the artificial 

56 So Chun-bo, Choi Ngar-si and Wang Lap-tak have expressed similar opinion. 
See Appendix V for the syllabus of this examination. 21 out of the 52 exam pieces are So's own 

compositions. 
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aspect of this proposed zheng school. Yet this single characteristic is not confined to 
Hong Kong only, but has close resemblance to the situations of other zheng schools in 
mainland China, which will be discussed in Chapter four. 

Benchmarking the "Hong Kong zheng school" in 2001,^^ So Chun-bo has been 
actively promoting this stylistic school of his through teaching and performing. Yet 
the exact content of this school has never been accurately specified. This is perhaps 
the most controversial aspect of this stylistic school, as even its innovator cannot pin 
down to a concrete set of local solo repertoire. So Chun-bo expresses his 
understanding of regional school as a composite of traditional music and newly 
composed pieces, and he recognizes a strong tradition of Cantonese style of zheng 
playing in Hong Kong. Before identifying a concrete repertoire, we can only take 
those Cantonese music So has arranged for solo and local compositions mentioned or 
published in his two volumes of anthologies of zheng music (1985, 1997) as part of 
the basic content of the "Hong Kong zheng school". 

Regional musical differences and its corresponding performance practices exist 
in Western music history as well, but scholars of Western music seldom endeavor to 
set down a clear set of criteria for categorizing different stylistic schools. Although 
there still exist interpretive differences among practitioners and scholars alike, these 
schools of Western music were there for decades, and their differences were 
well-known to music experts as simply common knowledge. Furthermore，many of 
these schools are still active and influential in Europe and other parts of the world. 
The case of zheng schools in China is radically different. Until the 1940s, zheng 
music was simply divided into the northern and southern styles, a simple division 

58 Information based the biography provided by So himself in the concert program booklet of the 
"Zheng Virtuosi in Concert" held on 24''' and 25''' March, 2006, which is one of the featuring concerts 
in the Hong Kong Zheng Festival 2006. 
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similar to that of literature and other forms of expressive arts, such as painting and 
calligraphy. Regional diversities were never emphasized by musicians and 
intellectuals at that time. It was Cao Zheng and his contemporaries who 
enthusiastically constructed these schools by compiling traditional music, arranging 
and teaching these traditional pieces to students at conservatories, making music 
recordings for broadcasting and private consumption, as well as organizing concerts 
for public dissemination from the 1950s, that the concept of regional zheng music 
started to gain public acceptance. 

Until the 1970s, no criterion for the classification of these regional schools had 
been written down. I speculate a conscious act of construction of these stylistic 
schools among these early advocates whose intentions was to come up with as many 
schools as possible but not to conduct meticulous ethnographic works on folk 
traditions as Western ethnomusicologists do. The repertoire they identified, 
transcribed and finally published, as a result, is loaded with personal preference and 
innovation. The emergence of a clear set of criteria for such classification took place 
much later, probably in the 1980s when scholars started to re-evaluate their previous 
projects. Yet there are still fundamental problems on the construction of these schools 
that scholars in the PRC prevent to touch upon. Here the "Hong Kong zheng school" 
will serve as a starting point of this investigation. 

The Basic Criteria for Establishing a Regional School 
Several zheng masters have come up with different sets of criteria. Among which So 
Chun-bo and He Baoquan {可寶泉，a professor at the Shanghai Conservatory who is 
also a celebrated zheng connoisseur, are selected here as the representatives of Hong 
Kong and the mainland zheng circles respectively. 
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1) So Chun-bo's Criteria for Establishing a Regional School 
According to So Chun-bo, there are five basic criteria for the endowment of a regional 
school: 
a) There should be strong local music traditions; 
b) there are famous zheng masters to promote zheng music; 
c) there should be special technical characteristics; 
d) zheng music should be able to reach different strata of the society; and 
e) there should be newly composed zheng music by local composers or zheng 
players.59 

2) He Baoquan's Criteria for Establishing a Regional School 
He Baoquan's set of criteria is similar. The five major criteria for establishing a 
regional style are as follow: 
a) There should be some tens of traditional solo pieces in its characteristic regional 
styles which should not be borrowed tunes from other stylistic regions; 
b) there should be special techniques that make the music effect different from other 
regions; 
c) similar to differences of dialects, each regional style should have distinctive timbre 
that differs from the others; 
d) the ways of actualizing music or rendering variations from skeletal melody^® 
should be different between different stylistic regions; and 
e) there should be a number of famous performers.^' 

59 Personal interview with So on April, 2004. 
60 Except for the Chaozhou school, tradition music fox zheng and other musical instrument were usually 
recorded in gongchepu, which is a sol-fa system of Chinese pitch notation (Yu 2005:253). However, 
these notations were often brief descriptions of the skeletal melodies of the original pieces, but the 
exact duration of each note is not indicated, and they are often for reference or documentation only. 

This five points are taken from interview with He Baoquan which was first found in the official 
homepage of Hugo Productions (HK) Ltd. (http://www.hugocd.com/), a CD production company 

http://www.hugocd.com/
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The criteria set out by So and He basically overlap, except for So's requirements 
on the popularity of zheng music, which is the social aspect of the stylistic school, and 
the presence of newly composed pieces, which points to the creative aspect, that are 
absent from He's criteria. 

The first requirement proposed by So Chun-bo, which points to the existence of 
local traditional music, is confusing here. It is often difficult to draw a precise 
boundry to traditional music, especially in modem metropolitans in which musics 
from other places are imported easily and interfere with each other in various ways. 
Moreover, there is no specification on whether an ensemble playing tradition is to be 
regarded as traditional music in this context. To claim a solo tradition of certain 
musical instrument from ensemble genres that rarely include zheng at all, which is 
exactly the case of the zheng in Cantonese music in Hong Kong, is inappropriate, if 
not erroneous. 

The fourth requirement proposed So Chun-bo which points to the popularity of 
zheng music, is also difficult to validate. Popularity as a parameter is hard to quantify 
and measure, especially when "different strata of the society" is not clearly defined. 
We have to distinguish clearly what make a music genre popular. Is it the music, the 
performer, or the performance itself that appeals to the audience? Questions along 
this line have to be answered before popularity could be used as a sensible criterion. 

which has produced a zheng music CD Album Jiaochuang Yeyu 蕉窗夜雨 in 1989 featuring He 
Baoquan and his wife Suan Wunyan 孫文研，who is also professor of the Shanghai Conservatory. The 
transcription of this interview was later published in the Yuguo Changpian de Gushi 雨果卩昌片白勺i改事 

[The Stories of Hugo Productions Recordings] (Aik 2002). But the date of the interview was not 
specified in both sources. The original Chinese text: “我覺得如果要構成派’從藝術上應該這樣考 

慮，一個是要有幾十首具有獨特風格的獨奏曲’都是自己獨立存在的，而不是互相借用的；第 

二點有獨特的演奏技法，我這個流派的技法是這樣彈的，你是那麼彈’但出來效果不一樣；第 

三點是音色要求不一樣，就像我們的語言一樣’同樣年齡同樣性別的人音色不一樣：第四點弦 

法變奏不一樣，也就是工尺譜的骨干音相同，各個流派變法都不同’但都有一定的規律，不是 

隨意的，這也是經過百年總形成的自己典型的特點’那麼也就成爲自己的風格。另外一方面還 

要有一批優秀的演奏家…" 
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Perhaps the most problematic criterion is He Baoquan's fourth requirement, 
which points to the specific style of actualizing music from skeletal melody. Skeletal 
melody, which is often written in gongche notation, is traditionally used as a reference 
rather than for actual performance. Musicians leam to play different pieces from their 
maestros orally, and in fact they might never have come across such notations. These 
skeletons are reductions of the actual performance of the music, and the process is not 
reversible in traditional practice. The practice of oral transmission also accounts for 
the reason that notation for traditional music is so rarely found in China. 

This criterion virtually distorts the transmission and performance practices of 
traditional Chinese music and replaces them with modem conservatory practices 
which depend heavily on written notations. The fundamental contradictions in their 
criteria reveal serious problems in the constructions of these schools. 

Does the "Hong Kong Zheng School" Stand? 
There exist a number of ambiguities with the "Hong Kong zheng school". The most 
apparent one is question on the existence of a local zheng solo tradition. In fact, Hong 
Kong never possesses her own zheng music. The Cantonese ensemble music tradition 
does not have its origin here in Hong Kong. Some of it were imported from different 
cities in Guangdong province, and a large portion of it were made famous in the 
Shanghai area back to the 1920s by Lu Wuncheng 呂文成，who is the composer of 
many famous Cantonese pieces. There are a few famous Cantonese tunes composed 
by local composers, such as Chanyuan Zhongsheng by Cui Weilin 崔騎林 and 
Hongzhulei 糸工燭、淚 by Wong Yuet-seng, but these pieces are not originally composed 
for zheng solo. Most important of all, Cantonese music is not supposed to be play as 
zheng solo pieces, but ensemble music that rarely included the zheng before the 1960s. 
The playing style of Wong Yuet-seng, Chu Hing-cheung and Cheng Man, which 
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Utilized zheng as the leading instrument in Cantonese ensemble music was invented in 
the 1960s, and the playing styles of these active Cantonese musicians were actually 
different from each other. Zheng music is basically an imported musical genre which 
was transmitted to Hong Kong from mainland China in the early-20^'^ century. 
Without a corpus of local traditional zheng solo pieces, it would be impossible to 
justify the existence of a zheng solo tradition in Hong Kong. 

In terms of technical uniqueness, there is no distinctive playing technique that set 
Hong Kong zheng music apart from other regional schools, even when taking the 
Cantonese style of zheng music as a component of the Hong Kong style as So 
Chun-bo does. There are some rapid alternating octave notes similar to the gouda 勾 

搭 techniques of the Chaozhou school and there is a lot of huazhi 花指[downward 
omamentative glissando] in the music. Yet these techniques are used in other regional 
styles such as Hakka and Chaozhou as well. The same technique in fact sounds quite 
differently in various regional styles and they are distinguishable to musical insiders. 
However, these differences are working on the level of micro-tonal changes and not in 
practice detectable to general listeners. 

In term of sonority, Cantonese ensemble music does have its special characters 
from the steel-stringed zheng it uses and the sound of the lead instrument gaohu 高胡， 

a special two-stringed fiddle similar to the erhu but with higher range, that is used 
solely in Cantonese music. In the 1960s and 1970s, zheng was used as the lead 
instrument of Cantonese ensemble in commercial recordings, which was not a popular 
practice in actual performance. There existed a distinctive sonority with respect to 
this type of ensemble music. But for "traditional" zheng solo pieces, which means 
arranged Cantonese music here, the sound quality and texture are not very different 
from other regional styles. The situation is similar in local zheng solo compositions. 
Except for the different levels of sophistication on both compositional and technical 
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points of view, even musicians might not be able to differentiate accurately between 
mainland compositions and local ones aurally. 

In terms of the existence of famous zheng master, we can hardly identify anyone 
who can be regarded as representative of the Hong Kong style except perhaps for So 
Chun-bo himself. Cantonese musicians such as Wong Yuet-seng and Chu 
Hing-cheung, might be regarded as possible candidates. However, they rare perform 
solo pieces, and their music are not regarded by the general public as related to the 
identity of Hong Kong, but traditional Chinese music that is more or less the same as 
anything coming from mainland China. Moreover, they did not have many students, 
and those who can play in their styles, where So Chun-bo is surely not one of those, 
are virtually unheard of even in the zheng playing circle. It seems more contradicting 
than assuring to claim such a disappearing style of zheng playing as the origin of the 
"Hong Kong zheng school". 

So Chun-bo has also talked about new composition as important basis for 
establishing a regional style. In fact, he is referring to a fairly "modem" conception of 
composition that is radically different from the traditional Chinese one, which implies 
modification and variation on existing melody as oppose to the through-compose 
practice of the West. In view of the lack of traditional zheng repertoire, So Chun-bo 
might have wished to place these composed pieces in central position to compensate 
for the shortage. But this has unfortunately further complicated the problems in the 
basic construction of the "Hong Kong zheng school". 

There have been a considerable number of new compositions in Hong Kong since 
the 1960s, some of which I have mentioned in Chapter 2 already. A great number of 
these new pieces, were premiered and kept by So Chun-bo himself. Very few other 
zheng players in Hong Kong, except for his students and associates, play or listen to 
these pieces. So Chun-bo has produced more than 10 commercial recordings, either 
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vinyl or in CD format, which consist of most of his compositions and some other new 
pieces by local composers. Yet he also expresses his anguish on the unsatisfactory 
sales, and he never earns surplus income from issuing these recordings. This again 
sadly reflects the actual popularity of these new pieces among the general public at 
large. 

The inadequate popularity of these new compositions posts thoughtful questions 
on their significance and influence to the development of zheng music in Hong Kong. 
I will further problematize the significance of these new pieces by analyzing two of 
the earliest zheng solo compositions in Hong Kong. Then I will argue that many of 
these new compositions, in fact a large portion of them are written by So Chun-bo, do 
not possess musical styles of their own, but are musically similar to the styles of 
mainland zheng solo compositions at that time. 

Fengshouge - the First Composed Zheng Piece in Hong Kong 
According to So Chun-bo, the first composed zheng piece in Hong Kong was 
Fengshouge written by Ng Tai-kong in 1965.62 工丈 jg ^ zheng duet written in simple 
ternary form (fast - slow — fast). A high-pitched 16-stringed zheng and a low-pitched 
13-stringed zheng were specified by the composer in his manuscript written inl975 
for the Hong Kong Chinese Orchestra to play the two parts of the music 
respec t ive ly .63 The pentatonic tunings of the two zheng are clearly provided on the 
manuscript. 

62 Apart from So Chun-bo's article, there is no other reliable source about early zheng compositions in 
Hong Kong before the 1960s. Nonetheless, even there were zheng pieces written before the 
Fengshouge, they were largely for private consumption and were not popular pieces that contribute 
very little to the development of zheng music in Hong Kong. 
63 The 1975 manuscript of Fengshouge is possessed by Choi Ngar-si, who has performed this piece 
with different zheng players in different contexts throughout these years. 
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Example 3.1 The tunings of the two zhengs for Fengshouge. 

• i ± 兰 
f\ • • — — — — 

d • • • • • • j Zheng 1 \ ^ 
16-sti-ing zheng I •直 

• • = 

Zheng 2 1 ^ • 
13-string zheng) + 

• “ 

13-stringed and 16-stringed zheng were not popular models of the instrument in Hong 
Kong during the 1960s. The Chaozhou 18-stringed model, and two other 18-stringed 
models from Xian 西安 and Tianjin 天津 should be the most popular models during 
the 1950s and 1960s.64 Also, the 21-stringed model that we mostly use today was 
invented in Shanghai during the early 1960s and it covers almost the entire range of 
Fengshouge except for the highest 2 notes on the first zheng part, which could easily 
be amended by shifting the whole tuning of the 21-stringed zheng up a perfect 
Nonetheless, until the late 1970s this model was only popular in Shanghai but not in 
Hong Kong, and Ng Tai-kong might not have access to this new model of zheng at that 
time. The specification on the choice of less popular models of zheng over more 
adaptable and feasibly models in Fengshouge is unusual. I speculate that these two 
models of zheng might be the only available models to Ng when he started to play this 
musical instrument. He might have been applying his previous knowledge in his new 
compositions. Or he might not be that prudent about the choice of instruments but felt 

641 owe this observation to Chan Chi-kit 陳志傑，a zheng and pipa teacher and performer in Hong 
Kong who was active in the Chinese music circle since the 1960s. 
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obligued to be specific as the manuscript I obtained from Choi Ngai-si was written for 
a professional orchestra. 

Either assumption be more reasonable, Ng has been employing his musical 
knowledge he acquired in mainland China in his creative work in Hong Kong. As a 
direct consequence, the musical style of Fengshouge is very similar to its 
contemporaries in mainland China, especially those mainstream zheng compositions 
by famous zheng masters during the 1960s and 1970s. This is clearly exemplified in 
the first few bars of the music. To make a simple comparison, I have chosen two of 
the most favorite zheng solo pieces composed in around the same period of time. 
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Example 3.2 Bar 1-8 of Fengshouge in staff notation. 

Allegretto vivo 

i H I卩丨V「力 
Zheng 1 < f 
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Example 3.3 Bar 1-6 of Zhantaifeng composed by Wang Changyuan (1965) (transnotated by 
the author from cipher notation of the same piece in the Zhengquxuan 1949-1979 (1982)). 

it^'rj^ l i i i � i | r m ^ ^ 

^ ^ ^ n r p n r ^ 

Example 3.4 Bar 1-6 of Fengshou Luogu by Li Zuji 李兩且基(1972) (transnotated by the 
author from cipher notation of the same piece in the Zhengquxuan 1949-1979 (1982)). 

) -p- • 素 青 I i 
( t e f F I f f I j V F I j 

It should not be regarded merely as coincidence that these three solo pieces share very 
similar rhythmic pattern in the opening phrases, especially the four accentuated 
chords at the very beginning. In the 1960s, there were very few minyue 民樂 

65 The modem Westernized compositions for Chinese folk musical instruments which utilize Western 
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[(instrumental) music if the people] composition written by composers in Hong Kong, 
neither did those zheng music extracted from Cantonese music require players to 
pluck the instrument with both hands and to play chord-like figurations as such. This 
was clearly an innovation in Hong Kong, but in mainland musical language and 
expression that reflect the true identity of the composer. 

Example 3.5 Bar 74-77 of Fengs houge in staff notation. 

Zheng 1 \ mp 

p J. ri^V i h 
Zheng 2 < '砂 ^ ^ 

」 ' L j j I - r r r i I 

Zheng 1 \ 
： 

Zheng 2 ̂  
te l H I J J 〕 L L U j 

The melody of the slow second section of Fengshouge (see example 3.5) is played by 
both parts alternately in pentatonic scale with the addition of the scale degree (both 
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The melody of the slow second section of Fengshouge (see example 3.5) is played by 
both parts alternately in pentatonic scale with the addition of the scale degree (both 
natural and sharpen positions are used in this section) but not the This is not a 
typical scale used in traditional Cantonese music, in which the and the scale 
degrees are used extensively and the pitches resided in between the natural and 
sharpen positions for the degree and in between the flatten and natural positions for 
the 7the degree. Also, the part writing and the 2-hand techniques are clearly from a 
foreign origin, which downplays the sliding and other subtle tonal variations that 
characterize traditional zheng music, and emphasizes ensemble effects. In essence, 
Fengshouge is composed in a mainland minyue style of the 1960s that had 
disseminated to Hong Kong through commercial recordings and scores which became 
increasingly popular in the Chinese music circle. The musical style and scale 
employed in Fengshouge has no relationship with Hong Kong music at that time. 

Being the founding director of the professional HKCO, Ng Tai-kong has 
composed and commissioned composers to write a huge number of new compositions 
for the orchestra. Yet he has never regarded himself as a Hong Kong musician or 
composer. His compositional techniques, although learned and practiced mainly in 
Hong Kong, showed clear resemblance to mainland minyue style of music developed 
since the 1950s. Fengshouge was a "show-piece" written for live performance to 
astonish the audience with its festive atmosphere and two-hand techniques that were 
still fresh to many Hong Kong people in the 1960s. 

Huaugcheng Laike - the First Zheng Solo Piece Composed by So Chun-bo 
Huangcheng Laike (1969) is the first zheng solo piece composed by So Chun-bo, 
which is also the second zheng solo composition in Hong Kong. The tuning system 
used is a pentatonic scale in D. The music is in ternary form (slow — fast - slow) with 
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much free rhythm in the first and last sections. The tonality of these two sections, 
however, is close to a Western harmonic minor, which is enhanced by the usage of a 

tVi tVi 
sharpen 5 scale degree (A sharp) followed by a 6 (B) that parallels the resolution of 
a leading-note to tonic in the key of B minor (see bar 4 in example 3.6). The B minor 
chord appears for three times within these four measures, with a F# minor triad used 
in bar 2 (F#-A-C#), which is a surely not a traditional Chinese usage. Apart from this 
F# minor triad, however, the musical style of the first section of Huangcheng Laike is 
not far way from the mainland minyue style. 

Example 3.6 Bar 1-4 (slow section) of Huangcheng Laike in staff notation (transnotated by 
the author from cipher notation of the same piece in the Anthology of Zheng Music (1997)). 

J«30 A a 

I 鎖 I 

I l 」 " r j 「 l ^ I 

The second section of Huangcheng Laike is much closer to the minyue style with its 
simple chordal accompaniment. The melody does recall some of the theme music of 
the kungfu serial programmes produced by TVB (Television Broadcasts Limited), the 
favourite television broadcasting company in Hong Kong, with it use of natural minor 
scale, march-like, repetitive rhythmic patterns and simple chord progressions (there 
are only two different chords in this section). In fact, Huangcheng Laike is one of the 
zheng pieces composed by So Chun-bo that has been used as background music in 
television programmes in Hong Kong during the 1970s and This solo piece 
has been more popular than many other solo compositions in Hong Kong at that time. 

Producers in TVB customarily used pre-recorded Chinese music as background music, which partly 
explains the familiarity of the melody of Huangcheng Laike to the Hong Kong people. 
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Example 3.7 Bar 14-21 (fast section) of Huangcheng Laike in staff notation (transnotated by 
the author from cipher notation of the same piece in the Anthology of Zheng Music (1997)). 

J = I 5 S 

f nif 

Iv r , 

The musical style of the fast section of Huangcheng Laike is obviously in a mainland 
minyue style, which from both technical and modal points of view has nothing to do 
with Hong Kong or Cantonese music. Similar to the case of Ng Tai-kong, the 
intention for writing this piece was probably for performance by himself at a time 
when the accessibility to modem zheng compositions in mainland China was very 
limited due to the unstable political atmostphere in the PRC during the late 1960s and 
the early 1970s. Apart from the Cantonese pieces, there was very few music for him 
to perform, and composing new pieces himself became one of the best solutions. 

The identity as a Hong Kong zheng player cultivated in So Chun-bo in much later 
years, probably in the 1980s when the competitions with mainland zheng players 
became more vigorous and evident. From the perspective of a general audience, 
nonetheless, the melody of Huangcheng Laike is fairly beautifully written to which 
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many people, including some of my colleagues in the zheng circle, express their 
appreciation. Yet in terms of creativity there is little to be accentuated. 

In view of the similitude of their compositional styles to mainland compositions 
in the 1960s and 1970s, to declare Fengshouge and Huangcheng Laike as the 
milestone of modem zheng composition in Hong Kong is almost equivalent to argue 
that zheng solo compositions here started off as a replica of mainland Chinese zheng 
music. They represent the development of minyue in the PRC more than the musical 
style of Hong Kong. 

Conclusion 
Based on the problems of the "Hong Kong zheng school" analyzed in this chaper, the 
standing of a Hong Kong style of zheng playing is highly questionable. However, 
these setbacks are not unique to the "Hong Kong zheng school", but common to other 
regional zheng schools in the PRC as well. Similar problems with their historical 
backgrounds will be revealed when we place these schools to critical scrutiny. This 
observation renounces the declaration of Chinese scholars and zheng players who 
assert the existence of strong historical backgrounds of zheng schools. While the 
construction of the "Hong Kong zheng school" can be regarded as a strategy for 
survival both in times when there was not enough zheng music for teaching and 
performing in Hong Kong, and when the competitions from mainland China become 
increasing prominent, the circumstances of its counterparts in mainland China are 
quite similar, except for the objective of nation-building through the construction of 
these regional zheng schools which has never been an important factor in the case of 
Hong Kong. 
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Chapter 4 Regional Schools - A Post-1949 Invention 

A Brief History oi Zheng 
Zheng is an ancient Chinese musical instrument for which the earliest written account 
is in the Record of History Shiji 史記.李斯諫逐客書 in 237 B.C., which was a vivid 
description of the daily life of the peasants in the Qin area 秦地.67 The solo tradition 
of zheng can be traced back to the Tang Dynasty (618-907 A.D.) in the Rinchi Yoroku 
仁智要錄[Renzhi Yaulu, Essentials of Being Benevolent and Wise], a manuscript 
found in Japan which contains scores of zheng music from the Tang and Song 
dynasties (Cheng 1991:15).^^ The earliest manuscript of solo zheng music found in 
China was the Xiansuo Beikou 弓玄索備考[a reference appendix for strings], also 
commonly known as \hQ Xiansuo Shisantao 弦索十三套[Thirteen pieces for strings], 
a collection of notation for ensemble music which was compiled by the Mongolian 
Rong Zhai 榮齋 in 1814 (Liu 1989:465), in which two of the thirteen pieces, namely 
He/manling 合歡令 and Jiangjunling {If were meant to be zheng solo pieces.*^^ 
However, the performance practice of these pieces was not transmitted to the present 
day. Scholars have made various speculations on the authentic performance practices 
of these pieces. One of these attempts was the popular zheng solo version of 
Jiangjunling arranged by Wang Xunzhi that differs drastically from the original 

67 "[People of the Qin state, now Shaanxi 陝西 province] beat clay drums and earthen jars, play zheng 
and slap their thighs to accompany songs. This is the true music of Qin".(夫擊瓷卩口击’弓單箏搏辦而 
歌乎鳴鳴，快耳目者，真秦之聲也） 
68 The author of this manuscript, Fujiwara Moronage 藤原師長（1138 - 1192 A.D.) lived in the time of 
the Song Dynasty and the music contained in the Renzhi Yaulu was said to be imported from China 
during both the Tong and Song dynasties. 
69 There is common consent in Chinese academic circles that Hehuanling and Jiangjunling are for 
zheng solo, based on the observation that there is no part score for music instruments other than zheng 
alone. However, texts written on the manuscript also suggest that these two notations could be used by 
all instruments (original Chinese text: “諸器皆可用”)，which imply that these two pieces may not be 
solely for zheng solo, but also for ensemble or solo by other musical instruments. 
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scored® 

The historical account of the zheng and its music is not a commonplace until the 
late Qing dynasty when we can locate a few regions where zheng music was 
reasonably popular and where there were a few renowned zheng masters who were 
supposed to hand down most of the traditional zheng music. Before that, the 
development and alteration done on this instrument were not clearly recorded. While 
many scholars in mainland China assert that the five-stringed zheng originated in the 
Qin area and dispersed slowly to other parts of the country in succeeding centuries, 
archeological findings disprove this claim. In the 1970s, several zithers were 
unearthed from ancient tombs in Guangxi 廣西 and Jiangxi 江西 provinces in 
southern China. The two 13-string zithers found in the Guixiyaimu 貴溪崖墓[tomb 

in Guixi Cliff] in Jiangxi province date back to the and century B.C. by 
carbon-14 dating technology and were identified by scholars as an ancient model of 
zheng (Xiang Yang 1993:58). 

1) Zhens Notation in the Century 
The earliest attempts to institutionalize zheng music happened in the Henan area in the 
1920s. In fact, most of the early advocates of zheng including Wei Ziyau 魏子猶， 

Liang Tsai-ping 梁在平，Lou shuhua 婁樹華，and Cao Zheng all belonged to the 
lineage. In 1920, Huang shi 黃石 produced a lithograph compilation of zheng scores 
entitled Zhotigzhou Gudiao 中'州鼓調 consisting of three pieces of Henan zheng 
music in gongchepu 工尺譜(Ding 1993:273). 7i Wei Ziyau, the zheng teacher of 
Liang Tsai-ping and Lou Shubua also compiled ten-odd pieces of Henan zheng music 

There will be a more detailed discussion on the Xiansuo Shisantao in Chapter 4. 
71 Gongchepu is a traditional notation system of China that indicates the pitches but not the exact 
rhythm of the music. However, there are exact rhythm makings on the zheng scores in the Nizhengpu 
by adding lines to the each of the gongche characters similar to that of cipher notation. 
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in an unpublished mimeograph entitled Zhongzhou Gudiao 中州古調 in the 1920s 
(ibid.), 72 and this is believed to have been copied and distributed widely among Wei's 
associates. Yet the original copy, as well as its early duplicates, is inaccessible to me 
at the present point of completing this thesis. 

The first published collection of zheng score in China was the Nizhengpu 擬箏譜 

[Proposed Zheng Score] by Liang Tsai-ping in 1938 (Cao Zheng 1991:131) which 
contains 15 pieces of solo zheng music in Gongchepu. From 1938 onward, there were 
a number of different zheng scores published or handwritten for private distribution in 
mainland China. Scholars and zheng masters started to reconstruct the history of this 
musical instrument as a means to accentuate the popularity and the variety of zheng 
music in major cities at that time. 

2) Different Models of Zhen2 
The construction of the zheng has changed extensively in the past 2000 years, 
especially after 1949. The body of the zheng changed. fi*om bamboo to wood in Tang 
dynasty; the material for the strings changed from silk to copper in the late Qing 
dynasty, then to steel in the early century and finally resorting to a special type of 
steel string with nylon wrapping in the 1960s. Different models of zheng with 
numbers of strings varying from 5 to 48 have emerged over time. Up until the 1930s, 
the most popular model of zheng in southern China was the 16-stringed Chaozhou 
zheng, while the 13-stringed zheng was the favourite instrument in the north (Liang 
Tsai-ping 1938). 

In the following decades, new models of the instrument with different numbers of 

72 The Chinese titles of these two volumes of Zhongzhou Gudiao, though in the same romanization, are 
slightly different. The Gw(鼓)in Huang's manuscript means "to play" or "percussion" which suggests 
association with a Henan narrative singing genre guziqu 鼓子曲[song with percussion], while the 

古）in Wei's manuscript means only "ancient". 
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Strings were invented for different types of zheng music. For orchestral playing, 
contemporary models consisting of up to 48 strings and chromatically tuned were 
invented for the convenience of playing the frequent key changes and unclear 
tonalities in modem pieces. Other professional models with 23 to 26 strings gained 
popularity during the 1980s and 1990s, but most of them have faded out with time. 
The 21-stringed model (figure 4.1) invented by Xu Zhengao 徐振高 and Miao Jinlin 
繆金林 in Shanghai in 1963 (Wang Zhenguo 2000 : 13)，has become the most 
popular model since its invention and is now used by musicians to perform modem 
and traditional zheng music alike. Most of the other models, including the traditional 
steel-stringed zheng (which was once the most popular model in China before the 
invention of the 21 -stringed model), become obsolete and are not widely used by 
zheng players anymore. 

Figure 4.1 The 21-stringed model of zheng invented by Xu Zhengao and Miao Jinlin in 
Shanghai in 1963. 

S e c t i o n o f s ir ing for pressing by left hand ^ ^ ^ Section o f siring for p l u c k i n g by 

o f p layer lo c h a n g e the pi lches \ right hand f inger o f p layer 

3) Change of Tuning System for Zhem Music 
Zheng was traditionally supposed to be plucked with the right hand fingers, and the 
left hand is responsible for changing the tension of the strings by pressing on the 
section of strings left of the wooden bridges. The tuning of this musical instrument is 
basically pentatonic, with the 3'"'̂ , and degrees of a diatonic scale being 
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tuned as open string pitches/^ The and degrees, as well as other notes with 
accidentals require the performer to press the sections of string left of the wooden 
bridges to increase tension, so as to raise the pitches of the open strings to produce the 
desired pitches. Although it is a stylistic characteristic oizheng music to have ample 
ornaments such as sliding and tremolo variations added to the melody, it is usually 
done upon a dominantly pentatonic basis. There are remarkable difficulties for 
playing music with too many notes outside of the pentatonic scales. The Henan zheng 
piece Xiaoniao Chaofeng 草月鳳(example 4.2), which appears in slightly different 
titles in two of the early published zheng manuals by Liang Tsai-ping (1938) and Cao 
Zheng (1958) in China, is a typical example of a single-lined traditional zheng music 
in which the left hand of the player is only responsible for pressing the strings to 
generate vibrato and sliding. 

Example 4.2 Bar 1-12 of the Henan zheng piece Xiaoniao Zhaofeng in staff notation 
(transnotated by the author based on the cipher notation of Xiaoniao Zhaofeng in Cao Zheng's 
Guzheng Tanzoufa 古箏彈奏法（1958)). 

11 j ' j ^ i . 1 J 

I•丨 p i 
3 ^ ^ i 

73 The tradition Huowudiao 活五調[mode with moving "five" (the scale degree)] in Chaozhou 
zheng music requires the instrument to be tuned to another scale, with the 4''' degree of the diatonic 
scale substituting for the 3"̂ . But this is an unusual case and most other traditional pieces require the 
normal pentatonic tuning. 
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There is a clear paradigm shift in modem compositions after the 1950s, in which the 
left hand takes a more important role. From playing complex accompaniments or 
even the melody in a piece, the left hand now takes part in producing a homophonic 
effect similar to that of the western harp or piano by using two-hand techniques. 
Some of these pieces were composed in such an elaborate and Westernized way that 
the scores did not visually appear to be for the zheng, but rather, music for some 
Western keyboard musical instrument. The Huangling Suixiang 黃陵隨 b y Rao 
Yuyau 饒余燕(1993) is a typical example of these technically demanding new 
compositions which has become fashionable since the 1980s (example 4.3). 
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Example 4.3 Bar 34-45 of the zheng solo piece Huangling Suixiang in staff notation. 

{ s ^ ^ ^ 

； = 

12 I P 

J 门 j n n 」 

In certain new compositions, tunings other than the normal pentatonic scale are used 
to enrich the harmonic profile. Shanwei [ l i f t composed by Xu Xiaolinf余曉林(1986) 
and Xiyun 戲韻 by Wang Jianmin 王建民(1993) employ complex tuning systems that 
totally differ from the traditional pentatonic system (example 4.4 and 4.5). 
Nonetheless, this is not the most popular trend existing, as there are a large number of 
new zheng solo compositions that are still written in pentatonic tuning or some related 
scale. 
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Example 4.4 The tuning system for the solo zheng piece Shanwei. 

. II - … � 

b . I -

Example 4.5 The tuning system for the solo zheng piece Xiyun, 

I 考 • — II' - "‘ 

丨 ― 丨 ] • I , • • 丨 丨 • • 

\丨 [ > • 丨 ‘ - n 

4) Controversy over the Origin of the Zhens: 
Archeological discoveries, especially the two zheng relics found in Jiangxi 

province, have revealed that the zheng had already existed in other parts of China 
outside of the Qin area for about 400 years before the description in the Shiji. 
Nevertheless, some scholars still cling to the old cliche of qinzheng 秦箏？ (々which is 
the name of this musical instrument found in some Tang and Song poems), and 
believe unconditionally that the Qin area was the cradle of zheng music. The recent 
publication of Shen Zhengguo 沈正國(2004), though not a piece of serious academic 
writing, serves as a typical example demonstrating such attitudes. In order to 
maintain the notion of the Qin area being the birthplace of the zheng, he claims that 
the zheng has already existed in this area for 2800 years based on the same Shiji 

74 Many scholars assert that Qin 秦 in the word Qinzheng means literally the Qin area or the Qin 
dynasty. However, Xiang Yang argues that Qin might have been used to denote "China" as a whole at 
that time. He also lists a number of reason to oppose the general belief that zheng was originated in the 
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account in 237B.C. mentioned before (Shen 2004:35). And when he cites the earliest 
zheng relics found in Jiangxi province (which date back more than 2600 years), the 
approximate age of the instrument given by carbon-14 dating is left out without 
proper reason (ibid.:37). Based on the existing historical and archeological materials, 
it is very difficult to decide whether the zheng has its origin in the south as suggested 
by the zheng relics in Jiangxi proince, has multiple origins from different areas, or has 
its origin related to the nomads requires. 

5) Problems in Regional Zhens Schools 
With its history of more than 2000 years, the establishment of the solo playing 

tradition of the zheng is essentially a recent movement. Zheng schools, sometimes 
being used interchangeably with "regional styles" of zheng music, were established 
and gradually built during the later part of the last century, and this became a unique 
phenomenon amongst Chinese musical instruments/^ Similar to most other Chinese 
musical instruments, the development of solo zheng music, together with the 
enshrinement of regional styles, formed a close relationship with the founding of 
music conservatories in China. Academic papers about the development of each 
stylistic school and its characteristics are ample, and render a colorful and diversified 
canon of zheng playing traditions that flourish in China. Yet the exact time and 
location where solo zheng music started to appear and gain popularity within these 
regions may never be precisely reconstructed. 

Chinese scholars and musicians in the early 20 '̂' century reformed traditional 

Qin area. See Xiang (1999:58-67) for a detailed discussion on this issue. 
乃 Among all the solo Chinese instrumental genres，only guqin and zheng have apparent regional 
diversities. Different schools in pipa music do exist but very few people pay attention to the stylistic 
differences of each school nowadays. Dizi is another folk musical instrument that could be divided 
sharply into northern and southern schools, but further division is impossible. Frederick Lau even 
argues that solo dizi music is an "invented tradition" after 1949 (1991). 
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musics by consciously developing new techniques and composing new pieces. 
Meanwhiles, they also unconsciously assimilated Chinese music with Western music 
and its aesthetics, such as incorporating Western harmony and utilizing ensemble part 
writing. They gradually introduced different musical instruments into the 
conservatories for reconstruction of their history and for the establishment of higher 
level technicality and virtuosity. Traditions and regional styles of different musical 
instruments were gradually constructed as a result of this movement for convenience 
of teaching and dissemination/*^ However, these styles of playing have survived and 
flourished in vernacular settings for hundreds of years. The reconstruction of regional 
styles in the conservatories inevitably takes these traditions out of their social and 
musical contexts, distillates the endless variations existing among players and 
canonized the traditional pieces to a repertoire of authorized set works. The 
difference between the conservatory style and the true regional or vernacular style, if 
it still exist today, may never be reconciled. 

It was after 1949 that a great number of folk musical instruments started to earn 
the attention of intellectuals and government leaders who "...want their music to 
express and reflect their sense of cultural and historical uniqueness," and at the same 
time seek ".. .international acceptance as being musically sophisticated and musically 
advanced" (Brace 1992:234). Folk musical instruments from the working class have 
gained momentum to develop their own solo repertoire and their connections to the 
history and Chinese culture were gradually being constructed. 

The reformation of some folk musical instruments such as the erhu was started in 

76 This phenomenon is very similar to the appellation of Jiangnan Sizhu、江南糸糸竹'[Silk and Bamboo 
music] in the Jiangsu、江蘇 region. This genre has appeared in Shanghai for almost two hundred years, 
but the name "Jiangnan Sizhu" was not a common until 1950，which became the official title of this 
genre of music until nowadays (Witzleben 1995:2). Brace in his dissertation (1992) asserted that the 
endeavor of the musicians at the conservatories to reconstruct the tradition and history of folk music is 
intended to display the credibility and notability of Chinese traditional music (p.209). 
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much earlier days. Liu Tianhua 劉天華(1895 - 1932) had already composed 10 solo 
pieces and 47 studies for the erhu by the 1920s, which also designated the beginning 
of a westernized compositional style and pedagogy of erhu. The majority of other 
musical instruments such as man 阮 and sheng 签 never possess their own solo 
repertoires until the 1950s, a period of time when musicians were instructed to write 
solo pieces for these instruments that could elevate their positions from components 
of traditional ensemble genres to solo instruments that were esteemed by both 
audience and musicians. Zheng in this case, stands somehow in between the two, 
because on one hand, it is believed to possess a longer history of solo tradition/^ But 
on the other hand, the regional diversity of zheng music had never been precisely 
identified by scholars and practitioners until the late-1950s. The work of constructing 
these regional stylistic schools was basically commenced in the said period. 

Some of the regional schools such as the Henan and Chaozhou schools have 
longer tradition of zheng playing in ensemble music, however, others such as the 
Zhejiang and Shaanxi schools do not possess a reliable record of the existence of 
zheng playing tradition and style before the 1950s. Although the associations with 
ancient manuscipts or important documentations are firmly emphasized, and 
sometimes dramatized, by scholars, the historical backgrounds of these two styles of 
playing are surprisingly shallow. The actual ages of them are just around 50 years old. 

Zheng Schools in China 
Zheng has been institutionalized in the conservatory for nearly 60 y e a r s H o w e v e r , 
we still don't have a standardized resolution on how these stylistic schools should be 

77 Please refer to the section entitled "A Brief History of Zheng" in Chapter 1 for the information on the 
early manuscripts of zheng music. 
78 Professional zheng training in China was started in 1948 at the Nanjing National Conservatory by 
Cao Zheng (Shen 2004:38). 
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categorized. Different scholars and musicians have varying views on the significance 
of various regional styles. A simple comparison of the stylistic school categories 
proposed by some of the most influential scholars and zheng players reveals an 
interesting picture of this phenomenon. 

Table 4 .6 Categorization o f regional schools by different scholars or zheng masters in their 
published articles or zheng scores. 

Scholar/Performer Categorization of Regional Styles 
^ ^曹正（ 1 9 5 8 ) S D H N ZJ Y N G D 
梁在平(1962) Ancient music (without further categorization) 
陳蕾士（1978) S D H N CZ HZ LL GZ 
曹正（1983) S D H N S X CZ ZJ KJ FJ M G KR 
項斯華（1987) S D H N CZ ZJ KJ 
袁靜芳（1987) S D H N CZ ZJ KJ 
蔡雅絲（1989) S D H N S X CZ ZJ KJ G D N M 
王彩珍（1989) S D H N G D 
鄭德淵（1991) S D H N SX CZ ZJ KJ M N M G Kayagum 
上海箏會（1993) S D H N SX CZ ZJ FJ N M Kayagum 

(1 二 5) S D H N CZ ZJ KJ 
蘇振波（1997) S D H N S X CZ ZJ KJ CM HK 
王天一（1997) S D H N CZ ZJ KJ 
焦金海（1998) S D SX CZ KJ FJ CM 
周望（1999) S D H N S X CZ 
林玲（2000) S D H N S X CZ ZJ KJ M G KR 
周耘（2000) S D H N CZ W L KJ 

中 國 S S 譜 集 S D H N CZ ZJ KJ 
沈正國（2004) S D H N CZ W L KJ 
何寶泉（？） S D H N C Z ZJ K J 
(Keys: SD = Shandong 山東 HN = Henan 河南 

SX = Shaanxi 陝西 CZ = Chaozhou 潮州 
HZ = Hangzhou 杭州 ZJ = Zhejiang 浙江 
WL = Wulin 武林 KJ = Kejia(Hakka)客家 
LL = Liaoliii 遼寧 YN = Yunnan 雲南 
FJ = Fujian 福建 GZ 二 Guangzhou 廣州 
GD = Guangdong 廣東 CM = Cantonese music 粤樂 
MN = Minnan 閩南 NM = Neimeng(Inner Mongolia)內蒙 
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MG = Menggu(Mongolia)蒙古 HK = Hong Kong 香港 
K:R = Korean 朝鮮） 

Although the above table is not meant to be exhaustive, it includes the most popular 
publications and teaching materials on the market from famous scholars and zheng 
players. The general pattern of categorization is clearly observable. Out of all the 
regional, only the Shandong school is recognized by everyone but Liang Tsai-ping, 
who, in both of his early published zheng score (1938 and 1962)，does not care to 
categorize regional zheng music at all, and rather labels them as "ancient tunes". 
Henan, Chaozhou, Zhejiang (Hangzhou and Wulin are both situated within Zhejiang 
province, and can be regarded as equivalent to the Zhejiang school) and Hakka 
schools are identified by most authors, but there is still no common consensus. The 
situation of the Shaanxi school, which is located exactly in the Qin area mentioned in 
Shiji, is even more problematic. Being regarded as the cradle of zheng music by 
musicians and intellectuals, some of whom have made a huge effort to construct a 
regional school of its own since the late 1950s, the Shaanxi school is still not 
recognized by half of the authors in their publications, some of which are very recent 
ill the above table. The ongoing struggle over the categorization of regional stylistic 
schools of zheng music implies an unstable foundation for such historical constructs. 

To many scholars and musicians in mainland China, the development of the 
regional styles of zheng playing is a rational and unquestionable movement, a 
plausible advancement and a unique attainment. Very few of them would go back to 
the basic question why is it that zheng schools would and should appear in this restless 
epoch of Chinese history? What is the significance of zheng schools in the modem 
development of zheng music? How can we explain the independent phenomenon of 
regional division of styles that sets zheng apart from other musical instruments like 
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the guqin, pipa, and perhaps dizi? ^̂  What is the significance of zheng in modem 
Chinese music history? 

Development of Zheng in the PRC after 1949 
The development in zheng music after 1949 is multi-directional. On one hand, 
musicians try to construct the history of zheng by compiling traditional pieces, both 
solo and ensemble music, from different regions where zheng is believed to be 
reasonably popular in the daily life of the people. On the other hand they try to 
improve the structure of the musical instrument in order to increase its volume and to 
enhance its sound quality, such as enlarging its body and changing the materials of the 
strings. Meanwhile, some musicians together with zheng makers tried to invent new 
model of zheng. One such attempt is to nearly double the number of strings and add to 
it all notes in a chromatic scale in order to make it more usable in modem Chinese 
orchestra. New compositions for different models of zheng continued to be written, 
but nowadays only those pieces written for the standard 21-stringed model earn 
universal acceptance of professional musicians and manage to survive well in 
conservatory contexts. 

Due to the limitation of its traditional pentatonic tuning, zheng is not always 
included in traditional ensemble genres such as jiangnan sizu and Cantonese music. 
But it is the availability of the instrument and musicians with sufficient technical 
proficiency that contributes more substantially to the absence of zheng in many 
instrumental ensemble genres. Ensemble genres in the Shandong and Hakka area 

79 Dizi music can be divided into northern and southern styles. The northern style was established by 
Feng Zicun ？馬子存，and its southern counterpart by Lu Cunling 陸春齡• Both of them composed solo 
dizi music based on melodies from traditional operatic and narrative singing music. Apart from 
musical styles, the major differences between these two schools are the instruments used. The northern 
school uses bangdi ^ ^ which is smaller in size and a perfect 4''' higher than the qudi 曲笛，the dizi 
used by the southern school. New compositions do not have such divisions and the choice of different 
dizi solely depends on the range and key of the music. 
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customarily include zheng in their ensemble settings. Chaozhou ensemble genre is 
rather problematic, as zheng is used as a major musical instrument mainly in the xiyue 
細樂 ensemble, which is regarded by Chaozhou musicians as an imported genre, yet 
in the indigenous xianshi 弓玄詩 ensemble music, zheng is only a minor accompanying 
instrument that takes a role of much less significance^®. Zheng often has a role to play 
in traditional instrumental ensemble genres, depending of the availability of the 
instrument in those areas. And its ensemble playing is believed to be reasonably 
popular in the early century based on the inclusion of zheng in the ensemble 
music in the Xiansuo Shisantao, in which even (possible) solo pieces of this musical 
instrument are available. 

In terms of playing techniques, traditional zheng music emphasizes the left hand 
skills of sliding and tremolo variations within a pentatonic framework, and these 
techniques also partly determine the style of a zheng piece. However, according to 
Lin Ling 林玲，an associate professor of zheng at the China Conservatory of Music in 
Beijing, Chinese composers from the 1950s utilize this musical instrument in a 
slightly different way. In their perception, zheng is gradually regarded as an intrinsic 
solo musical instrument comparable to the Western keyboard because the modem 
model of it has much more strings than most other Chinese musical instruments and 

O 1 

can be plucked with both hands to produce homophonic or polyphonic effects. The 
new compositions written after the 1950s all follow this line of thought in which 
players are required to play both melody and accompaniment simultaneously with 
both hands, and the traditional usage of the left hand are reduced dramatically. 
Precarious still, the so-called "chords" utilized in the accompaniment of these music 
are often oversimplified harmony that consist of only five different "chords" with 

I owe this piece of information to Law Bing-kuen, whose MPhil thesis is on traditional Chaozhou 
ensemble music in Hong Kong. 
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their roots rest on the five notes of the pentatonic scale, making them almost 
equivalent to the I，ii, iii, V and vi chords in Western terminology. However, all the 
and 7th scale degrees that should appear in the ii, iii and V chords are omitted or 
changed to other neighboring notes within the pentatonic scale. Other 
accompaniment patterns all bear similar problems that the and degree of the 
scales are always missing, except for pieces that employ special tuning systems 
different from the pentatonic one. Chundao Xiangjiang 春至�J許目江 arranged for zheng 
solo by Wang Zhongshan 王中山 from a dizi solo piece of the same title is a typical 
example of the utilization of such pentatonic harmonies (see example 4.5). 

Example 4.5 First 8 bars o f the Andante section of Chundao Xiangjiang in staff notation 
(transnotated by the author from the cipher notation of Chundao Xiangjiang published by the 
Central Conservatory of Beijing (Li Meng 2004b)). 

J-M 
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81 Personal conversation with Lin Ling 林玲 in July, 2002. 
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No matter how much modem Chinese composers and musicians like to consider 
zheng as an equivalent of Western harp or piano, the tuning systems and the number of 
strings of this musical instrument largely impede the utilization of Western harmony 
and accompaniment tactics equivalent to those of the piano. However, their beliefs of 
regarding westernization of playing techniques and musical styles as such as the 
proper direction of development serves as a vivid reflection on their understanding of 
advancement, or 己夂良[develop or change {gai) to make something better 
{Hang)] in Chinese term as Chinese scholars call it, which explicitly indicates their 
rendition of traditional pentatonic scales and playing techniques being backward and 
worse, and their Western counterparts being more advanced and better. Such 
conception has dominated the development of Chinese music at large since the 1949. 

Apart from an abundance of Westernized new compositions for zheng solo being 
composed since the 1950s, regional and ethnic diversity of zheng music is being 
strongly emphasized. Both musicians and scholars are paying immense efforts to 
construct the history of this musical instrument in different Chinese cities in order to 
display its popularity in various vernacular contexts and generate an impression that 
there exists a continuous tradition of solo playing. In fact, among all the Chinese 
musical instruments, only guqin and pipa have relatively long tradition of solo 
playing. No matter how enthusiastically zheng players in mainland China proclaim 
the popular of solo zheng playing at present and in the past, available historical data 
do not support such assertion. And there exist substantial differences between the 
social and historical significance of these three musical instruments. A comparison 
between the manuscripts of guqin, pipa and zheng reveals a clear picture of these 
differences. 

� 
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Manuscripts of Guqin and Pipa 
Guqin has always been an instrument of the Chinese literati. Its music and its 
development were well-documented throughout the Chinese history. The first piece 
of guqin music found in the China is Jieshidiao youlan 碼石調幽蘭 which dates back 
to the end of the century (Zhang Huaying 2005:33). The first compilation of guqin 
music, the Shenqi Mipu 神奇秘、譜[The Mysterious Score] was written by Zhu Quan 
朱權 in 1425 (ibid.:27). Throughout the centuries, there were many different schools 
of guqin music established and proliferated among different communities of scholars 
and guqin players, and more than twenty famous compilations of guqin pieces 
including the Xilutang Qintong 西麓堂琴統（1549)，Wuzhizai Qinpu 五知齋琴譜 

(1721), Tianwenge 天聞閣琴譜（1876)，to name but a few, were written and 
published in China (Wong Chuen-fung 2002:102, Yuan 1987:246-249). These 
compilations often comprise discussions on the subject of aesthetics and history, and 
some include description of each piece. This provides strong evidence of the 
existence of different stylistic schools in various cities and eras, and also signify the 
popularity of this instrument among the learned class of the society for some hundreds 
of years already. Apart form the historical reconstruction of the lineage of each school, 
comparison of their distinctive musical characteristic is also made feasible by 
comparing different variations of the same piece of guqin music written in separate 
manuals. 

Pipa, on the other hand, is said to become a popular musical instrument in Tang 
dynasty and continued to be a favourite musical instrument in China for centuries. 
The oldest surviving pipa notation found in China is believed to be is the Dunhuang 
Pipapu 敦煌琵琶譜 which dates back to 933 A.D. (Yuan 1987:174), although they 
are not supposed to be solo pipa pieces. The Huashi Pipapu 華氏琵琶•普 is one of the 
most important compilations of pipa music in Qing dynasty, which was published in 
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1819 (ibid.: 175) and many of the music it contains are still favorite concert pieces that 
every pipa player has to learn and perform.^^ In 1895, another important manual of 
pipa pieces, namely Nanbeipai Shisantao Pipa Xinpu 南北派十三套琵琶新譜，was 

compiled and published by Li Fangyuan 李芳園，which contains 13 pieces of taoqu 
套曲[suite] and 8 simple pieces for beginners (Han and Zheng 1987:177). 

Apart from these three manuals, there are a number of pipa scores published 
during the turn of the century. Although the concept of putting music for performance 
into notations may actually be imitating that of the guqin, we can still be assured of a 
considerable level of popular of pipa playing in China since the early century 
without much reservation. 

As I have mentioned in Chapter 3，most of the folk instrumental music in China 
do not possess their own notation systems, but are transmitted orally through 
generations. The scarcity of notation do not necessarily implies that a musical 
instrument is unpopular in the society. Nonetheless, these guqin and pipa 
compilations must be written and then shared by those who know have to read and 
write, which imply that they were favorite music instruments of the literati. These 
manuals also prove the existence of solo traditions of guqin and pipa for more than 
two hundred years in China. These account for the unsurpassed significance of guqin 
and pipa in Chinese society as the most sophisticated and well respected musical 
instruments in China 

82 The Dunhuang Pipapu and the Huishi Pipapu, which are almost 900 years apart, utilize two totally 
different systems of notation, and the one used by the early Dunhuang Pipapu is unknown to pipa 
players nowadays. Scholars make different hypothesis about the actual sounding of its music but all of 
these attempts are no more truth than speculations. Caution should be taken that no direct relationship 
exists between the notation system used in the Dunhuang Pipapu and the gongche system in the Huashi 
Pipapu, or the cipher notation that we use today. 
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Manuscripts of Zheng 
Zheng as expected does not have a notable historical background comparable to guqin 
and pipa. The earliest score is the Rinchi Yoroku which was found in Japan and was 
written by a Japanese named Fujiwara Moronage (1138 - 1192 A.D.). However, there 
was no written zheng music found in China until the emergence of the Xiansuo 
Shisantao. The actual way of playing these music, nonetheless, was lost and scholars 
back to the 1960s have been reconstructing the music in different tuning and fingering 
for performance (Li Meng 2000:178). The appearance of zheng notation in Song and 
Qing sources point to the fact that this musical instrument had been reasonably 
popular during these periods, although it should have been used in ensemble music 
rather than a solo instrument. The question remains here is why the Japanese zheng 
score Rinchi Yorohu, which clearly took its root in Tang and Song zheng tradition, is 
reserved in Japan, yet there is no notation left in China? No data on repertoire and 
performance practice of zheng music in these periods has survived to the present day. 
The performace practices of the two zheng pieces in the Xiansuo Shisantao were also 
not transmitted down. How do we justify the claim of a continuous tradition from 
these periods? 

Other written score of solo zheng music could only be found in much later years, 
probably in the late or early century. Originated in the Tang dynasty as 
scholars speculate, the ersipu 二四譜[two-four notation] is the traditional notation 
used in Chaozhou music. But there is no reliable record of its earliest manuscript. 
Cheng Te-yuan describes a music organization formed by natives of Chaozhou which 
claimed to possess an old manuscript written by a student of ancient Chinese music in 
the Qing dynasty, but they could not identify this person accurately in history 
(1991:19-20). Louis Chen discusses more extensively on the relationship between 
ersipu and other ancient notation systems such as the Dunhuang Pipapu and the 
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notations of the koto, the Japanese zheng which was said to have transmitted to Japan 
in the Tang dynasty. He goes on to argue that ersipu is originally the notation for 
13-stringed zheng and at the same time emphasizes the importance of this musical 
instrument in Chaozhou music (1978). Nonetheless, he provides no accurate 
information about the earliest manuscript in ersipu. But on the other hand, Su 
Qiaozheng, a Chaozhou zheng master bom in a family of famous Chaozhou musicians, 
argues that the ersipu has been utilized in Chaozhou music long before the import of 
zheng to Chaozhou area, and disagrees strongly on the assertion that ersipu is 
originally a notation system for the zheng (Su 1995:82-4). Whether or not this 
notation system has any direct association with traditional zheng music, the history of 
the existence of zheng in Chaozhou area is not provided by both authors, and they are 
mainly talking about Chaozhou ensemble music rather than zheng solo one. 

Early zheng solo scores all appeared in the Henan area, with Huang Shi's 
Zhongzhou Gudiao and Wei Ziyou's Zhongzhou GudiacP being two earliest attempts 
in the 1920s (Ding 1993:273). The first published collection of zheng score in China 
was the Nizhengpu by Liang Tsai-ping in 1938 (Cao Zheng 1991:131). It contains 
brief discussions on the history of zheng and 15 pieces of solo zheng music in gongche 
notation. Transforming from an ensemble musical instrument to a solo one, we have 
to pay attention to the fact that, while the identity of Huang Shi is mysterious as it does 
not appear in any other source, Wei Zhiyau and Liang Tsai-ping was both more 
proficient as guqin performers than zheng players, although they make their names 
mainly as zheng masters similar to the case in Su Qiaozheng. The concept of notating 
zheng music for teaching and dissemination was habitual to them, which does not 
necessarily indicate the popularity of these solo pieces. 

The "Gu" in these two titles are romanizations of different Chinese charaters. Please refer to footnote 
13 for more information. 
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Starting from the 1950s, there are more scores and teaching materials written for 
the zheng. From the 1960s onward, most of the published zheng scores are written in 
either cipher notation or, toward the end of the century, in staff notation. On a few 
occasions these scores would be published with gongche notations as references, 
which is in fact for documentation purposes rather than scores for teaching or 
performing similar to the traditional usage of gongchepu. 

The categorization of regional styles, however, was a rather recent movement that 
started off in the 1930s as a simplistic division of Northern and Southern styles.84 
Taking regional stylistic differences of zheng playing as major parameters for 
classification was a later development. Nowadays there are a number of different 
interpretations on the categorization of regional styles, which have been listed out in 
Chapter one (table 1.6)，that are popular among Chinese scholars today, such as the 5-
(according Xiang (1987) and Yuan (1987))’ the 8- (according So (1997)) of the 
9-region (according to Cao Zheng (1983) and Cheng (1991)) models, to name but a 
few. The legitimization of zheng school is a process of negotiation. Those schools 
which successfully acquire public recognitions depend heavily on the existence of 
notations and/or compositions, as well as the contribution of famous zheng masters. 
The most desirable condition for these schools is certainly in possession of all three, 
yet all of them are deficient of some of these requirements in various degree. As a 
matter of fact, compilations of traditional zheng music of those failed regions such as 
Liaolin, Fiijian Guangdong and Yunnan have been published throughout these years. 
But there has never been famous zheng master nurtured in these areas, nor is there any 

84 In the 1930s, the EMI Classics 百代唱片公司 issued two vinyl records of zheng music in mainland 
China. One of them was Tianxia Datong 天下大同 and was labeled as beipai 北派[northern style] 
zheng music, while the other was Hanya Xishui and was labeled as nanpai 南、派[southern style]. The 
former one was played by Lou Shuhua and the later by Liang Tsai-ping, both were students of the 
famous Henan zheng master Wei Ziyou (Cao 1981:42). 
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important manuscript or historical document that elevates their importance. 
The Chinese zheng masters and scholars have rendered an imagined picture of 

regional diversity of zheng music to the general public, mostly through music manuals 
and recordings. The general audience, who do no have the chance to investigate 
traditional zheng music in these areas themselves, can just take what these expects 
express as plainly the truth. 

Differences Between Guqin and Zheng 
Both guqin and zheng belong to the Chinese zither family and they have quite a 
number of similarities. Both of them originally have silk strings mounted to their 
wooden sound-box bodies. Both are plucked by right-hand fingers with similar 
techniques to produce musical sound and the left hand is responsible for controlling 
the variation of pitches. Their constructions are also similar in the way that both have 
and the names for different parts of these two instruments are almost identical - in fact 
the naming system for body of zheng should be borrowed directly from that of guqin. 
Early in the 1960s, zheng players and mainland China have been transcribing guqin , 
pieces for zheng solo playing, among which Meihua Sannong 梅?它三弄 and 
Guangling San 廣陵营夂 are favorite pieces that become popular concert repertoire of 
zheng today. 

The differences between zheng and guqin, on the other hand, are equally 
noticeable, especially in social and historical domains. Guqin, dissimilar to other 
Chinese folk musical instruments including zheng, has long been esteemed by the 
literati as a noble musical instrument, whose music and practice are directly related to 
Chinese philosophy as well as the moral standard and virtue of the player. It has 
seldom been involved in secular rituals or played merely for entertainment purposes, 
but a vehicle for personal cultivation. Guqin even possess its own idiosyncratic 
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notation system that is radically different from all other notation systems for 
instrumental music genres existed in China — the jianzipu 減字旨普[reduced-stroke 
notation] which was transformed from wenzipu 文字言普[prose notation] by Cao Ron 
曹柔 in mid-Tang dynasty (Zhang Huaying 2005:72). Let alone the musical and 
constructional differences between guqin and zheng and their music, these two 
musical instruments carry very different implications in the history of Chinese music. 

The period from 1930s to 1950s was approximately the same period when guqin 
musicians and intellectuals started to pay extra attentions to their historical heritage 
and focused their researches on the examinations and descriptions of different stylistic 
schools instead of discussing the art of guqin as an artistic experience of an individual 

Q r 

musician and to sublimate it into an excursion of aesthetics (Yang 2002:29). 
Schools of guqin and zheng have become common knowledge to musicians, scholars 
and even general audience nowadays. However, the differences in definitions and 
contents between qinpai 琴、派[Schools of guqin] and zhengpai 箏派[Schools of 
zheng] are both rudimentary and subtle. 

Unlike zheng, Qugin has a more reliable and well-documented history up to 
hundreds of years ago, and the different qinpai had existed and flourished in different 
regions for centuries, except for their existences not being particularly accentuated by 
either guqin players or intellectuals. The establishment of a guqin school is always 
initiated by a recognized guqin master of its time who gather a group of students to 
leam his playing style and to pass on his knowledge. This community of guqin player 
is subsequently recognized by the society at large and finally becomes a school which 

8 5 The origin Chinese Texts:「古人並沒有專門關於琴樂流派的記述，而是更加重視從指法聲音等 

音樂實踐中所得到的個人審美體驗，並結合中國傳統的天地、宇宙觀，從而上升爲一種音樂審 

美境界之學。近代以來，一些琴人開始從一個琴派的角度，對其歷史、琴譜、琴曲及指法審美 

等方面進行研究…除了這些專門紹某個琴派的文章以外，二十世紀五十年代以來，關於特別琴 

人、琴曲、琴譜、琴論、琴用指法、琴樂審美、琴樂歷史的整理、硏究等’在近代琴樂研究中 

佔有非常大的比重。J 
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possesses its own set of music as well as distinctive style of playing that differs from 
other styles of its time. Most importantly, there exist generations of famous guqin 
players that keep their tradition going.^^ 

The bridged zither zheng, on the other hand, had long been taking the role of an 
ensemble or accompaniment instrument in folk music more than a solo one. Although 
solo zheng music is believed to have existed in different regions of China from Ming 
Dynasty or earlier, there was no concrete evident which clearly indicates when and 
where, or what kind of solo zheng music that had actually appeared until the 1920s. 
Regional diversity of musical style and practices are surely out of the question here. 
The genealogy of different schools of zheng music as re-constructed by scholars 
during the past 3 to 4 decades could only trace the grand masters of each school up to 
late-19山 century, beyond which any assertion becomes precarious.^^ 

Zheng schools are mainly constructed out of traditional ensemble genres. 
Although at times the repertoire of these schools may overlapped slightly with each 
other, such as Chushui Lian in both the Hakka and Chaozhou schools, most of the 
zheng pieces are unique to individual stylistic school. In fact, even music with the 
same title refers to different pieces in vaious schools. There are Gaoshan Liushui in 
the Zhejiang, Shandong and Henan schools, and Hangong Qiuyue 漢宮秋月 is 
present in both the Shandong and Guangdong schools, they are totally different pieces 
that have no relationship to each other. This is radically different from the guqin 
practice t.hat some pieces such as Liushui 流水 and Meihua Sannong are present in 

86 See the dissertation of Yang (2002), chapter 2 for the discussing on qinpai. Also see Zhang Huaying 
(2005:129-74) for the discussions and descriptions of musical styles and histories of different qinpai. 
87 Cheng Te-yuan argues that solo zheng music existed in Northern Song dynasty (1991:10) based on a 
number of quotes from Chinese music history publication. However, this argument could not be found 
in the sources he quotes. 
88 For the genealogy of different zheng schools, see Cheng (1993) for Shandong school, Ding (1993) 
for Henan school, Cao (1993) for Chaozhou school, He (1993) for Hakka school and Sun (1993) for 
Zhejiang school. 
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various stylistic schools. They are essentially the same piece of music, except for the 
different fingering and embellishment that characterize their styles. Schools of zheng 
music represent diversity in regional music as a whole instead of individual playing 
techniques and interpretation of music. 

Contents of the Early Published Zheng Notations in the 20*'' Century 
1. Nizhenspu and Guzhens Duzouqu Written by Liang Tsai-ping 
The very first published notations of zheng solo music in China is the Nizhengpu 
written in Gongche notation. These zheng pieces are supposed to be played by 
16-string zheng. The manuscript includes a brief history of the instrument, a 
collection of Tang and Song poems that have mentioned about zheng music, a section 
of short studies for beginners and 15 pieces of solo zheng music from different stylist 
regions. Although the origins of these pieces are not specified by the author, they are 
obvious to modem zheng players who have been brought up with an imagined 
landscape of regional zheng music. The titles of these 15 pieces in Nizhengpu are as 
follow: 
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Table 4.8 Titles of zheng solo pieces in the Nizhengpu{\9'}>?>) and the regional schools they 
should belong to. 

Title of the Music Regional school (as we know today) 
1. Qiansheng Fo 千聲佛 Chaozhou 
2. Jianghu Shui 江湖水 ？ 
3. Bei Zhenggong 匕IE胃 Chaozhou 
4. Bainiao Zhaofeng 百鳥朝鳳 Henan 
5. Shanglou Henan 
6. Chiishui Lian 出水蓮 Hakka or Chaozhou 
7. Hunjiang Long 混、江育• Chaozhou or Guangdong 
8. Denglou 登樓 Chaozhou 
9. Yi Songlan 'I意嵩嵐 Ancient tune 
10. Jinshang Hua 花 Chaozhou 
11. Guichu Lai 歸去來 Ancient tune 
12. Daochun Lai 至(1 春來 Chaozhou 
13. Pingsha Luoyan 平沙落雁 Chaozhou 
14. Fenhong Lian 粉紅蓮 Chaozhou 
15. Hanya Xishui 寒鴉戲水 Chaozhou 

Neither the historical discourse in the beginning nor the scores at later parts of book 
provides any hint on the regions that these pieces are actually from. A definitive 
classification on those stylistic schools as we perceive today is out of the question 
here. After recording the vinyl entitled Hanya Xishui for the EMI Classics in the 
1930s, which was labeled by the company as the nanpai zheng music, there was only 
the simplistic classification into Northern and Southern zheng music in Liang's 
perception (Liang 1938). Zheng music is simply zheng music per se. Moreover, the 
number of solo zheng pieces he had learned from different teachers and published in 
the Nizhengpu, which are 15 altogether, is rather insignificant comparing to the 61 
pieces in the ancient guqin manual Shenqi Mipu (1425) and the 68 pieces in the pipa 
score Huashi Pipapu (1819). It is clear that in the 1930s, solo zheng music was still 
not so much a popular genre that anyone would have the chance to play or listen to, 
and the number of existing solo zheng music was not that ample, as oppose to the 
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numerous ensemble music that should be much more common to the general public. 
An interesting observation here is Liang's inclusion of only two Henan pieces, 

while eleven of the others belong to the Southern zheng schools, A possible reasons 
for this is that Louis Chen was in Beijing at the same period as Liang, and they 
became close acquaintance afterwards. These Southern zheng pieces might have been 
acquired through this Chaozhou zheng master (who is also a renowned guqin player). 
Nonetheless, the idea of regional diversity of zheng music, if they in the 1930s were 
able to identify, had not been accentuated by scholars and zheng players at that period 
of time. 

After retreating to Taiwan with Guomindang 國民黨[the Nationalist Party], 
Liang published another zheng manual entitled Guzheng Duzouqu in 1962, which also 
contains brief history and descriptions on this instrument and 15 solo zheng pieces, 
now in cipher notation. Among all these pieces, seven were composed by Liang 
himself, six from the nizhengpu and two are traditional pieces from different stylistic 
schools unseen in the previous publication. 
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Table 4.9 Titles of zheng solo pieces in the Guzheng Duzouqu{\962) and the 
description on the origin of each piece. 

Title of the Music Descriptions of each Piece 
1. Qiansheng Fo 千聲佛 Ancient tune 
2. Jiaochuang Yeyu M f f l S M Ancient tune 
3. Bainiao Zhaofeng 百乂島朝鳳 Henan Ancient tune 
4. Shanglou 上樓 Henan Ancient tune 
5. Pingsha Luoyan 平沙落雁 Ancient time 
6. Shuhuaiqu 舍予 1、襃ffi Composed by Liang Tsai-ping 
7. Jinshang Hua Ancient tune 
8. Yi Guren 憶故人 Composed by Liang Tsai-ping 
9. Hanya Xishui 寒鴉戲水 Ancient tune 
10. Shaobing Youtiao 燒餅油fl条 Composed by Liang Tsai-ping 
11 Daoyiqu Guqin music, arranged by Liang 

Tsai-ping 
12. Putian Tongxing 普天同慶 Ancient tune 
13. Huamenglu Composed by Liang Tsai-ping 
14. Chushui Lian 山水蓮變奏曲 Composed by Liang Tsai-ping 

Bianzouqu 
15. Yinhe 銀河 Composed by Liang Tsai-ping 

Likewise, apart from those six composed pieces and one rearrangement from guqin 
music, all others are favorite regional zheng music that bears clear schools of origin to 
zheng players nowadays. However, only 2 of them, both of which belong to the 
Henan region, have clear geographic specifications provided by the author, and all 
other traditional pieces are described as "ancient tunes" only. Further discussion on 
the appropriate styles of playing and regional diversity of zheng music are still lacking. 
Being the student of the former Henan zheng master Wei Ziyou, it seems that Liang 
Tsai-ping was most knowledgeable about Henan zheng music, as oppose to the 
impression imposed by the EMI vinyl that he was a master of "Southern" zheng 
schools. Moreover, as the innovator of zheng music in Taiwan, what Liang introduced 
to this place seems to be partly composed pieces of his own and partly traditional 
zheng music from different regions of China, with their schools of origin being 
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neglected arbitrarily or downplayed intentionally. Nonetheless, the concept of 
regional style or schools of zheng music seems to evolve even more slowly in Taiwan 
than in mainland China. 

2. Guzheng Tanzhoufa Written by Cao Zheng 
Cao Zheng, originally named Guo Qiguang 享隨光,was bom in Liaoning province in 
1920 (Zhou and Zhu 2001:133). He was a essentially Henan zheng master who has 
paid tremendous effort to construct different regional stylistic schools as we perceive 
today. Devoted all his life to traditional zheng music, Cao has taught in several 
conservatories in China and has motivated the reconstruction of regional schools 
elsewhere. He had even recorded a number of Henan zheng pieces with a 13-stringed 

• 89 

silk-string zheng, an experiment that none of the other zheng masters in China has 
ever executed. Right from the 1940s, Cao has written a few zheng teaching materials 
such as the Guzhengpu 古箏譜(mimeograph in gongche notation), Guzheng Lianxiqu 
古箏,練習曲 and Dazhong Zhengpu 大眾箏譜(both are mimeograph in cipher 
notation) between 1946 and 1950. During 1954 to 1958, he edited the 3 volumes of 
Zhengqu Aiwa"力•箏曲選集 and Guzheng Lianxiqu. Nonetheless, all these materials 
remained unpublished and were only circulated among his students in conservatories 
(ibid.:137). 

In 1958, Cao Zheng wrote and published a compilation of zheng solo pieces, in 
cipher notation, the Guzheng Tanzhoufa in Beijing. Within this publication there are 
discussion on the history, structure and basic techniques of zheng, thirteen studies for 
different idiosyncratic fingerings and twelve short zheng solo pieces. Unlike the 
scores of Liang Tsai-ping, the regional specifications for almost every piece in the 

89 The model of this 13-stringed zheng was not specified. There are wild guesses that this 13-string 
silk-string zheng Cao used was actually a Japanese koto but without solid proof. 
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Guzheng Tanzhoufa are clearly specified. The most intriguing attribute about this 
manual is Cao Zheng's decision to arrange all the studies and solo pieces in the 
Guzheng Tanzhoufa for a 13-stringed zheng, a traditional model of the musical 
instrument that should not be popular towards the end of the 1950s. The titles of zheng 
pieces in the Guzheng Tanzoufai is listed below. 

Table 4.10 Titles of zheng solo pieces in the Guzheng Tanzoufa{\95'^) and the regional 
schools of the music specified by Cao Zheng. 

Title of the Music Regional school 
1. Xiao Kaishou Henan 
2. Guanshan Yue 關山月 Tune from guqin music 
3. Jian Dianhua SSfiJTE Henan 
4. Xiaoniao 小鳥朝鳳 Henan 

Zhaofeng 
5. Dielianhua 蝶戀花 Chaozhou 
6. Chushui Lian 出水蓮 Hakka 
7. Zhaojun Hefan 日召君禾口番 Arranged by Cao Zheng (Henan)^ 
8. Tianxia Tong 天下同 Shandong 
9. Guiyuan J J ^ Henan 
10. Tianxia Datong 天下大同 Henan 
11. Gaoshan Liushui 高山流水 Zhejiang 
12. Yuzhou Changwan 漁舟-卩昌晚 Composed piece by Lou Shuhua 

Probably one of the earliest published writings on regional diversity of zheng music 
and its classification, there is a brief description of regional styles in the first chapter 
of the Guzheng Tanzhoufa that reflects Cao's perception of stylistic schools that were 
considered existing during the course of his writing: 

"Although zheng is originated from Qin area in the ancient era, it has now 
developed into a folk musical instrument around the Henan, Shandong, 
Guangdong, Yunnan and Zhejiang regions parallel to the flow of history. 
Nowadays, after the liberation (1949)，under the artistic direction of 

90 This piece is marked as being arranged by Cao Zheng and it is very similar to the more popular Hefan 
禾口番 of the Henan school. But the exact regional school is not specified in this score. 
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Chairman Mao and the policy of the "Hundred Flower Movement", zheng 
music will be disseminated and developed more rigorously. Therefore I 
can assert that it is not only a folk musical instrument of a few regions that 
I mentioned above, but an ethnic musical instrument that possesses a 
venerable historical heri tage.��” (Cao Zheng 1958:1) 

Reading between lines, regional styles were still at its nourishing stage around 1958. 
Henan, Shandong and Zhejiang are among the stylistic schools that eventually 
become "legitimate" in the following decades. However, Yunnan school has never 
been developed to a stage that is recognized by the academic circle as a distinctive 
stylistic school, while Guangdong school in this context actually consists of Hakka 
and Chaozhou, two separate zheng schools in Southern China, both of which possess 
long cultural and musical histories of their own. 

Being a famous zheng master in Northern China, Cao, as well as many of his 
contemporaries, did not consider music of their Southern counterparts aesthetically 
distinctive compared to that in the North. Although there are solo pieces from 
Chaozhou and Hakka areas in Cao's Guzheng Tanzhoufa, these two schools are still 
not recognized and specified clearly in the historical discourse in the introduction as 
separate and distinctive stylistic schools. 

One big question here is the reservation on Cao's actual exposure to Chaozhou 
and Hakka zheng music that qualifies him to publish these pieces under his own name. 
Dislike Liang Tsai-ping who does not care about regional difference, Cao is among 
those who actively construct these zheng schools since the 1950s. Although he has 
regarded himself as a Henan zheng master for all his life, the attitude shown in the 
publication of Guzheng Tanzoufa is an inclination towards an all-rounded 

“ T h e original Chinese test: “箏雖然是發源於古代秦國地方’但因歷史的變遷，它已經逐漸形成 

爲河南、山東、廣東、雲南、浙江箏地區的地方樂器；而在解放後的今天’在毛主席的文藝路 

線和百花齊放的方針下，它將又得到更大的推廣和發展，所以說它不僅是上述少數地區的民間 

樂器，而是有悠久歷史的民族樂器。” 
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professional musician that is capable of playing all styles. Cao Zheng has in fact 
foreshadowed the development of modem professionism of zheng playing in 
conservatories where regional diversity of traditional music is implicitly downplayed. 
These regional zheng pieces are for demonstration purposes rather than honest 
reflection of the music in their original appearance. 

Likewise, the assertion that zheng possesses significant historical background 
based on the ongoing development of regional schools is indeed highly contradictive. 
The definition of "history" and "development" are mutually opposite, with the former 
deals with the past and the later venture into the future. As one of the first persons to 
emphasize on regional, traditional zheng music, Cao's definition on "tradition" is 
ambiguous, and this concept is passed on to scholars and zheng players of the next 
generation directly. This becomes one of the weakest standpoints of regional zheng 
schools constructed by them. 

Fundamental Problems of the Zhejiang and Shaanxi Schools 
1. The Zhejiang School 
After looking into the information I gathered over the years and having been 
performing those pieces, I come to the understanding that Zhejiang school was 
constructed in the Shanghai Conservatory in the late-1950s. There is an intriguing 
forward written by an old zheng professor Guo Ying 享[5 鷹 in the Shanghai 
conservatory telling the actual situation of zheng music in Shanghai in the mid-1930s. 
Similar to the situation in Hong Kong, zheng was not a popular folk music instrument 
in this area at that period of time. 

" . . . I remember when I arrived at Shanghai in 1935, there was no sign of 
the existence of guzheng elsewhere in the city. The term “guzheng,, was 
not known to people there, and even the musical instrument manufacturers 
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in Wumalu 五,馬路[the Fifth Road] (nowadays Guangdonglu 廣東路 

[Guangdong Road]) didn't know how to make this musical instrument. It 
was after I drew [to them] a diagram of zheng that [they] could finally 
build one92... (Guo 2000:1)" 

Guo Ying, originally a Chaozhou zheng master, is now counted as one of the pioneers 
of zheng music in Shanghai area. Yet it was after Wang Xunzhi 王巽之 was employed 
by the Shanghai Conservatory as a zheng instructor in 1956，who in subsequent years 
has successfully trained a group of proficient zheng players, that zheng music in 
Shanghai began to flourish. Among all the student of Wang Xunzhi, Xiang Sihua, 
Zhang Yan 張燕，Fang Shange 范上娥 and Wang Changyuan had later become 
famous performers and professors in the Shanghai Conservatory. Besides composing 
new pieces based on the new zheng playing techniques they developed, they also 
performed regularly the newly constructed "traditional" pieces of Zhejiang school 
arranged by Wang Xunzhi based on traditional manuscripts. By their active 
promotion of zheng music in Shanghai area, Zhejiang school started to win the 
recognition of other scholars and the general public alike. 

Many of the "traditional" pieces of Zhejiang school are adaptations from the 
Xiansuo Shisantao, Jiangnan Sizu and hangtan [Hangzhou opera] music (Sun 
1993:283). These pieces sounds very modern in the sense that the playing techniques 
they utilize, which were developed by Wang Xunzhi and his students, are almost 
identical to that of many modem zheng compositions in the 1970s and after. This 
made their sound effects and ambiances of the music almost indistinguishable from 
other contemporary zheng solo pieces. When we analyze these "traditional" pieces, 
the most apparent problem we encounter is the difference of the existing authorized 

9 2 The original Chinese text: “…記得1935年我剛到上海’市面上難覓古箏的蹤跡’ “古箏”二字 

鮮爲人知，連五馬路（今廣東路）一帶的樂器制作商都不知道怎樣做古箏。我親手畫了圖樣， 

才制作出一台…” 
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versions of the music published by different conservatories from their original 
notations in the 1 c e n t u r y document. 

Jiangjunling is said to be honest and direct translation from the same piece in the 
Xiansuo Shisantao, while Yueergao and Haiqing Na Tiane are said to be adapted from 
the pip a pieces with the same titles which are also closely related to the music in 
Xiansuo Shisantao (Wu and Xiang 1987a:116-7). Although only two out of these 
thirteen pieces are zheng solo music, and they are played very differently nowadays. 
A simple comparison of the first section of Jiangjunling in its original notation^^ and 
the most popular modem version justifies clearly the above observation. Let alone the 
difference between a simple skeletal notation and an embellished score for 
performance, the melodies of these two versions are evidently dissimilar to each other. 

Example 4.11 First section of the original Jiangjunling in Xiansuo Shisantao in staff notation 
(transnotated by the author from the original score in gongche notation). 

a 
棚 J I j 

i j _ 

Cao Anhe 曹安禾口 and Jian Qihua 簡其華 have transnotated the solo score oi Jiangjunling in Xiansuo 
Shisantao into staff notation (1979c), which includes all the two-hand techniques and idiosyncratic 
fingerings for zheng playing. Yet the score they arrive at is still speculations rather than facts, therefore 
I choose the skeletal melody for comparison here, which is sufficiently revealing. 
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Example 4 .12 First section of the modem version of Jiangjunling arranged by Wang Xunzhi 
in staff notation (transnotated by the author from cipher notation). 

1 、 — 一 •— - — _ 一 一 _ - 一 ̂  -

——下‘ p t - f ^ - ^ — [ t ^ ^ 

( p f r r f r X J ^ ^ p 汁 广 ^ ^ ^ 

f J r r y i i 肉、|丄 p ^ ^ 

The Xiansuo Shisantao are the music of the Manchus and the Mongols which belongs 
to northern culture as we perceive today, while the Zhejiang school is customarily 
regarded as a southern zheng school. When the basic north-south division of zheng 
music is still generally maintained is the academic arena, taking an ancient music 
manual of the north as the foundation of a zheng school of the south, is a contradiction 
that makes little sense in terms of historical construction. The obvious divergence of 
the modem authorized versions of these pieces from their original sources is another 
major problem. Let alone its short history of less than 50 years, without a corpus of 
truly traditional solo pieces, as well as distinctive timbre and special techniques that 
differentiate it from other stylistic regions, the credibility of Zhejiang school as a 
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traditional zheng school is as shaky as that of the "Hong Kong zheng school". 

2. The Shaanxi School 
There are different interpretations of the history of Shaanxi School. Taking the 

Qin area, which is Shaanxi nowadays, (arbitrarily) as the birthplace of zheng music, 
some scholars are obsessed with its supereme status and imagine a rich musical 
heritage in this area. Different scholars and zheng players have attempted to look for 
the existence of zheng music in folk contexts. 

Wang Qing 王青 has endeavored to re-construct the genealogy of the Yulin 榆林 

school94 up to 1670. He successfully locates a zheng master named Tan Jixi 譚吉王害、in 

this city who was said to have come from Jiangnan region and brought along with him 
zheng music from the south (2001:41-4). But the historical information Wang quotes 
in his article makes no specification on what type of music Tan had actually brought. 
And more importantly, from the time of Tan Jixi, which is 1790, until 1834, the year 
of the birth of a famous zheng player Zhang Shuangguo 張雙果(which is only a piece 
of memory from the recollections of an old native Shaanxi musician Zhu Xueyi 朱學 

義，who could recall nothing but the impression of Zhang's beautiful zheng playing he 
heard during his youth), there exists a vacuum of at least 160 years that nothing 
related to zheng music in Yulin region could be found in history (ibid.). That means 
the reliability of the existence of a continuous zheng playing tradition in Shaanxi 
could only count from around the 1840s，which is less than 170 years, and probably 
much less. Furthermore, whether these traditions were solo or ensemble ones could 
not be affirmed. 

94 Yulin is a city within Shaanxi province. Some scholars regard the Yulin school as a constituent of 
Shaanxi school instead of a separate stylistic school. See Zhou Yanjia (1993), Qu and Li (1999) and 
Zhou Wang (1999). 
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All of the zheng players singled out by Wang Qing were amateur players, and 
they were almost not known to the outside world in the past. These become the major 
reasons why these players are not recognized by scholars and other zheng masters and 
their influence to the zheng playing tradition in Shaanxi province is downplayed. Qu 
Yun, a professor in the department of fine arts at the Shaanxi Normal University as 
well as one of the major innovators of the "Shaanxi school", bears similar 
disregardedness to the significance of these players. She argues that the traditions of 
zheng playing in Qin area has been lost (which might not be the case), and it was not 
until the 1920s to 1950s when zheng masters Cao Zheng, Gao Zicheng and Zhou 
Yanjia 周延甲 came to Shaanxi to train a group of young performers that zheng music 
blossomed (Qu and Li 1999:1). Other sources suggest that Cao was in Xian 西安 

Conservatory in 1957 and left in the following year (Zhou and Zhu 2001:136)，while 
Gao has been teaching there for more 25 years since 1957 (Gao 2001:69-72). 

With so many different readings of the history of zheng music in Shaanxi 
province, there is still no consensus on the proliferation of zheng music before the 
1950s in this area. Scholars are facing the dilemma of identifying the origin of 
Shaanxi school with the Yulin tradition as Wang Qing does or claiming the origin 
from Cao Zheng, Gao Zicheng and Zhou Yanjia as Qu Yun does. By identifying with 
the former, a continuous but somewhat non-professional, unpopular zheng playing 
convention results, of which ensemble were the dominant practice over solo playing. 
Yet identifying with the latter, however, a rather contemporary construction of zheng 
playing tradition based on the speculation on what zheng music in this area is 
supposed to sound like is affirmed. Attention should be paid here that two out of the 
three initiators Qu Yun suggests were not natives from Shaanxi province at all. Cao 
Zheng was bom in Liaoning 遼寧 and later became Henan zheng masters under the 
instruction of Lou Shuhua. Likewise, Gao Zicheng was in essence a Shandong zheng 
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master who was also an active composer of new zheng solo pieces and innovator of 
new playing techniques in the 1950s and 1960s. Claiming the teachings of these two 
"foreign" zheng masters to be cradle of Shaanxi school seems to signify the eclectic 
nature of its origin. This generates question about the existence of a unique playing 
style with distinctive timbre in Shaanxi region, and at the same time downplays the 
zheng playing tradition within the Shaanxi province, if it really exists. 

Similar to the Zhejiang school, the canonized repertoire of the Shaanxi school 
does not consist of many traditional zheng music, but mainly composed pieces and 
modem adaptations of traditional tunes, together with a bunch of short pieces taken 
from operatic music in Shaanxi province, an act which eventually finds its reciprocal 
in the "Hong Kong zheng school". The most favourite pieces of Shaanxi school, such 
as Qinsangqu 秦桑曲，Jiangnulei 姜女淚 and Xiangshan Shegu 香山射鼓 are all new 
compositions by Shaanxi zheng masters, and the motives of these music are said to be 
taken from traditional melodies in the Shaanxi province. The "traditional" music, 
which has been neatly compiled by conservatory zheng masters, are popular both 
inside the conservatory and outside the Shaanxi province, and are almost unheard of 
in the zheng music circle in Hong Kong. 

3. Reasons for their Success 
Despite of the ambiguities in their origins and repertoires, Zhejiang and Shaanxi 
schools still succeed in earning recognitions and respects of intellectuals and zheng 
masters. This is exactly the opposite of the situation of the "Hong Kong zheng 
school". The reason is not merely incidental. Both schools have managed to produce 
favourite zheng solo pieces that appear frequently in concerts and recitals throughout 
China in recent years. In addition, the notion of Shaanxi as the cradle and origin of 
Chinese zheng music is still being affirmed by scholars, while Zhejiang school claims 
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to possess the earliest solo zheng music manuscript in China as the basis of their 
repertoire and playing style (without querying its probablitiy). Moreover, both 
schools are established by important zheng masters who have contributed immensely 
to the studies and developments of regional zheng music. The Zhejiang school is 
founded in the Shanghai conservatory, one of the most prestigious music conservatory 
in China, and by the venerated zheng master Wang Xunzhi. The Shaanxi school, in 
the same way, is nurtured by Cao Zheng and Gao Zicheng, two of the biggest names in 
contemporary zheng history whom most of the younger zheng players have sought to 
study with. The establishment of regional schools is never purely musical and 
historical considerations, but also a contest of power, a struggle between different 
musicians and conservatories to strive for recognitions and survival. 

4. The Jiao School 
Apart from the Zhejiang and Shaanxi schools, a more typical equivalent of the "Hong 
Kong zheng school" in the PRC is the "Jiao school" named after Jiao Jinliai, a 
professor in the Department of Music at the Xiamen University and he is also the 
innovator of this stylistic zheng school. As a composer, Jiao has written a number of 
famous solo zheng pieces including Miaoling de Zaochen ffi"•白勺Tongzu Wuqu 
侗族舞曲，Chunman Lijiang 春滿漓江 and Fuwng Chunzao 芙蓉春早，etc., three of 
which are so popular that they have even been used in the HKSMF as either set or own 
choice pieces for zheng solo items. As an author, Jiao has also written articles on the 
history of zheng and the characteristics of regional styles. However, he has little 
participation in the construction and promotion of traditional zheng music. The 
repertoire of the "Jiao school" consists only of his compositions and there is no 
historical connecting to any traditional music, ancient notation or important musical 
culture. Without frequently association with the Shanghai and Central conservatories, 
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Jiao may also be regarded as a marginalized musician by the mainstreams zheng 
masters. These features are nearly identical to the case of the "Hong Kong zheng 
school". As a result, very few scholars or zheng players in other parts of China 
recognize the significance of this stylistic school that named after him. The title of 
"Jiao school", similar to the “Hong Kong zheng school", continues to be Jiao Jinhai's 
personal (or his disciples') projection. His compositions are regarded as part of the 
modem zheng solo pieces that do not belong to any regional stylistic schools.^^ 

Conclusion 
Bearing these contradicting concepts in their constructions, regional schools of 

zheng music which have been persistently promoted by mainland scholars and zheng 
master during the past few decades can be regarded as an post-1949 invention, with 
the hidden purpose of nation-building, social maintainence and for teaching in 
conservatories. Their actually historical backgrounds are much thinner than what 
mainland scholars have declared. 

The Shandandan Kaihua Hongyanyan composed by Jiao Jinhai is included in the syllabus of the 
practical zheng examinations organized by the Central Conservatory and the Shanghai Conservatory 
but the title of "Jiao's school" does not appear in the descriptions of this solo piece. 
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Chapter 5 Conclusion 

Introduction 
Popular and widespread as it may be, the zheng is not a localized musical instrument 
in Hong Kong. During the 1970s and 1980s, both mainland and local zheng music 
have been used quite extensively in TVB soap opera, soundtracks and in popular 
songs. Since the 1990s，however, its usage has decreased dramatically. Nowadays, 
zheng music does not have much opportunity to appear in local compositions or and in 
popular music arena. Most of the other Chinese musical instruments experience the 
same situation here, except perhaps for the erhu, xiao and dizi which are still used 
regularly in popular songs, and for which a number of solo pieces or concertos have 
been commissioned to write and performed by professional players every now and 
then.96 Some of the zheng players such as So Chun-bo have endeavored to compose 
quite a number of solo pieces for zheng, yet such attempts have almost stopped since 
the mid-1990s.97 There are also a number of rearrangements of popular tunes from 
commercial popular music or movie theme songs for zheng solo or ensemble playing, 
but they are performance-oriented and the arrangers often overlook the sophistication 
of the arrangement of the music. Local zheng compositions, and Chinese 
instrumental music in general, are not valued by Hong Kong people, which is also the 
main reason for the miscarriage of the proposed "Hong Kong zheng school" 

There are two zheng examinations organized by zheng masters in Hong Kong, 

96 To name but a few, Joshua Chan, a local Hong Kong composer and associate professor in the music 
department of the University of Hong Kong was commissioned by the HKCO to compose the concerto 
for erhu and Chinese orchestra "Perpetuity con Amore" (2001) and "Distant Thoughts" for saxophone, 
4 solo huqin's and Chinese orchestra (2002).. 
97 There have still been zheng solo concerto compositions written in the past few years by Qian Jing 錢 
環，a graduate of the HKAPA who majored in zheng performance at first and finally changed to 
composition. Her works are mainly for private consumption and are seldom performed by others. 
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one by So Chun-bo and the other by Xu Nengqiang, a graduate from the Shanghai 
Conservatory who came to Hong Kong to teach zheng since the 1980s. Yet these 
examinations are not popular and are almost unknown to zheng players and the 
general public alike except for the students of these two zheng teachers. Most of the 
zheng students in Hong Kong prefer to participate in the examinations organized by 
the Central Conservatory and the Shanghai Conservatory because of their reputations 
and universal recognition (in Chinese society). Zheng music is, for most Hong Kong 
people, an imported cultural product from mainland China. Nowadays zheng players 
and pedagogues alike play and listen to mainstream zheng compositions from 
mainland China plus a few traditional pieces singled out by the conservatories in 
Beijing and Shanghai as representative pieces of various regional schools. Very few 
Hong Kong people nowadays prefer listening to the local style of zheng playing 
developed in the 1960s and 1970s, which can only be found occasionally within the 
Gantonese opera and nanyin circles now. 

Construction of a Regional School - A Mainland Chinese Conception 
The construction "Hong Kong zheng school" has not been a successfully attempt. 
However, what makes the background of this school worth exploring is the underlying 
concept of school-building. As I have shown in previous chapters, construction of 
regional styles or schools, together with the professionalization of folk musical 
instruments, are post-1949 concepts which are not only results of the arts policy of the 
CCP to revitalize the folk music of the people as the vehicle for nation-building, but 
also a way for certain "professional" musicians to secure and maintain their elitist 
position (Lau 1991:228). As an immigrant from mainland China in 1961, So Chun-bo 
obviously brought with him the concept of constructing regional stylistic schools 
from his home country and tried to actualize this idea in Hong Kong after he decided 
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to devote his life to the art of zheng. The act of building a local Hong Kong zheng 
school through composing new pieces and compiling traditional music is itself an 
imported conception, one which So Chun-bo may wish to use to counter the 
competition he faces, mainly from mainland, and struggle for survival. Unfortunately, 
his attempt is not widely acknowledged, and the "Hong Kong zheng school" remains 
his personal projection. 

Apart from the "official" regional zheng schools, a typical equivalent of the 
"Hong Kong zheng school" in the PRC is the "Jiao school" of which the repertoire 
consists only of new compositions by Jiao Jinhua himself. Within a substantial corpus 
of traditional zheng music, scholars in mainland China refuse to recognize the "Jiao 
school" as a "legitimate" zheng school. This "school" is now valued only by Jiao's 
disciples and associates, and none of the mainstream zheng players and scholars 
acknowledges its significance. 

I suspect that similar endeavors also exist elsewhere in the PRC, where various 
stylistic schools are being named and proliferated through teaching, performing and 
composition without being recognized by conservatories and the public alike. Most 
of these schools, which have neither obvious association with traditional music nor 
connection with prestigious old masters, are neglected by mainstream conservatory 
zheng masters and scholars. The process of "historical construction" for "official" 
zheng schools has almost ended after fifty years' undertaking. Now zheng masters put 
more focus on maintaining these historical constructs instead of searching for new 
entities. 

The "Invented Tradition" 
Frederick Lau argues that “...[a]lthough the dizi was used in many regional ensemble 
genres, a purely solo dizi tradition did not exist in practice. Thus, the definition of the 
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earlier dizi tradition is essentially based on speculation regulating what this past 
tradition may have been, rather than historical facts... consideration of all the 
evidence pertaining to the history of the repertory leads to the conclusion that the 
current solo dizi repertory is an "invented tradition" recently emerged rather than one 
derived directly from an earlier practice." (1991:227-8) By the same token, the 
establishment of zheng schools and the traditional repertoire compiled in the past 40 
years can equally be regarded as an "invented tradition", although the boundary 
between traditions and inventions in the case of zheng is much more blurred. The 
definition of regional zheng schools is seldom precisely expressed as solo traditions 
alone. The descriptions of these schools, except for the Zhejiang school which is 
constructed to be a solo tradition, usually start with ensemble playing and then evolve 
to become a solo tradition, of which the exact time of the transition is never clearly 
specified. 

In fact, very few zheng players nowadays are in a position to determine how 
much the "traditional" regional zheng music constructed since the 1950s reflects the 
indigenious music of the said areas. As an insider to zheng music, I often comment on 
the appropriateness of certain playing techniques for regional zheng music, and 
whether a performance is "in style" or not. But these judgements are based on the 
aural memory of the zheng music I acquired mainly from recordings made in China, 
which are not necessarily honest representations of these traditions. The imagined 
soimdscape of Chinese zheng music created by conservatory zheng masters as well as 
record producers has confined the understanding of traditional music to a collection of 
recorded sounds, with all the contextual elements being neglected. Such cultural 
construction is both beneficial and afflicting. It propagates the recorded music to 
places thousand of miles from its origin with almost undiminished vitality. However, 
the selection processes behind the production scene often contains the preferences of 
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music makers and sound engineers who decide which piece or version of a piece is 
more important than the others, or how to balance the volumes of various musical 
instruments in the recording. These operations can only guarantee distortion to folk 
music traditions. Yet the whole corpus of regional zheng music is constructed, 
disseminated and maintained with the help of these recordings. 

As Brace observes, "...the rationalization of Chinese instrumental performance 
involved...the elimination of many pre-1949 musical practices. For example, the 
standardization of teaching techniques and textbooks (adopted from Russian models) 
helped to foster a national style which, although made up of elements from regional 
practices, work to eliminate the regional diversity characteristic of pre-Liberation 
traditional musics" (1992:260-1). 

On the surface, Brace's theorization may not seem to apply to traditional zheng 
music in China, as its regional diversity is being emphasized instead of downplayed. 
Yet the standardization of notations and the utilization of modem models of the zheng 
generate parallel results. From the conservatories in the PRC to Hong Kong, these 
constructed traditional zheng pieces and other new compositions have become the 
mainstream zheng music people perform, listen to and transmit to their students. In 
the future, Hong Kong zheng players will continue to propagate Chinese zheng music 
with enthusiasm. They will continue to regard zheng music as an imported Chinese 
musical genre, and will not care to query the reliability of historical background and 
style of playing presented by Chinese zheng masters and scholars. 

Epilogue 
This thesis is only an elementary investigation of the history of construction of 

stylistic zheng school in both Hong Kong and the PRC. Taking Hong Kong as the 
main field of study and my base, I have had immense difficulties in getting access to 
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the mainland Chinese materials on this subject published before the 1970s. Many of 
the unpublished zheng manuals and articles on the zheng, especially those published 
in the 1950s and 1960s，are inaccessible to me. The discussion in this thesis is based 
largely upon materials from the past 30 years. This becomes the major obstacle to my 
discussion of the history of regional schools in the PRC. There is much need for more 
thorough research on the publications from the 1930s to 1960s and interview with old 
zheng masters, both in the conservatory and folk contexts, before a more complete 
picture of the history of zheng music activities in China can be presented. 

The issue of cultural construction and invention, as a matter of fact, is not unique 
to zheng music, but has been a general problem in Chinese music circles in the PRC 
since the 1950s. The surveys on folk music genres, especially on folksong and 
operatic music, all result in the categorization of regional styles, and the music thus 
gathered is edited and published in anthologies (such as the minjian yinyue jicheng 民 

尸曰巧音樂集成)for preservation and dissemination. I speculate that there have been 
similar problems of selection and distortion in these attempts, but without enough 
evidence to support my assertions at this moment. A lot more research and fieldwork 
will need to be done in the future to verify this hypothesis. 
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Appendix 1 
Total Number of Participants in Chinese Instrument Classes in the HKSMF 

Year Total no. lYear Total no. 
1962 the 14th HKSMF 14 1986 the 38^' H K S M F 2 0 8 ~ 
1963 the HKSMF S 1987 the 39'^ HKSMF 
1964 the 16'' HKSMF ^ 1988 the 40^' HKSMF ^ 
1965 the 17'' HKSMF S 1989 the HKSMF ^ 
1966 the 18…HKSMF ^ 1990 the 42"' HKSMF ^ 
1967 the 19'' HKSMF 19 1991 the 43'''̂  HKSMF ^ 
1968 the 2 ( r HKSMF S 1992 the 44^' HKSMF ^ 
1969 the 21 St HKSMF 1993 the 45^' HKSMF ^ 
1970 the 22"' HKSMF 1994 the 46^' HKSMF m 
1971 the 23' ' HKSMF m 1995 the 47"^ HKSMF TO 
1972 the 24th HKSMF 187 1996 the 48"̂  HKSMF ^ 
1973 the 25th HKSMF m 1997 the 49^' HKSMF 
1974 the 26' ' HKSMF S o 1998 the 50'' HKSMF 1402~~ 
1975 the 27th HKSMF 1999 the HKSMF i m ~ ~ 
1976 the 28' ' HKSMF 2000 the 52"' HKSMF i m 
1977 the 29…HKSMF 2001 the SS""' HKSMF i m 
1978 the 3 ( r HKSMF 404 2002 the 54^' HKSMF 
1979 the 31 St HKSMF W l 2003 the 55'^ HKSMF 
1980 the 32nd HKSMF — S5S5 
1981 the 33rd HKSMF 287 
1982 the 34"' HKSMF 
1983 the HKSMF 
1984 the 36'" HKSMF 421 
1985 the 37' ' HKSMF 
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Appendix II 
Total Number of Participants in Zheng Solo Classes in HKSMF 

Year Junior Intermediate Senior Open of Total 
Advanced 

1962 the 14"'HKSMF I 1 (no age r e s t r i c t i o n ) T ~ — 
1963 the HKSMF 2 2 

1964 the 16"' HKSMF 1 i 
1965 the 17"' HKSMF i i 
1966 the 18"'HKSMF 2 2 

1967 the 19"' HKSMF Q 
1968 the 20"' HKSMF 6 2 8 
1969 the 21"' HKSMF 9 ^ ^ 

, 1970 the 22"' HKSMF 7 15 4 22 
1971 the 23rd HKSMF 8 5 13 
1972 the 24"' HKSMF 3 9 6 18 
1973 the 25"' HKSMF 2 3 5 10 
1974 the 26"' HKSMF 2 4 6 12 

1975 the 27"' HKSMF 5 4 5 14 
1976 the 28山 HKSMF 7 2 2 H 
1977 the 29"' HKSMF 13 U 3 Tl 
1978 the 30"' HKSMF 9 4 2 15 
1979 the 31 St HKSMF 3 8 7 18 
1980 the 32"" HKSMF [2 1 6 19 
1981 the 33"* HKSMF 4 10 10 ^ 
1982 the 34"' HKSMF 13 12 7 S 
1983 the 35"丨 HKSMF 1 \ 3 3 Tl 
1984 the 36'" HKSMF 31 ^ 15 ^ 
1985 the 37"' HKSMF 34 12 18 M 
1986 the 38"' HKSMF 15 (under 10 (under 16) 11 (under 36 

13) ^ 
1987 the 39山 HKSMF 71 32 24 127 
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1988 the 40"' HKSMF ^ M 6 16 
1989 the 4IS' HKSMF ^ 47 15 
1990 the 42"" HKSMF 40 ^ 5\ 1 

1991 the 43"* HKSMF 72 51 7 17 147 
1992 the 44th HKSMF ^ ^ 9 4 138 
1993 the 45"' HKSMF 47 52 9 5 n 3 

1994 the 46"' HKSMF ^ ^ 10 7 
1995 the 47"' HKSMF 70 ^ 31 8 
1996 the 48"' HKSMF 49 ^ 10 
1997 the 49"' HKSMF 5S ^ T[ ^ 
1998 the 50"' HKSMF 1^7 ^ 19 ^ 
1999 the 51 St HKSMF ^ ^ 78 8 ^ 
2000 the 52"' HKSMF ^ 119 29 15 W ? 
2001 the 53'" HKSMF ^ 4 1 6 157 Yl W ^ 
2002 the 54th HKSMF " " " 7 5 ^ 14 ^ 
2003 the 55"' HKSMF ^ W ? ^ 51 16 lOW 

(Approximation) 
2004 the 56"' HKSMF ^ ^ 15 1400 

(Approximation ) 
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Appendix III 
List of Set Pieces for Zheng Solo Classes in the Hong Kong Schools Music 
Festival 

Year Junior Intermediate Senior Advanced 
1962 陽關三叠(no age restriction) 
1963 關山月 

1 9 6 4 高山流水 

1 9 6 5 竹林秋月 

1966 千聲佛 ~ 

1967 ~ 
1 9 6 8 大開手 高山流水 

1 9 6 9 千聲佛 漁舟唱晚 -

1970 高山流水 漁舟唱晚 Own Choice 
1971 山坡羊 Own Choice 
1972 平沙落雁 寒鵑戲水 Own Choice 
1973 錦上花 新開版 _ Own Choice 
1974 天下大同 山坡羊 Own Choice 
^ ^ 蕉窗夜雨或 ^ . 

1975 小開手 ；i^litt Own Choice 
^ 漏 尤 寒鴉戲水或 “ ~ 

1976 剪飽花 漢宮秋月 Own Choice 
1977 被台秋思 蕉窗夜雨 Own Choice 
1978 剪春蘿 落院 Own Choice 
1979 和平舞 寒鴉戲水 Own Choice 
1980 百鳥朝鳳 豐收鑼鼓 Own Choice 
1981 搗衣 寒鸦戲水 Own Choice 
1982 大開手 高山流水 Own Choice 
1983 關山月 洞庭新歌 Own Choice 
1984 小開手 漁舟唱晚 Own Choice 
1985 妨織忙 慶豐年 Own Choice 

高山流水 山丹丹開花紅飽豐色 Own Choice 
(under 13) (under 16) (under 19) 

1987 浪淘沙 秋思曲 Own Choice 
1 9 8 8 剪飽花 妨織忙 豐收鑼鼓 1、，罾豸if， plus Own Choice 
1989 小開手 賞秋 出水蓮 p l u s ? w!L . c e 
1 9 9 0 錦上添花 高山流水 漁舟唱晚 1 ， ® ^殳 . plus Own Choice 
1 9 9 1 竹林秋月 陽關三暨 苗嶺的早晨 1 胃 . plus Own Choice 
1 9 9 2 鳳翔歌 紡織忙 金壊懷古 1 ； . plus Own Choice 
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1993 小開手 漢 宮 秋 月 , 可碧 plus Own Choice 
1994 剪飽花 漁舟唱晚 春到拉薩 1 ，'胃，h . plus Own Choice 
1995 高山流水 上樓 香山射鼓 1 plus Own Choice 
1996 刮地風 燈月交燁 瀏陽河 戰颱風 

1997 “ 關山月 陽關三叠一高山流水（河南） 東海漁歌 

1998 “ 剪離花 妨織忙 香山射鼓 幸福渠水到俺村 

1999 浪淘沙 出水蓮 豐數鑼鼓 鋼水奔流 

2000 ( •受） 洞庭新歌 雪山春曉 井岡山上太陽紅 

2001 _ 三十三板 瀏陽河 銀河碧波 茉莉芬芳 

2002 “ 大開手 鐵馬吟 春到拉薩 源英雄小姐妹"“ 

2003 錦上花 安;^^1、 林沖夜奔 龄中賦 
( 二、四段) 

2004 “ 妨織忙 濟奶舞^ — 戰跑風 林卡姆散序與舞曲-

2005 “ 西江月 洞庭新&~~~ 東海漁歌 井岡山上太陽紅 

^ 柳青娘 瑤族舞曲 幸福渠水到俺村 春到湘江 
II — 

List of Set Pieces for Zheng Solo Classes in the Hong Kong Schools Music 
Festival (with numbers of occurrences) 
Class Title of music ( Occurrence ) 
Junior 關山月(3)�千聲佛(2)�大開手(3)�高山流水(3)�平沙落雁(1)�錦 

上花(3)�天下大同(1)�小開手(4)�剪錠花(4)�粧台秋思(1)�剪春 
蘿⑴、和平舞⑴、百鳥朝鳳(1)、搗衣⑴、妨織忙(2)、浪淘沙(2)、 

竹林秋月(1)、鳳翔歌(1)、刮地風(1)、雲慶（第一段）⑴、三十三板 

(1)、西江月(1)、柳青娘(1) 

Intermediate 紡織忙(3)�賞秋⑴、高山流水(1)�陽關三叠(2)�漢宮秋月(1)�漁 
舟唱晚(1)、上樓(1)、燈月交琿(1)、出水蓮(1)、洞庭新歌(2)、瀏陽 

河(1)、鐵馬吟(1)、長安八景、（三、四段）（1)、擠奶舞曲(1)、瑶族 

舞曲⑴ 

Senior 高山流水⑶、竹林秋月⑴、漁舟唱晚⑷、山坡羊⑵、寒鴉戲水 ( 4 ) � 
新開版⑴、蕉窗夜雨⑶、妨織忙⑴、漢宮秋月⑴、豐收鑼鼓 ( 3 ) � 
洞庭新歌(1)、慶豐年(1)、山丹丹開花紅難難(1)、秋思曲(1)、出水蓮 

(1)、苗嶺的早晨(1)、金壊懷古(1)、春光(1)、春到拉薩(2)、香山射 

鼓(2)、瀏陽河(1)、高山流水（河南）（1)、雪山春曉(1)、銀河碧波(1)、 

林沖夜奔(1)、戰颱風⑴、幸福渠水到俺村⑴、東海漁歌(1) 

Open or 陽關三叠(1)�洞庭新歌(1)�慶豐年(1)�戰跪風(2)�將軍令(1)�包 
Advanced 榜調(1)�銀河碧波(1)�鐵馬吟(1)�雪山春曉(1)�東海漁歌(1)�幸 

福渠水到俺村(1)、鋼水奔流(1)、井岡山上太陽紅(2)、茉莉芬芳(1)、 

草源英雄小姐妹(1)、龄中賦(1)、林卡姆散序與舞曲(1)、春到湘江(1) 
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Appendix IV 

List of Own Choice Pieces for Open or Advanced Zheng Solo Classes 

Year Own Choice 
1970 蕉窗夜曲、上樓、落院、漁舟唱晚 

1971 落院、紡織忙、漁舟唱晚、大浪淘沙、粧台秋思 

1972 寒鴉戲水、春到田間、漁舟唱晚、漢江韻、紡織忙、高山流水 

1973 高山流水、寒鴉戲水、漢江韻、河南曲片聯奏 

1974 "^工花月夜、紡織忙、漁舟唱晚、大浪淘沙 _ 

1975 豐收鑼鼓、春到田間、漁舟唱晚 

1976 戰跪風、山丹丹開花紅豐色豐色 

1977 漁舟唱晚、幸福渠、紡織忙 

1978 戰跪風、妨織忙 

^延邊之歌、草原英雄小姊妹、荒城來客、瑶族舞曲、餓馬搖鈐、 

山丹丹開花紅馳難、上樓 

1 出水蓮、漁舟唱晚、草原英雄小姊妹、蕉窗夜雨、春江花月夜、 

山丹丹開花紅豐色豐色 

1 妨織忙、荒城來客、大渡河、峽谷明珠放異彩、洞庭新歌、 

山丹丹開花紅馳馳、紅旗渠水到俺村、潮陽河、延邊之歌 
^ 山丹丹開花紅難馳、趕花會、幸福水、櫻花、 

延邊人民熱愛毛主席 
1983 春到田間、戰殿風、峽谷明珠放異彩 

瑶族舞曲、峽谷明珠放異彩、山丹丹開花紅馳豐色、 

1984 幸福渠水到俺村、幸福水、彝族舞曲、草原民歌、戰颱風、 

東海漁歌、延邊之歌、瀏陽河 

梁祝、山丹丹開花紅難馳、東海漁歌、峽谷明珠放異彩、 

1985 彝族舞曲、延邊之歌、豐收鑼鼓、春光花月夜、銀河碧波、 

將軍令、洞庭新歌、瀏陽河、草原民歌、趕花會、戰 i t風 

^"“―幸福渠水、紡織忙、寒腾戲水、洞庭新歌、瑶族舞曲、彝族舞曲、 

瀏陽河、漁舟唱晚、慶豐年 

峽谷明珠放異彩、暝思、戰颱風、紅旗渠水到俺家、 

草原英雄小姊妹、瀏陽河、喜慶、林沖夜奔、春滿漓江、單點頭、 

雪山春曉、春到田間、漁舟唱晚、銀河碧波、瑶族舞曲、 

豐收鑼鼓、天京好懷 

東海漁歌、戰風、廣陵散、將軍令、峽谷明珠放異彩、瀏陽河、 

1988 豐收鑼鼓、彝族舞曲、銀河碧波、出水蓮、香山射鼓、 

歡樂的曰子 

, q o g 秦桑曲、戰職風、雪山春曉、幸福渠水、陳杏元落院、漢宮秋月、 

豐收鑼鼓、瑶族舞曲、彝族舞曲、山丹丹開花紅難馳、採茶曲 
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^廣陵散、秦桑曲、深閨怨、山丹丹花開花難難、月兒高、出水蓮、 

劉陽河 

山丹丹花開花難難、劉陽河、銀河碧波、洞庭新歌、漁舟唱晚、戰跪風、 

1991 櫻花、廣陵散、雪山春曉、寒鴉戲水、彝族舞曲、 

秦桑曲 

1992 戰跪風、峽谷明珠放異彩、溷陽河、秦桑曲 

1993 崖山哀、戰跪風、香山射鼓、侗族舞曲、草源英雄小姐妹 

^紅旗渠水到俺村、採花曲、戰跪風、草源英雄小姐妹、打虎上山、 

秦桑曲 

1995 山丹丹開花紅難離、戰艇風、將軍令、包榜調、香山射鼓 

Number of Occurrence of Own Choice Pieces 

A d • r». Number of Own Choice Pieces ^ Occurrence 
山丹丹開花紅飽難 17 

戰颱風 16 

漁舟唱晚 13 

幸福渠水（紅旗渠水到俺村) 12 

彝族舞曲 10 

瀏陽河、紡織忙、秦桑曲、峽谷明珠放異彩 8 

瑶族舞曲 7 

豐收鑼鼓 6 

草原英雄小姊妹、洞庭新歌、春到田間、 “ 

延邊之歌（延邊人民熱愛毛主席) ^ 

銀河碧波、寒腾戲水、雪山春曉、將軍令、香山射鼓 4 

廣陵散、漢江韻、東海漁歌、出水蓮、(陳杏元）落院 3 

櫻花、蕉窗夜雨、趕花會、漢宮秋月、高山流水、草原民歌、 “ 

荒城來客、春江花月夜、幸福水、大浪淘沙、上樓 

歡樂的日子、餓馬搖玲、慶豐年、暝思、粧台秋思、單點頭、喜慶、 

深閨怨、梁祝、採茶曲、採花曲、崖山哀、春滿滴江、侗族舞曲、 

河南曲片聯奏、林沖夜奔、打虎上山、包榜調、月兒高、天京好懷、 

大渡河 
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Appendix V 
Syllabus of the Practical Examinations (2006) for Zheng Organized by So 
Chun-bo 

G r a d e T i t l e o f S o n g C h i n e s e T i t k [ D ^ ^ ^ r i ^ ^ i ^ 

— ^ ^ ^ o i ^ h ^ S ^ C h ^ ^ ~ 
MeihuaXiansong 梅花小頌 ^̂ î̂ ^̂ ^̂ T̂i；；；̂ ；̂̂ ?̂：；；̂  

Biehe Yuan 別鶴怨 Cantonese tune ~ " 
2 H o r ^ u L e i 瓦燭淚 —Composed bv WnnT̂；̂；；̂：：̂  

Guanshan Yue 關山月 From Guqin solo p j ^ " 
Diluhua 帝女花 ^^^^g^gg^j^e ~ 

Chushui Lian 出水蓮 Hakka zheng piece 
Liushui 流水行雲 l^rom Guqin solo piere 
Chanyuan Zhongsheng 禪院鐘聲 by Cui Yulin 

3 Shanglou 上樓 Henan zheng piece 
Pinghu Qiuyue 平湖秋月 Cantonese tune “ 
Jiaochuang Yeyu 蕉窗夜雨 

[Hakka zheng piece 
Nanyin 南音 Cantonese tune ‘ 
Dielianhua 蝶戀花 Composed by So Chuiv^ 

4 G a o s h a n Liushui 高山流水 Zhejiang z/zgwg piece 
Shuangxing Hen 雙星恨 —Cantonese tune ‘ 
Fangzhimang 妨織忙 Composed by Liu Tianyi “ 
Mili 迷离佳 Composed by So Chun-bo 
Zhaojun Yuan 日召君怨 Cantonese tune 

5 Hanya Xishui 寒鴉戲水 Chaozhou zheng piece 
Yuzhou Changwan 漁舟口昌晚 Composed by Lou Shuhua 
Heyie Sigui 客夜思歸 Composed by So Chun-b^ 
Miaohui 廟會 Composed by So Chun-bo 
Yiqing 憶情 Gmposed by So Chun-bo 一 

6 Saishangqu 塞上曲 From pipa solo piece 
Fengge Enchou Weiliaoqing 鳳閣恩仇未了情 Cantonese tune ~ 
Zhaojun Chusai 日召君出塞 Cantonese tune 
Huangcheng Laike 荒城來客 Composed by So Chun-bo 
Nan Jingong 南進宮 Chaozhou zheng piece 

7 Puan Zhou 普庵咒 From Guqin solo piece 
Chunjian Huayueye 春江花月夜 From pipa solo piece 
Xiyue 戲樂 Composed by So Chun-bo 
Daziran Jingwu 大自然景物 Composed by So Chun-bo 
Jiangheshui 江、河水 From erhu solo piece 
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Grade Title of Song Chinese Title Descriptions 
8 Tianqiao Dixia de Laoran ^^J^Tf i '^^A Composed by So Chun-bo 

Xiangjiang Lueying 香、江掠影 Composed by So Chun-bo 
Shimian Maifu 十面埋伏 From pipa solo piece 
Yaozu Wuqu i^tMM^ From orchestral piece 
Zuimeng 醉夢 Composed by So Chun-bo 

9 Honglou Meng 紅樓夢 Composed by So Chun-bo 
Bingju Xing 兵車行 Composed by So Chun-bo 
Huamei Tiaojia Chaozhou zheng piece 
Xiangqing 響日青 Composed by Law Wing-fai 
Liangzhu 梁祝 From violin concerto 

10 Quyuan Zuqu 屈原組曲 Composed by So Chun-bo 
Huadeng Hui 花燈會 Composed by So Chun-bo 
Wanshi Shibiao 一 萬世師表 Composed by So Chun-bo 
Mingsi 瞑思 Composed by Chen Nengji 
Niezheng Ci Hanwang 嘉政束幌王 Composed by So Chun-bo 
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Character List and Glossary 

Chinese terms are arranged in alphabetical order, according to pinyin, the official 
romanization system in mainland China. Alternative romanizations are used for Hong 
Kong，Taiwan, and pre-1949 mainland Chinese terms. I include here all the Chinese 
terms mentioned in this thesis under four categories: 1) Personal Names, 2) Titles of 
Music, 3) Names of Cities, Geographic Region or Places in China and Other Names, 4) 
Terms and Titles. 

Personal Names 
Cao Anhe 曹安和 
Cao Rou 曹柔 

Cao Zheng (originally named 曹正（原名郭緝光） 

Guo Qiguang) 
Chan Chi-kit 陳志傑 
Chen Chuanyin 陳傳音 
Chen Hanguang 陳漢光 
Chen Nengji 陳能濟 
Cheng Man 鄭文 
Cheng Te-yuan 鄭德淵 
Choi Kit-yee 蔡潔儀 
Choi Ngar-si (originally named 蔡雅絲（原名蔡惠儀） 

Choi Wai-yee) 
Chu Hing-cheung 朱慶祥 
Cui Weilin 崔薪林 
Dai Xiongfei 戴鴻飛 
Du Huan 杜換 
Fang Shange 范上娥 
Feng Zicun 瑪子存 
Gao Zicheng 高自成 
He Baoquan 何寶泉 
Ho Ka-chuen 何家全 
Huang Shi 黃石 
James Wong 黃霑 
Jian Qihua 簡其華 
Jiao Jinhai 焦金海 
Kwok Lun 享[5倫 
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Lam Fung 林風 
Li Fangyuan 李芳園 

Li Meng 李萌 
Li Shaogeng 李少耕 
Li Zuji 李祖基 
Liang Tsai-ping 梁在平 

Lin Ling 林玲 
Liu Tianhua 劉天華 

Liu Tianyi 劉天一 

Lou Shuhua 婁樹華 

Louis Chen (Chen Leishi) 陳蕾士 
Lu Cunling 陸春齡 

Lu Wuncheng 呂文成 
Miao Jinlin 緣金林 

N g Tai-kong 吳大江 

Qiu Dacheng 邱大成 
Qiu Danqing 邱丹青 

Rao Yuyan 饒余燕 • 

Rong Zhai 榮齋 
Sha Lijing 沙里晶 
Sheng Xiansan 盛獻三 
So Chun-bo 蘇振波 

Su Qiaozheng 蘇巧箏 
Tan Jixi 譚吉王营、 

Tong Kin-woon 唐健桓 
Tung Chee-wah 董建華 
Wang Changyuan 王昌元 
Wang Jianmin 王建民 
Wang Qing 王青 
Wang Tianyi 王天一 

Wang Xunzhi 王巽之 

Wang Zhongshan 王中山 

Wei Ziyou 魏子猷 
Wong Yuet-seng 王粤生 
Wong Lap-tak 黃立德 

Wu Lishan 鄒立珊 

Xiang Sihua 項斯華 

Xu Lingzi 許菱子 
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Xu Nengqiang 徐能強 

Xu Xiaolin 徐曉林 

Xu Zhengao 徐振高 

Yan Linhung 閻林紅 

Yim Koon-fat 嚴觀發 
Yip Chee-kwong 葉賜光 
Yuan Jingfang 袁靜芳 
Zhang Shuangguo 張雙果 
Zhang Yan 張燕 

Zhao Dengshan 趙登山 
Zhao Manqin 趙曼琴 

Zhao Yuzai 趙玉齋 

Zhou Shushen 周書紳 
Zhou Wang 周望 

Zhou Yanjia 周延甲 
Zhou Yun 周丰云 

Zhu Quan 朱權 

Zhu Xueyi 朱學義 

Titles of Music 
Bainiao Zhaofeng 百鳥朝鳳 

Bei Zhenggong 北正宮 

Canghai Yishengxiao 滄海一聲笑 

Caoyuan Yingxiong Xiaojiemei 草原英雄小姐妹 

Chanyuan Zhongsheng 禪院鐘聲 

Chundao Xiangj iang 春到湘江 

Chunjiao Shima 春郊試馬 

Chunman Lijiang 春滿滴江 

Chushui Lian 出水蓮 
Chushui Lian Bianzouqu 出水蓮變奏曲 

Daochun Lai 到春來 

Daoyiqu 搗衣曲 
Denglou 登樓 
Dielianhua 蝶戀花 
Fangzhimang 妨織忙 
Fenhong Lian 粉紅蓮 

Fengshou Luogu 豐收鑼鼓 

Fengshouge 豐收歌 
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Furong Chunzao 芙蓉春早 

Gaoshan Liushui 高山流水 

Guangling San 廣陵散 

Guanshan Yue 關山月 
Guichu Lai 歸去來 

Guiyuan 閨怨 
Guzheng Lianxiqu Wushou 古箏練習曲五首 

Haiqing 海青 
Haiqing Na Tiane 海青拿天我I 
Hangong Qiuyue 漢宮秋月 

Hanya Xishui 寒牆戲水 

Hefan 和番 
Hehuanling 合歡令 
Hongqi Qushui Daoancun 紅旗渠水到俺材 

Hongzhulei 紅燭、淚 

Huamenglu 畫夢錄 
Huangcheng Laike 荒城來客 

Huangling Suixiang 黃陵隨想 

Huayuge 畫魚歌 
Huanxiangqu 幻想曲 I 
Hunjiang Long 、?昆：&1 育直 

Jian Dianhua 剪錠花 
Jianghu Shui 江湖水 

Jiangjunling 將軍令 
Jiangnulei 姜女淚 
Jiaochuang Yeyu 蕉窗夜雨 

Jieshidiao youlan 碼石調幽蘭 

Jishen 祭神 
Jinshang Hua 錦上花 
Jiuzhou Fengcai 九州風采 

Meihua Sannong 梅花三弄 

Miaoling de Zaochen 苗嶺的早晨 

Mingsi 漠思 
Naner Dangziqiang 男兒當自強 

Penglai Xianjing 蓬萊仙境 

Pinghu Qiuyue 平湖秋月 

Pingsha Luoyan 平沙落雁 

Putian Tongxing 普天同慶 
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Qiansheng Fo 千聲佛 

Qinsangqu 秦桑曲 
Shandandan Kaihua Hongyanyan 山丹丹開花紅豐色豐色 

Shanglou 上樓 
Shanwei 山魅 
Shaobing Youtiao 燒餅油條 

Shuangfeng Chaoyang 雙鳳朝陽 

Shuhuaiqu 舒懷曲 
Tianxia Datong 天下大同 

Tianxia Tong 天下同 

Tiema yin 鐵馬吟 

Tongzu Wuqu 侗族舞曲 

Xiangshan Shegu 香山射鼓 

Xiao Kaishou 小開手 
Xiaoniao Chaofeng 小鳥朝鳳 

Xiyun 戲韻 
Yi Guren 憶故人 

Yi Songlan 憶嵩嵐 

Yinhe 銀河 
Yueerhao 兒尚 
Yuzhou Changwan 漁舟唱晚 

Zhantaifeng 戰跪風 
Zhaojun Hefan 昭君和番 

Zhongguo Huanxiangqu 中國幻想曲 

Zhuangtai Qiusi 粧台秋思 

Names of Cities, Geographic Region or Places in China 
Chaozhou 潮州 
Fujian 福建 
Guangdong 廣東 
Guangxi 廣西 
Guixiyaimu 貴溪崖墓 

Haifeng 海豐 
Hangzhou 杭州 
Henan 河南 
Jiangsu 江蘇 
Jiangxi 江西 
Kejia (Hakka) 客家 
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Liaolin 遼寧 
Minnan 閩南 
Neimeng(Inner Mongolia) 內蒙 
Qin area 秦地 
Shaanxi 陝西 
Shandong 山東 
Shanghai 上海 
Swatow 汕頭 
Tiananmen 天安門 
Tianjin 天津 
Xian 西安 
Yulin 榆林 
Zhejiang 浙江 

Other Names, Terms and Titles 
Bangdi 梆笛 
Beipai 北派 
Chuantong yinyue 傳統音樂 

Dizi 笛子 
Dunhuang Pipapu 敦煌琵琶譜 

Erhu 二胡 
Ersipu 二四譜 
Erxian 一弦 
Gailiang 改良 
Gaohu 高胡 
Gongche 工尺 
Gongchepu 工 譜 
Gouda 勾搭 
Guangdonglu 廣東路 
Guqin 古琴 
Guomindang 國民黨 
Guzheng (zheng) 古箏（箏） 

Guzheng Duzouqu 古箏獨奏曲 

Guzheng Quji 古箏曲集 

Guzheng Tanzoufa 古箏彈奏法 

Guzheng Xuanji 古箏選集 

Guziqu 鼓子曲 
Hangtan 杭灘 
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Huashi Pipapu 華氏琵琶言普 

Huazhi 花指 
Huowudiao 活五調 
Jiangnan Sizhu 江南絲竹 

Jianzipu 減字譜 
Kuaisu zhixu 快速指序 

Minjian Yinyue Jicheng 民間音樂集成 

Minyue 民樂 
Nanbeipai Shisantao Pipa Xinpu 南北派十三套琵琶新譜 

Nanpai 南派 
Nanyin 南音 
Nizhengpu 擬箏譜 
Pai 派 

Pipa 琵琶 
Qinpai 琴派 
Qing dynasty 清朝 
Qudi 曲笛 
Rinchi Yoroku [Renzhi Yaulu] 仁智要錄 

Ruan 阮 
Sheng 笛 
Shenqi Mipu 神奇秘譜 

Shiji 史記 
Taoqu 套曲 
Tianwenge Qinpu 天聞閣琴譜 

Wenzipu 文字譜 
Wumalu 五馬路 
Wuzhizai Qinpu 五知齋琴譜 

Xiyue 細樂 
Xianshi 弦詩 
Xiansuo Beikao 弦索備考 

Xiansuo Shisantao 弦索十三套 

Xiaoguo yinxiang zhifa 效果音響指法 

Xilutang Qintong 西麓堂琴統 

Yangqin 揚琴 
Zhengpai 箏派 
Zhengquxuan 箏曲選 
Zhongzhou Gudiao 中州鼓調/中州古調 
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Title of Page Name in Chinese 
Hong Kong Chiu Chow Chamber of Commerce Ltd. 香港潮州商會 

http:// www.chiuchow. org.hk/b5/scripts/welcome/index.php 

The Hong Kong Academy for Performing Arts 香港演藝學院 

http://www.hkapa.edu/ 

Hong Kong Chinese Orchestra 香港中樂團 

http://www.hkco.org/ 

The Hong Kong Schools Music and Speech Association 香港學校音樂及朗誦協會 

http: //ww w.hksmsa. org .hk/ 

Hugo Productions (HK) Ltd. 雨果製作有限公司 

http://www.hugocd.com/ 
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Quality Education Fund 優質教育基金 

http://qef.org. hk/eng/index .htm 

http://www.chiuchow
http://www.hkapa.edu/
http://www.hkco.org/
http://www.hugocd.com/
http://qef.org
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